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aries who defied the academic traditions of their age, not only as

the successors of Delacroix, Gmrhet, and ("lorot, hut also as the

prophets anil precursors of modern painting. Impressionism

heralded a now attitude toward art. The Impressionist, in over

throwing the old, gave hirth to a new tradition.

Around 1860, a group of young artists of diverse backgrounds

and origins who were living and studying in Paris joined together

informally to find new forms and new approaches in painting.

They had met each other in the studio of (Jleyre, at the Academic

Suissc, at the ficole ties Beaux- Arts. These artists who ,years later,

were to he derisively dubbed Impressionists by their opponents,

were far less concerned with a particular style of painting than with

a communal attitude toward certain fundamental problems, such

as light and color. They left their studios and went to the forest

of Fontaineblcau, to the banks of the OLse, to Normandy in order

HARMGNIKS. KIKHKRMKN IN A LANSf,AW
CABINKT DKS DKSSINS, LOUVRK, PARIS.



Till', SAIiON OF 18^7 IN THH PALAIS 1)14 I/INWJSTRW, PARIS,

to paint in the open air, When a group that included Monet,

Renoir, Pissarro, Sislcy, Degas, C&anne, and Berthe Morisot

organized its (irst exhibit in 1874, in defiance of the official Salon,

their contemporaries -accustomed as they were to the use of

varnish, to
patina

and chiaroscuro -considered these new painters

anarchistic lunatics, "intoxicated" revolutionaries, They were

indeed intoxicated, but with their rediscovery of light as the

primal source of
painting, By their affirmation of the primacy of

light, they revitalized the concept of the pictorial element inherent



in color. This affirmation brought in its wake new techniques ;i

new language- simpler, more direct, more immediate, more

meaningful.

The passage of time and the attempts of" art historians to give

logic and coherence to a system that, by its very nature* defies

analysis have given rise to the false conception olf Impressionism

as an autonomous entity. What the Impressionists had in common

was their vocabulary of form and their love of" independence.

Impressionism was primarily the symbol of a liberation, of jin

emancipation from the rigidities of the Salon. As far as style and

technique are concerned, any attempt to find a unifying element

between Monet and C&smne, between Renoir and Degas, or

between Manet and Pissarro would be doomed to failure. As

Lionello Venturi said: "Renoir expresses all the happiness, the

vitality, and the humor of his subject; Monet the essence of things;

Degas the mastery, calculated in every detail ;
fx&annc the grandeur,

the subtlety, and the science; Pissarro the rustic faith and the epic

breadth; Sisley the delicacy and repose.
11

But in their friendship

DIAfc. THE OAKS. CABINET DBS DBSSXNS, LOUVRE, PARIS.



UONINGTON. PARTKRRK O'lJAU, VKR8AILLKS. l8z6. LOUVRE, PAWS,

A sky, broadly painted like a
Tiepolo, sheds a

light that sums to

presage a storm, It is an oil painting executed with the freedom
and dash of a water color,

ftonington 's
facility in tk latter medium

is, in fact, apparent In his use of oils: his
preference for bright and

fluid tones, for reflections and transparency, Kotk concept and

execution bear almost no /race of Romanticism ; the whole atmosphere

is new, not onlj reminiscent of both Turner and Delacroix, but also

foreshadowing Manet. U$t is the dominantfeature, and it is this

quality which gives the mrk its
uslonishingfreshness.



JW,KS GARNIKR, jKTNAM, hXHlBITU) IN TM'
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for each other and in their struck against all formalism ui

academic rules, they were us one,

TRADITIONS AND INNOVATIONS, There was n

time when the arts -sponsored and supported by a small, select*

refined group reflected aristocratic tastes and interests, But the

spread of industrialism and mercantilism created a new bourgeoisie

that was
sufficiently strong to assume the once-traditional role of

the nobility as sponsors of art, A society chiefly motivated bv

profit, power, and comfort had, of course, little use tor artistic

integrity and imaginative creativity. The bourgeoisie sought and

found painters able to translate its values into
pictures, thus

tfivinj/,

rise to a school of art replete with banality and vapid themes, to a



saccharine romanticism which delighted in such subjects as

the Convent, The loathing \ 'mit$> Gnnadkrs on the Road froM Maypnta.

Landscapes other than those set amidst mythological or histor-

ical scenes were frowned upon; portraiture, skillfully executed

and "beautiful", enjoyed popularity. A certain degree of origina-

lity was tolerated and accepted, but only if the artist was careful not

to transcend the boundaries of conventionality. The Romanticists,

drawing on medieval legends for their motifs, did try to evade the

issue. But no artist can successfully escape the age in which he

lives at best, he can reject it.

By the middle of the nineteenth century,
"
respectable" paintings

and artists were much in vogue in Paris salons. lUegant, airy por-

traits by Dubufe, dignified and pompous ones by Bonnat, distin-

COUKHKT. GIRLS ON TIIK HANKS OF TUN SKINH, PUN ]>UA\VINC*.



< Ot'RW'T, TWO tflKl/i

ON THK HANKS or I'W'M'IM', \

MUSKK IMS w-Arx \Krs, IMN

Cowk't f
whom /W/; wlhil tk

"creator offish" spread Inn M/MX

as ifk nm swlpting a thifli or a

breast, litre w whirs / R//<

fc another artist with the

mmn, tk MMC

WJT tk

discovery and mtndmlkn of t>f*m~

air
painting tu ei ffnn and mtiM

differmtfrm tru&timl landwipe

painting A ptaswt and a hunter,

fa ms bound to fat mjimd fry tk

mills of his studio, and k /W tw

mush Im and rtspecifor natttrt fa

nmatt itfrm Memry. Ha tmk

his M&1 to tk banks of tk I /tut

and tk Seine and to tk woods at

Qrnans. lie painted all bis land*

scapes in this wyt hut k added tk

figttres later in tk studio ; indeed

fly $en seem to be an adjunct to

ek
composition as a whok. Manet,

following Cottrbtt's example, paint-

id tk background of tk Ddjcuncr

sur rHctbc at (lenneviHitrs, but

only made sfatcks for tk nude

figure. He did not paint her on tk

spot; hence this
painting produced

tk same abrupt effect as Courbet V.
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THEODORE ROUSSEAU. LANDSCAPE. CABINET DBS DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

guished, worldly Hkenesses by Carolus-Duran and Flameng were

gready admired. The
patriotic fervor of the times found expres-

sion in the
quasi-epic military canvases of Yvon, Pils, Detaille, and

especially Meissonier, of whose
paintings Degas said, "Everything

was heavy except the armor."

It has ever been the classic pastime of the academies to create the
illusion of

preserving a cultural
heritage-frequently one not their

own-and the official Salon followed this
tradition, upholding the

TO



COROT. THE LITTLE SHEPHERD. C. 1855.
CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PALIS.

conventional ideals of the gloiy of France. The public usually

wants the familiar; it wants the soothing, satisfying reassurance of

having its taste confirmed and certified by a higher authority. It

IT



Not until after
the fans Salon of 1824 was Constable, hitherto

considered a minor master, recognised
in England as a greatpainter.

The traditional, carefully composed, historical, literary landscape

became, after him, nothing more than an obsolete convention, a

museum piece ; Us new, modern, and honest vision had a profound

eject
on allpainters,

in particular
on the French landscape painters

of the itjo V. In Constable's mature work there are no echoes of

Ruysdael,
Claude Lorrain, or Gainsborough;

there is only
that

genuine feeling
and love which he experienced when, for the first

time, he set up his easel in front of nature. He, who so vehemently

objected
to having old, smoky, and dirty

canvases represent
the works

of God, already
saw with the eyes of an Impressionist.

He was a

precursor of Boudin and Claude Monet, and it is hardly surprising

CONSTABLE. BRIGHTON BEACH. 1824. VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, LONDON.

12
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DELACROIX. VIEW OF THE SEA, DIEPPE. iSj* OTA COUKTION, PAKIS.
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does not want to be surprised; it hates the unexpected; it fears

being duped. At a time when bourgeois conformity was at its

height, when Paul Baudry's copies of Boucher's cupids decorated

the canopy of Empress Eugenie's bed, Manet's Qlywpia, gently

reclining on her couch, startled and shocked middle-class sensibi-

lities ;
she seemed to be the goddess of a new revolutionary cult.

The apparently uninterrupted artistic tradition of France is, of

course, nothing more than a series of breaks with the past, of new

discoveries and trail-blazing innovations. It is the constant affir-

mation of an individual creativity faithful to its art rather than

to formalistic, obsolete rules. It is a tradition of freedom, and

established society finds freedom disturbing. Tradition, properly

understood, is by no means synonymous with repetition, but its

self-appointed guardians invariably equate tradition with repetition.

No wonder, then, that the Impressionists were accused of wishing

to destroy the established order, the noble heritage of France.

The ficole des Beaux-Arts, the Academy of Fine Arts, M. de

Nieuwekerke as the Imperial Director of Fine Arts, the biennial

Salons all these were the official arbiters of what was art, of

what was worth exhibiting, of who was to be rewarded. The

Academy selected the Beaux-Arts teachers and appointed the

official jury of the Salons. Thus, it is not at all surprising that

in 1857 tte jury rejected The Morning Star by Chaplin, excellent

artist though he was, because he had dared paint a nude not to be

found in the pages of mythology neither Diana nor Venus, but

just a nude. And ten years later, at the Salon of 1867, the coveted

prizes were still being awarded to such reliable traditionalists as

Meissonier, Cabanel, and Gerome.

The art world did, of course, know of the existence of the so-

called Barbizon School of landscape painters. Though it was

admitted that the Barbizon painters- did evince some feeling for



DELACROIX, LANDSCAPE. CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

nature, their paintings were considered quite insignificant and

secondary: the subjects were, after all, simply trees, glades, and

wooded paths, devoid of nymphs or shepherds or people. And it

came as no surprise that their admirers included revolutionaries

and anti-traditionalists like Gautier, Baudelaire, and Claretie. The

Barbizon style was said to be vulgar and pretentious, bordering on

the doctrinaire, and when as in the case of Millet it toyed with

philosophical approaches, the works became ugly and fraudulent.

Contemporary critics charged that Millet did not understand the

beauty of rural life; that he failed to imbue his landscapes with

human feeling. How different was the work of decent, reliable

painters like Jules Breton, with his Gleaners ofArtois visual proof



TURNER. VENICE: THE HAZZETTA FROM THE WATER, c. 1838-1840.
TATE GALLERY, LONDON.

As
earlj as ify;, Tamer, n/ith bis Norham Castle, Sunrise, had

heralded the
Impressionism of Claude Manet. In this "vision" of

Venice one can no
longer call it a "view" painted during his

third andkst visit to that
city, the

painter, da^led and intoxicated

y the
light and the color, approaches the sublime. The

subject
fades way, dissolves in the vibrations of the colors. All that
remains isa

fairy-like, comic impression ofnature. Turnerfollow-
edno theories, only bisom artistic intuition. Asfar back as iSi6
WtlHam

Hatfitt had described Turner's works as "paintms
representing the elements ofair, earth, andmter." His late works
vere

criticised because
they represented objects" by a scah ofjelhw,

scarlet, orange, and sky blue vbich exists
only in his

imagination and

16



is accepted solely
because of the tolerance of his admirers" A pre-

cursor of lyrical abstraction, Turner's art foreshadowed that of a

Victor Pasmore or a fhilip Guston. Monet
}
on the other hand,

followed a theoreticalprogram, but his creative instinct was stronger

than his
theory. Like Turner, he was theprimitive ofa new abstract

world, and again like Turner, he allowed himself to be carried away
and achieved the same pure lyricism. Monet, who had discovered

the magic of the great English landscape painter in iSjo, returned

to London several times between ifyy and 190; and visited Venice

in 190 i-i$oo. Though more than half a century separated them,

the
spectacle of the sun-drenched lagoon filled both artists with the

same wonder. What mattered, over and above the
subject chosen,

was the vibration of color and
space, the

lightness of the atmosphere

and the
sparkle of the water.

&*w^t'/,'fevfe***,*./^ wmfcKj **;&
F**V^'/' <*,' <".^."/-v, > v*- *

!;?',;;,>?

MONET, THE PALACE OF THE DOGES SEEN FROM SAN GIORGIO. 1908.
DURAND-RUEL COLLECTION, PARIS.



that
painting can be both pleasant and moral. Thus, narrow-

mindedness and stupidity degraded painting to the level of repro-

ductions, of portraits for conference rooms and ballroom
ceilings,

of painted screens, fans, and saucers, of
pictures fit for prefectures

and bachelor flats. For an artist to proclaim the sacredness of

painting, to maintain that color was allimportant and the
subject

merely a
pretext, to dare disregard the ficole des Beaux-Arts and

its teachers and work in the open air like a fisherman instead of

studying the languid pose of a model in a studio, to prefer painting
nudes under trees instead of draping them in red velvet all this

was an affront ta
morality, an outrageous insult to the memory of

the Greeks and Romans, to
stability and tradition, to Raphael.

DAUBIGNY. VILLAGE ON THE BANKS OF A CANAL. CABJNET DBS DESSINS,

18

LOUVRE, PARIS.



MILLET. SCREEN OF TREES. CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

This was the unforgivable sin committed by the
Impressionists.

There is a tendency to label all French
painting between 1870

and 1890 as
Impressionist. This has some

validity,
since Im-

pressionism was the only important contribution to art during that

period.
But we tend to forget

that Impressionism, even after its

reluctant acceptance, remained a
fringe movement. A glance at

the art reviews of the period furnishes convincing proof of how

small a
place was occupied by the

Impressionists. And this is

true
despite the fact that there were many more painters

in the

movement than are remembered today. To be a member of the

avant-garde
does not automatically bestow immortality upon an artist.

Who today remembers Beliard, Attendu, Brandon, Bureau, Colin,



A beautiful, slender, nakedgrl on
soft,
Me cushions. She is not

jet twenty.
Her name is Olympia. She knows

life
and cannot

even imagine a world free of privation) unpaid bills, alcohol, and

casual liaisons. But she has lovers and this reassuring certainty

fulfills
the needs of her body. In the depths of the alcove, a

large

Negress in a pink dress holds a magnificent bouquet of blue flowers,

A black cat arches
itself in other words, the conventional theme of

the eternal odalisque which has always, from Titian to Matisse,

exerted afascination over painters ; such a banal theme, infact, that

Manet had no reason whatsoever to foresee thefurore this traditional

figure would provoke. There were illustrious predecessors; Titian,

whosefamous Venus of Urbino he had copied in 18}3, and Goya,

whose Maja he must certainly have known. Moreover, if the theme

was
objectionable, it is

difficult
to see why the same indignation was

not aroused someyears later at the Salon ofi86JS by Jules Lefebvre 's

MANET. STUDY FOR "OLYMPIA." CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

20
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MANET. OLYMPIA. 1863. LOUVRE, PARIS.

Odalisque, a
large canvas in "museum

style" which was a
replica,aMt a

very academic one, of the Qlym^. but the real issue was
the artist's

concept, and because Manet's solution was unconven-

tional it was
reprehensible. It took

daring to
give such importance to

a
singlefigure dominating a canvas ofthese dimensions. 'But that was

thepoint: a
uniformly bright area on another

light ton*, set
against a

dark, jet expressively executed, background. The
technique of

merely
suggesting^

volume
lay

a line without exact
modeling was

opposed to all
existing principles ; but Manet had learnedfrom the

Japanese that outline, be it sensitive or unobtrusive, brutal or
volup-

tuous, defines volume and thus
givesforms an immediate

impact. It
was a lesson which he handed on to Gauguin, who made a

copy of
Manet's Olympia in the Louvre.

21



Cordey, Latouche, Legros, Lepic, De Molins, Ottin ? There were

more than twenty of them who, after the Impressionist exhibition

of 1874, considered themselves members of the movement, but

who today are looked upon as artistic nonentities. Novel tech-

niques are not to be confused with originality. The Impressionists

had neither charter nor studio nor school; at best, they formed a

sort of family. At times, the novelty of their approach may have

led their contemporaries into putting technique above inspiration,

and it is by no means inconceivable that the Impressionists them-

selves became prisoners of their skill. However, their one

common aim was to reproduce optical effects in accordance with

the discoveries of modern physics. This method, so bravely

rational and experimental, was destined to open up a whole new

world of personal, subjective, magical emotions the world of

art rediscovered.

^

MILLET. NOVEMBER. CHARCOAL DRAWING. LOUVRE, PARIS.

22



PRECURSORS OF IMPRESSIONISM

THE English painter Turner was the first to abandon the dominant

Dutch school for a new approach in landscape painting. He

created landscapes suffused with mist and light the antithesis of

the soot, dirt, and oppressive closeness of city life. In these land-

scapes he sought to rediscover the divine light, the source of life.

Turner's inspired canvases are like the paeans of a blind man who

has regained the gift of sight. The English landscape painters had

a deeply emotional, dynamic, almost religious appreciation of

nature. The works of Constable, Bonington, Copley Fielding,

Harding, Roberts, and Wyld exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1824

were in truly striking contrast to the popular romantic canvases

of Michallon, Bertin, and Remon. "Air ! Space !" exclaimed

Delacroix, carried away by these "diamonds that enchant the eye,

unhampered by subject, free of imitation.
1"

Constable knew that no two days or two hours were ever alike,

that in the whole of Creation there was no such thing as two iden-

tical leaves. Discovered in France and admired there before he

gained recognition in England, Constable was almost obsessed by

the constantly changing face of nature; his storm pictures were to

make a deep impression on the Barbizon painters Huet, Dupre,

and Theodore Rousseau. Gericault, while visiting London in

1 820, was struck by the luminosity in the water colors of Constable,



Daumier did not devote himselffully to the lyrical aspect ofpainting until

he was in his sixties. His enthusiasm and generous temperament expres-

sed themselves in a very broad, impulsive treatment full of contrasts and)

above all, in his exceptionally vigorous draftsmanship. His intensely

DAUMEER, THE WASHERWOMAN. PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.



CEZANNE. A MODERN OUMPIA.
1872-1873. LOUVRE, PARIS.

baroque art
reflects bis southern exuberance in the same way as did the

early works of Gyme. Thus, when Ceqme, paying homage to Manet,
reverted to the theme 0/Olympia, the result was reminiscent ofDaumier.

It was in connection with this canvas that M. de Montifaud wrote in

1874: "This
apparition of a scrap ofpink, naked flesh . . . this corner

ofan artificialparadise made even the bravest men choke, andM. Cezanne
seemed to have become simply a sort ofmadman, his

painting activated by
delirium tremens." Obsessed by his "complexes," Gyme sought tofree
htmself of them by carrying out a series of somber, tormented canvases,
enlivened with

large white
flourishes.



COROT. NUDE.
COLLECTION P. MCILHENNY, PHILADELPHIA.



COROT. OUTSKIRTS OF ROME. BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALS, PARIS.

this self-designated "enemy of the old, dirty, smoky canvases."

Thus, Constable with his power of observation and Turner with his

visionary gift stood at the threshold of modern French landscape

painting. Through them, Delacroix discovered that light dissolves

the object, a discovery that enabled him to become one of the first

painters to work with primary colors. This technique, in turn,

helped pave the way for the experimentation of the Impressionists.

2-1



Eoudin was the Constant Guys of the Normandy beaches. His
sketches quiver with

sensibility ; the clouds move across the sky and
the sun plays among the crinolines.

Everything is done with
lightness and

elegance; the tonal
relationships are

marvelously
exact and subtle. Zoudin never pretended to be

anything more than
a mmor master

follomngin the wake ofthe Dutch landscapepainters
His work is

charming, lively, inimitable but
slight. It is his

exquisite feeling.for nature which carries him
through "The

romantics have had their day," he mote, "henceforth one must seek
out the ample beauties of nature." It ms in this

spirit that he
instructed theyoung Monet, fifteenyears hisjunior, when the latter
worked

alongside him at Le Havre. Monet's om vision was both
more

forceful and more modern, andperhaps he is indebted to Jon?-hnd rather than to
Eoudinfor hisfreedom of style, his broad, forth-

nght treatment ofhis solidly composedpictures bathed in the limpid-
ity of the sea atr and the

lightness of the sky. That
"daring manner

of seeing thmgs and
commanding the attention of the

spectator"

BOUDIN. CMNOUNES ON THE BEACH.
1869. PRIVATE

28

COLLECTION, PARIS.



MONET. HOTEL DES ROCHES-MOIRES, TROUVTLLE. 1 870.

J. LAROCHE COLLECTION, PARIS.

as Paul Mant^ said in i86j, is evident in the breeze that blows

the clouds accross the sky and flutters the flags, in the intensity of

the touch, and the emphasis of the light which breaks abruptly across

the shaded fafode and animates the figures.



Delacroix's technique, his new harmonies, his discovery of

reflected light and of the role of complementary colors foreshadow-

ed the work of Monet. "Gray is the enemy of all painting ....

Everything in nature is a reflection . . . ," he wrote. Utilizing his

studies of Constable, Vermeer, Titian, and Rubens as a basis,

Delacroix formulated the major principles of color division, of

DAUMIER. THE TWO THIEVES AND THE DONKEY. CHARCOAL.



BAZILLE. LANDSCAPE. LOUVRE, PARIS.

contrasting and complementary colors. (Many years later, the

Neo-Impressionists were to systematize these
principles: "Green

and violet: these colors must be applied separately, one after the



other; they cannot be mixed on the palette. ... It is not advis-

able to merge colors on the canvas. Seen from a distance, they will

merge by themselves.") Thus, he arrived at the belief that reality

must subordinate itself to inspiration, provided the artist has an

awareness of the emotional impact of color:
" Give me the dirt of

the streets, and with it I will paint the delicate flesh-tones of a

woman." Delacroix proved that an artist can interpret nature

unhampered by convention and traditional viewpoints. C&zanne,

in later years, was to remember this.

Daumier defier of convention, an outsider seeking to break

through the barriers of tradition was still another champion of

the omnipotence of imagination. His refusal to compromise

contributed to the emancipation of the artist. True, his contem-

poraries failed to recognize his importance; to them, he was just a

caricaturist, and the preconception that only large canvases could

constitute great art relegated caricature to the realm of minor

artistic endeavor. But his friends among them Corot and Rous-

seau realized that he was no mere cartoonist. "This fellow

has something of Michelangelo in him," said Balzac, and Baudelaire

called him "
one of the most important figures in modern art."

There is no doubt that Daumier had found a new way of looking

at reality. In his role of caricaturist, he was accustomed to inter-

preting his subjects freely; in his role of sculptor, he was accustom-

ed to working with solid materials, imbuing them with a sense of

rhythm and a power of suggestion which transcended mere

imitation. No one was further removed from the concept of

art for art's sake; no one had greater awareness of the needs of his

time. With his absolutely modern viewpoint, Daumier captured

the essential, eternally valid characteristic.

Daumier's relationship to the society he satirized was not unlike

Corot's intimate relationship to nature. Both painters, in their
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BAZILLE. PORTRAIT OF RENOIR. 1867. MUS^E DBS BEAUX-ARTS, ALGIERS.

own individual ways, were concerned with the rediscovery of the

harmony between man and his world, the source of all truth.

Corot's contemporaries ignored and misunderstood him. It was

the Impressionnists who harked back to his work, perhaps not so
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much because of the impeccable perfection of his technique, but

rather because of his beautifully thought-out composition, which

creates the illusion of a miraculously spontaneous encounter with

nature. Corot was extremely concerned with this seemingly

simple effect an exterior behind which, modestly concealed, lies

a highly intellectual conception. He seemed to pretend simply to

put on canvas an image that he had carried within himself, to

paint, effortlessly, something which he himself did not take quite

seriously. His is the conflict of the modest man afraid of adven-

ture. In his diary, Delacroix has noted down some of the advice

given him by Corot:
" He has told me to move ahead and surrender

myself to whatever may lie ahead; that is what he does as a rule

He refuses to admit that beauty can be created through endless

JONGKIND. SANNOIS. 1852. CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.
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DAUMIER. CLOWN. 1 868. METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK.

effort." Delacroix did not care to heed this advice, but the

Impressionists believed in the value of "whatever may lie ahead,"
md, like Corot, they mistrusted

everything that did not appear
effortless, as if created amid the illusion of happiness.
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After a stay in Holland In 1X71, Monet settled in a house at

Argenteuil which he loved because of its big garden where the children

frolicked along the paths and among the bushes. Still dominated

by memories of Manet, this picture is one of the last of the transi-

tionalperiodwhichpreceded his orthodox Impressionism. Although

painted in the open air, it gives the impression of having been done

in the studio. The air is motionless, the light itself is merely a

lighting effect,
and Monet still uses it in a conventional manner.

Later, when painting a landscape, he became much freer. He was

undoubtedly ill at ease with portraits, as if the human figure were

an accident interposing itself between the artist and nature.

MONET. JEAN MONET ON HIS WOODEN HORSE. 1872.
NATHAN CUMMINGS COLLECTION, CHICAGO.



RENOIR. THE CLOWN. 1 868. RIJKSMUSEUM KROLLER-MULLER,
OTTERLO.

Renoir was thefirst to introduce the theme ofthe clown into painting ;

it was taken up again, with different emphasis, by Seurat, and later

by Toulouse-Lautrec.
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THE IMPRESSIONISTS MEET

IMPRESSIONISM was fired by the spirit ofyouthful creativity. Never

before in the history of art had a group of young, inspired painters

befriended each other, worked together so fruitfully, and eventually

achieved immortality as a group. Though profoundly different

in character, Manet and Degas were united in deep friendship, as

were Monet, Bazille, Pissarro, Sisley, and Renoir. It almost seems

that here was one of those rare moments in history when everything

, conspires to assure the triumph of an idea. The friendship that

bound these men was far more than the casual acquaintance made

in studios and cafes; it had the force of a commitment, the dura-

bility to survive quarrels as well as marriages, failure as well as

success. In the search for a definition of Impressionism, perhaps

this bond is of even greater importance than the artistic and

aesthetic delights found in the group's work. And perhaps

Impressionism represents nothing more, nothing else than the

history of these friendships, with painting as its common deno-

minator.

THE YOUNG CLAUDE MONET AND HIS CIRCLE.
In 185 9, the young Claude Monet came to Paris a bit lost, but full

of enthusiasm. Soon he was to become the master. He had met

the already established marine painter Boudin in Le Havre, and

the friendliness and honesty of the older painter had soon won
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PISSARRO. RUE SAINT-VINCENT IN MONTMARTRE. 1860. PRIVATE COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

him over. He heeded Boudin's advice: "Study, learn to see and

paint, draw, do
landscapes. The ocean and the sky, animals,

people, and trees
just as nature created them are so beautiful

in their own
setting of

light and air, just as they are. ... All that

is painted directly, at a given moment, has a force, power, and

vitality which can never be duplicated in a studio." Boudin liked

to take Monet along when he painted in the open air, but theirs

never became a
teacher-pupil relationship; Boudin was too modest

for that, and Monet too independent. However, it took no great

effort to convince Monet that he was born to be a
painter. "It

suddenly seemed," he said, "as if a veil were torn off. I under-
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In his account of the Salon of ifyo, Theodore Duret wrote: "In one

aspect of his work, Pissarro is a realist. He would never
rearrange

nature to suit his composition. For him, a
landscape on canvas

must be an exact reproduction of a natural scene.
9 '

Pissarro loved
the

countryside, the simple, rustic
life evoked by stone houses and

orchards. He lovedwalking along the by-roads which ledto adventure.

For him there were no problems of composition, but merely a concern
to translate very prosaically that faith which the artist feels in a

setting ofpeaceful nature bathed in a gentle, restrained
light. Sisley

and Monet were the painters of water, Pissarro the painter of
the land.

J

PISSARRO. THE ROAD. 1 870. LOUVRE, PARIS.
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JONGKIND. DEMOLITION, RUE DES FRANCS-BOURGEOIS. 1868. GEMEENTEMUSEUM, THE HAGUE.

Impressionism is one of the most
striking and

wonderful creations

of French art, but it needed the contributions of several
foreign

artists to enable it to blossom forth: Jongkind was Dutch, Sisley

English, Pissarro camefrom the Antilles, and Cezanne himselfwas

ofItalian descent. The last of the minor Dutch masters, Jongkind
broke awayfrom genre painting. His

subject was naturejust as he

found it, chill and wan, with its dockers, its coalyards, and its

smoking factories. His
influence on the young Impressionists was

considerable, equal to that of Boudin and Coitrbet; it was in his

footsteps that
they discovered Montmartre and the

g-ay-and-pink
charm of the old streets of Paris.



stood what painting could be. ... My future becoming a

painter opened up for me."

So it was that, instead of going into his father's grocery business,

Monet had come to Paris. Not for a moment did he consider

enrolling in the ficole des Beaux-Arts. He haunted the studios of

Armand Gautier, Lhuillier, Troyon; he learned to judge, to

compare, to criticize. Ultimately, he did enroll in a school the

Academic Suisse and not having any sponsor of note, he attached

himself to Pissarro. The following year became one of glorious

discovery for the young painter fresh from the provinces. His

new, fascinating life was interrupted by the outbreak of the Franco-

Prussian War and his consequent conscription for Army service.

But providence, in the guise of typhoid fever, intervened, and he

was able to return to Paris in November, 1862, full of self-confi-

dence and the determination to succeed. In order to placate his

father, who simply refused to believe in serious study without the

supervision of an experienced teacher, he agreed to become a

pupil of Gleyre, to whom his cousin Toulemouche had sent him.

"You must go to Gleyre. He is the master of all of us. He'll

teach you to paint a picture." Gleyre was a decent enough man,

but his instruction could not possibly benefit any disciple of

Boudin. Monet was criticized by Gleyre for reproducing his

models too realistically: "Your model is a heavy-set man, and so

you paint a heavy-set man. He has enormous feet, and you

paint them just as they are. That, my friend, is ugly. You simply

have to keep antiquity in mind when you paint. Nature is all

right as an element of study, but aside from that it holds no interest.

Style is the thing that matters, nothing but style !" In his own

way, Monet, of course, was also concerned with style. How about

Millet, Corot, Dekcroix, Courbet, he asked himself; didn't they

have style ? Did one always have to copy, to plagiarize ? Monet

knew that he was not cut out to be a follower of styles. Jules



PISSARRO. STUDY OF TREES. CABINET DBS DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

Breton, F.-L Franjais, Bastien-Lepage, and Benjamin Constant

were of no interest to him; he had no intention of becoming just

another painter who, incapable of original work, made his living by

imitating his teachers. He saw no hope for his own artistic

development in working along established lines; he was convinced

of the necessity of finding a fresh approach. The death of Dela-

croix in 1 863 spelled
the end of one generation ofpainters. Monet,

just turned twenty-three, felt that the time had come to take up

the cudgels on behalf of the new, and a small group of friends from

Gleyre's studio were ready to lend him their support. They were

Bazille, Renoir, and Sisley
and they, too, were unappreciated and

impatient.
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La Grenouillere, on the banks of the Seine, was almost a branch of

the Cafe Guerbois ; here, the painters and their women friends used

to meet on Sundays. Monet, who lived nearby, came there
often to

meet Renoir. Water, whose reflections seem to dissolve
reality,

never ceased to exercise a singular attraction over Monet
throughout

the whole of his long career. John Rewald, in bis The History of

Impressionism, notes: "Just as snow scenes had permitted the

artists to investigate the problems of shadows, the study of water

offered an excellent opportunity to observe reverberations and

reflections. Thus they couldfurther develop their knowledge of the

fact that so-called local color was actually a pure convention and that

every object presents to the eye a scheme of color derivedfrom its

MONET. THE LAKE AT ARGENTEUIL. C. 1874.
SCHOOL OF DESIGN, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
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MONET. LA GRENOUILLERE. 1869. METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK.

proper color,from its surroundings andfrom atmospheric conditions.

Moreover, the study of water gave pretextfor the representation of

formless masses livened only by the richness of nuances, of large sur-

faces whose texture invited vivid brushstrokes" The need to render

the constantly changing vibrations of light andwater implied, in
effect,

a technique of its own, one of swift brushstrokes, of vivid, sparkling

dots and lines. During the
five years that separated these two

works, Monet had gained assurance and matured. One might

possibly confuse some of the works of Monet and Renoir painted at

La Grenouillere at that period, even though Monet's were more

powerful and bolder in execution ; by 1874, such a mistake was no

longer possible. The problem of technique had, for Monet, been

solved and
left behind. Nothing remained but an intimate com-

munion between the artist and nature.
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Fred6ric Bazille was the son of a well-to-do Montpellier family,

Bored with his medical studies, his real interest lay in
painting, to

which the collector Bruyas, a friend of his parents and of Courbet,

had introduced him. Monet's fiery temperament attracted this

young man from the south of France. Sisley, whose British

elegance and sense of propriety were outraged by the
vulgar

atmosphere of the studios, was impressed with Monet's
sincerity,

his strength of character, and his artistic vision. Renoir, less

favored by fortune than were his friends, waged a hard struggle-

decorating endless series of plates, shades, fans, and madonnas for

his living and truly earned his right to become a
painter. He had

a burning desire to win recognition and approval, but as far as

SISLEY. THE BANKS OF THE LOING. ETCHING.
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JONGKIND, THE PORT OF DOUARNENEZ, l8jl. CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS,

Gleyre was concerned, his innate sense of color was nothing but an

irritating
"vice." When Gleyre disdainfully asked Renoir whe-

ther he
painted for his own amusement, Renoir

replied that were it

not for that, he wouldn't
paint; he then packed his easel and left,

The break had been made.

The four friends decided to look elsewhere for that truth which

Boudin had promised Monet, which Bazille had sensed in Courbet,

which Renoir bore within himself like a terrible disease, Their

first
steps

in that search for truth brought them to the old masters,

"The Louvre! The Louvre! There is only the Louvre ! You
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The subtitles which Whistler gave his pictures Harmony in

Gray and Green, Arrangement in Gray and Black, Nocturne
Blue and Gold, Symphony in White reveal his preoccupation
with lyrical and literary aspects rather than with pictorial qualities.

WHISTLER. OLD BATTERSEA BRIDGE: NOCTURNE BLUE AND GOLD.
C. 1865. TATE GALLERY, LONDON.
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MONET. -WESTMINSTER. 1 87 1. LORD ASTOR COLLECTION, LONDON.

In the absence of stern
discipline

this is a dangerous roadfor an

artist to
follow. Carried away by the ease with which he worked,

Whistler liked to create effects ; thus, ultimately, his work became

largely
decorative. Such a painter frequently succeeds in clarifying

for the public the creative genius of the artist he copies.
This inter-

pretation constitutes Whistler's major contribution to Impressionism.

But between Whistler's technical refinement,
reminiscent ofJapanese

art, and Monet's delicacy
lies the difference

between an acquired

skill and an artistically
understood one. While in London in i8jo,

Monet painted this view of the Thames: an ageless work, sensitive,

bathed in a
light

which dissolves aliform. It comes as no surprise

to find an echo of this method in a painter like Albert Marquet.
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CLAUDE MONET. SEASCAPE. PEN DRAWING.

can never copy too much," Fantin-Latour told Renoir. Renoir

turned to the eighteenth-century painters,
those masterly propo-

nents of feminine beauty; Bazille devoted himself to Rubens and

Tintoretto. But Monet went out into the country. To him, the

treasures of nature seemed far more precious than those enclosed

within museum walls. He took his friends to Chailly on the edge

of the Fontainebleau forest, near Barbizon, This
flight

from the

city led to the first encounter of these young painters with the

plein air motif; here, under the open sky, they found themselves

being carried away by a sense of newly discovered freedom, they

became intoxicated with what Theodore Rousseau had called the

"virginal contact with nature." During this period, they came

to know Corot, Daubigny, Millet, and Diaz. And when Diaz one

day told Renoir, "This is not a bad drawing, but why the devil do



you paint everything so black ?" he helped to seal Renoir's artistic

fate. Renoir needed no further encouragement to discard all he

had been taught in the studios, to lighten his palette, thus dismaying

the more timid Sisley. "You are mad, really mad, to paint like

this," Sisley told him. But Monet reassured him: "We are on the

right way. We must not lose heart. We no longer have the

right to stop."

ANOTHER GROUP: PISSARRO, GUILLAUMIN,
AND CEZANNE. Meanwhile, at the Academic Suisse, an-

other circle had formed around Pissarro, Guillaumin, and Cezanne.

Paul Cezanne, a not very enthusiastic law student at Aix-en-Pro-

vence, had finally managed to obtain his father's permission to visit

his old school friend fimile Zola in Paris and study painting there.

His first contact with Paris was to prove an unhappy experience.

This shy yet passionate twenty-two-year-old, independent and

obsessed by an inner vision, had great difficulty in adjusting to life

in Paris. His painting, with its excessive impasto, seemed like a

testimony to the frustration of the artist unable to capture the image

of his tortured imagination on canvas. Even his well-wishers

were alienated by his work. Deeply disappointed that the ties

between him and Zola had somehow loosened and also dis-

appointed in himself he returned to Aix, and in the solitude of his

parent's country house he tried to discover the causes for his failure.

With humility and honesty, he tried to face up to his shortcomings:

"The line eludes me. ... I have little emotion, and I am unable

to express myself; I am like a man with a gold coin who doesn't

know how to use it," He was aware of his need for rigid disci-

pline, and in its pursuit he copied fashion illustrations from maga-

zines as carefully as he did Delacroix, Manet, or El Greco. He

wanted to be both skillful and efficient, but his genius was stronger

than his good intentions. His originality and his sensitivity



JONGKIND. SUNSET ON THE MEUSE. C. 1 866. GINETTE SIGNAC COLLECTION, PARIS,

jfe JongMnd's work there is the age-old memory of the Dutch seafarers

who, along with their
spices, brought back the Japanese prints and

kakemonos which inspired the Delft potters at the end of the seven-

teenth century. His water colors, painted with rapid and subtle

brushstrokes, have the same moving sincerity
as those ofa Hiroshige,

who, with a single stroke, manages to suggest
a whole immense

universe. Here there is no hesitation, no uncertainty, but a keen and

swift vision which catches the essential characteristic with vigorous

conciseness. Monet, also, was interested in the Japanese, but he

went beyond the lesson that they had to teach until his memories of it

almost became subconscious. The fleecy clouds, the gently rippling

water, and the triangular sail suspended between sky and water

impose their own slow rhythm on the
composition.

"This
picture,

ill-defined and crude, seems to us an affirmation of ignorance and a

denial of beauty as well as truth. We are badgered enough with

bogus eccentricity, and it is
only too easy to catchpeople

9

s attention by



doing something worse than anyone has dared do it
before:' This

was the verdict ofCharivari on the 1874 exhibition. In Le Figaro
the tone was much the same.

Today, such reactions are hard to

understand. However, the public then was no more
stupid than

our own ; it was
only that

they were notjet able to see:
ability to

see in the
Impressionist sensepresupposes a

knowledge of the

intimate physical nature
<?/ things, and

particularly of light, which

is far more than a subtle
interplay of delicate values.

Intuitively,
the painters had reached the same conclusions as did the scientists in

their deductive
reasoning. But the

public, as if strickenwith blind-

ness, needed a long time to get used to it.

MONET. SAILBOAT AT ARGENTEUIL. C. 1874.
F. W. BRAVINGTON COLLECTION, HENLEY-ON-THAMES.
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C&ZANNE. GATE TO A FARM AT AUVERS-SUR-OISE. C. 1873.
ETCHING. BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS.

could find no outlet in techniques of the past. The Impressionists

were to teach him the use of color, allowing him to benefit from

their discoveries of a new optical truth. Ultimately, when Pis-

sarro and Cezanne went to Pontoise and, following in the foot-

steps of Daubigny, to Auvers, Pissarro aroused Cezanne's interest

in open-air painting.
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SALON DBS REFUSES,
A TURNING POINT FOR IMPRESSIONISM

As the time for the Salon of 1863 drew near, the government

decided to reassert its power in matters of art. For the artist, the

Salon was a matter of life or death; no artist could hope to achieve

fame and fortune without exhibition of his work in the Salon.

The jury was determined to prevent the sort of laxness which, in

1 86 1, had been responsible for the acceptance of Manet's Spanish

Guitar Player. The final decision on whose work was to be

exhibited rested with M. Signal, professor at the ficole des Beaux-

Arts, who exercised his powers so rigorously that more than 4,000

paintings were rejected. Rejections on such a wholesale scale were

absolutely without precedent, and the Emperor himself decided

to intervene. Because of his initiative, another exhibit, the Salon

des Refuses, was to be opened at the same time as the official Salon.

Of course, any artist willing to show his work together with others

which had repeatedly and justifiably been rejected by the Institute

ran the risk of public ridicule. However, the faint-hearted, fearful

of offending the jury by exhibiting their rejected paintings, with-

drew. Thus the field was left to the followers of Courbet: Whist-

ler, Manet (with his Dejeuner sur I'Herbe, Young Man in Costume ofa

Majo, and Mile. V. in Costume of an Espada\ Jongkind, Pissarro,

Bracquemond, Fantin-Latour, Gautier, Legros, Guillaumin, and

Cezanne. The Salon des Refuses attracted a great deal of attention
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The theme of snow had often been exploited by the Dutch and Flemish

landscapists, but nearly alwaysfor its decorative or picturesque effect orfor
local color rather than for its pure pictorial value. It was not until

Courbet that this motif made its appearance in France, and when the

SISLET. SNOW AT LOUVECIENNES. 1878. LOUVRE, PARIS.
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MONET. THE MAGPIE. 1869. PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.

/aw-flfer 0f Onw j /00 A? />, it seemed absolutely new. If was a new kind

of snow that the'Impressionistspainted Monet*s beinglight andairy, and

Sishy's intimate and almost chaste. Snow offers
a superb pretext for

bold technical innovations: to show that white is not white, that it has less

luminous intensity than anypure colorJust as shadow is not absolutely dark

but colored. It also made it easier to capture a fleeting impression or a

lingering reflection. In any case) these experiments required some virtuosity

of execution. This explains why minor Impressionists
like Lebourg,

Lepine, and Guillaumin, wishing to prove their skill in the use of rose-

whites, blue-whites and violet-whites, did so many snow scenes. On the

other hand, it is worth noting that when Cezanne, Van Gogh, and Gauguin

rejected Impressionism they also rejected the mow motif.
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DEGAS. PORTRAIT OF DURANTY, 1879, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK.

and
laughter, "A man needs the strength of two to remain

upright amidst this onslaught of thousands of fools who scoff at

and debase everything," wrote Auriac in his review of the exhibit.

Manet emerged triumphant, and also a few art critics found the

occasion to voice their attitude toward these new artists.
"
Manet's

talent has an
astonishing determination; it has a cutting, sobering,

and energetic quality which helps to explain his reserved, exultant,

and impressionable nature," wrote one critic. This was the

beginning, and it gave the group of young painters an unparalleled

opportunity to take stock of their strength, particularly since their

approach was appreciated by painters who worked in an academic-

classical vein. The positive responses, though representing only



a segment of the public and of the critics, encouraged these young

revolutionaries and helped them to stand firm.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. Bazille, Renoir,

Monet, and Sisley all refugees from Gleyre's studio had become

convinced of the futility of continuing with formal instruction.

In 1864, Monet decided to settle in Honfleur, where Jongkind

and Boudin were living at the time. There they were joined by

Bazille, and the frequent, lively discussions of this group invariably

centered around the problem of composition. Monet, unwilling

to compromise, defended the realistic representation of the subject;

Boudin, more conciliatory, was willing to grant that omission of

details and rearrangement of lines were permissible; and Jongkind,

always impulsive, championed complete freedom of composition,

maintaining that the artist was free not only to omit but, if ne-

cessary, to add, according to the dictates of his inspiration. "I

love this Jongkind," Castagnary had said in 1863. "He is an

artist to his very fingertips, possessed of true and rare sensitivity.

His work is all impression" Just as Constable and Boudin had

done before him, Jongkind discovered how the so-called "local

color" changes with the seasons. He had become aware of

this after painting two identical pictures of the apse of Notre-

Dame at different times one in the cold, nacrous light of a

winter morning, the other in the fiery glow ofa sunset. It suddenly

came to him that for the artist appearance, not reality, was the

determining factor, that the subject was of no importance at all,

and that the only thing that did matter was the atmospheric

condition at a given moment. He shared this revelation with

Monet, who, in turn, experimented by making two paintings of a

road in Normandy from the same vantage point the first one

under a cloudy sky, and the second when the road was covered

with snow.
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DEGAS. PORTRAIT OF MANET STANDING. 1864-1866.
PRIVATE COLUECTION, PARIS.



DEGAS. GIRX WITH BINOCULARS. 1869-1872.
BURRELL COLLECTION, ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM, GLASGOW.



In the winter of 1864, Monet, Sisley, Bazille, and Renoir the

inseparables
were reunited in Paris. As far as the young

Impressionists were concerned, their period of experimentation

was over. They felt ready to submit their work to the jury of

the 1865 Salon, Fantin-Latour decided to enter his Toast, Renoir

his Portrait of a Man and Summer Evening, Monet his two views of

the Seine estuary, and Manet his Ecce Homo and Olympia. "The

crowd flocked around the putrescent Olympia and the
revolting

Ecce Homo of Monsieur Manet as if at the morgue," wrote Paul de

Saint-Victor, and the praises
of Baudelaire and Zola could not

console Manet for the attacks heaped on him by Jules Claretie, who

asked: "Who is this odalisque with the yellow stomach, this

MONET. HAYSTACKS. 1890-1891. PRIVATE COLLECTION.



SISLEY, STUDY OF TREES, PENCIL.

wretched model picked up God knows where, who is supposed to

be Olympia?" Even more
dismaying to him was Courbet's

comment: "Almost like the queen of spades in a deck of cards

emerging from a bathtub." However, Monet won the approval

of the painter and writer Zacharie Astruc, who wrote: "The creator

of the most
original and the subtlest

seascape, the surest and most

harmonious one to be exhibited in a long time. . . . Mon-

sieur Monet, yesterday an unknown, has made a name for himself

with this one
painting." And Paul Mantz, the critic of the

Gazette

des Beaux-Arts, wrote: "His
feeling for color harmonies and



Monet had found a house at ArgenteuiL In order to be able to

work in greater peace and, above all) in order to be in closer contact

with his favorite element, water, he had built a studio boat modeled

after Daubignfs famous "Botin" from which he loved to observe

"
the effects of lightfrom dawn to twilight" There Monet enter-

tained hisfriends, and Manet would oftenjoin them. Urged on by

Bertbe Morisot, Manet allowed himself to be converted to working

in the open air, and on two occasions he set up his easel infront of the

boat while Monet was working beside his
wife,

Manet greatly

admired the character and talent of hisfriend and was impressed by

his independence
and his scorn of success.

The comparison between these two works, painted during the same

jear in the same place, demonstrates better than amything else the

MONET. THE STUDIO BOAT. C. 1874. MJKSMUSEUM KROLLER-MULLER, OTTERLO.



MANET. CLAUDE MONET WORKING ON HIS BOAT. 1874.

BAYERISCHE STAATSGEMALDESAMMLUNGEN, MUNICH.

different temperaments of their creators. Manet, preoccupied with

the pictorial qualities of his subject} used vivid colors and brilliant

accents. What interested him above all was
setting

his
figures

in

nature and achieving
a unity between them and their surroundings.

The whole layout of his composition
reveals this concern. Momts>

more restrained) more solitary,
has agreater richness and vigor.

The

subject mattered little to him, it was merely a pretextfor some new

variation. He held to Manet's axiom that "Light is the main

protagonist of a picture" even more obstinately than did Manet

himself.



values, his fascinating over-all effects, his daring concepts, and his

ability to capture the attention of the spectator all these are

qualities which Monsieur Monet already possesses to a high

degree. Amid all the confusion of the exhibit, his Seine Estuary

brought us to a sudden stop; we will never forget it. From now

on, we are determined to follow the career of this upright painter

of seascapes." But such enthusiastic comments were not symptom-
atic of the general reaction of the public. Not even Castagnary,

who might have been expected to champion the work of his friends,

paid more than passing attention to Manet and Monet. Dispirited

and disappointed, Manet went off to Spain in search of fresh in-

spiration, while Monet decided to return to the Normandy coast,, to

be near Boudin and Courbet. There he buried himself in work,

painting directly on white canvas in an attempt to develop a scale of

color values "without regard to predetermined conditions."

BERTHE MORISOT AND EVA GONZAL&S JOIN
THE GROUP. Youthful and slightly pugnacious, this nascent

movement- did not remain exclusively male. At the Louvre,

Fantin had made the acquaintance of the Morisot sisters. There,

under Corot's guidance, they were working on Pontoise and

Auvers landscapes with a seriousness and conscientiousness not

usually associated with well-to-do young ladies. Through Oudi-

not their teacher and .mentor, and himself a student of Corot

they had made the acquaintance of Daubigny, who also encouraged

them in their work. Berthe Morisot had exhibited for the first time

at the Salon of 1864. At the 1867 Salon, Manet, whose Execution

of Maximilian had been rejected by the jury, was captivated by

Berthe Morisot's View of Paris. A year later, in 1868, Fantin

arranged a meeting between Manet and Berthe Morisot, and both

artists made a lasting impression on each other. Berthe Morisot

agreed to pose (with her mother acting as chaperone) for Manet's
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MONET. HSHERMEN AT POISSY, 1882. FOGG MUSEUM OF ART, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The Bakony, which was then exhibited in the 1869 Salon- On the

day of the opening, she wrote to her sister:
"
[Manet] begged me to

go and look at his
painting because he didn't dare go. I have never

seen such an expressive face; he smiled
anxiously and in rapid suc-

cession told me that his picture was very bad and that it was very

successful. I find him most charming and like him immensely. As

always, his
paintings are reminiscent of a wild or not quite ripe

fruit; I don't, at all dislike them. In The
Balconj I look strange

rather than
ugly; it seems that I have earned the t^tifemmefatak

among the curious," Soon thereafter, she graduated from model



Before Monet and Renoir, only Corot had been able to turn a land-

scape into that symphony of light and color in which the whole of
nature sky, earth, and man is part of thejoy of creation and the

happiness of existence. Monet's
specifically Impressionist style

wrought few changes in the
spirit of his work ; all it did was to

place more emphasis on something which was already apparent
in certain landscapes of Corot. The

scattering of reds among the

greens was a strict application of the
-principle of color dissociation

and of the law of complementary colors.

Renoir's picture shows the
effects of the period when the two

MONET. A FIELD OF POPPIES. 1873. LOUVRE, PARIS.
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RENOIR. ROAD CLIMBING THROUGH LONG GRASS. 1874. LOUVRE, PARIS.

?/f The

subject
is the same and it is similar in composition.

'But beyond

theseformal similarities there is a community of inspiration
and the

same attitude toward the motif; all the conditions are presentfor an

art still too avant-garde andpersonal to become the art of an epoch

and a civilisation. Nature, stripped of the sentimental and literary

aura with which the Bartiqm painters had surrounded it, regained

a basicpurity. Nothing was left of the picturesque
or of local color ;

the only thing
that mattered was the impression.



SISLEY. RIVER BANK. PENCIL DRAWING.

to
pupil, slightly resentful over having to share the approval of the

master with Eva Gonzalfcs. But one thing remained certain: she

never lost her
gentleness, her intuition; she always remained aware

of her limitations; she never tried to imitate Manet; she was com-

pletely feminine, The poet and critic Paul Val&y said: "Berthe

Morisot was unique in that she lived her paintings and painted her

life as if it were a natural and necessary function." It was she who

persuaded Manet, the born
city dweller, to paint in the open air.

In 1872, she
finally ceased to be a student, freeing herself from all

that was imitative and
inhibiting in her art. She achieved a soft,



PISSARRO. VILLAGE AMONG THE TREES. CABINET DBS DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

delicate balance between color and
light. In 1874, she married

the master's brother, Eugene Manet, one of the men
depicted in

Le Dejeuner sur I'Herbe. This union brought her into even closer

contact with fidouard. She
stopped pursuing the laurels of the

official Salon merely to
satisfy the wishes of her

parents, and

devoted her days to
painting subjects that reflected her own peace-

ful happiness the faces of children, interiors, and kndscapes.

Together with her friends, she exhibited her work at Nadar's. Her

art is evocative of Louis Watteau de Lille and of Gabriel de Saint-

Aubin. Mallarme' said of her that "she had the same
light touch





SISLEY.

BOAT DURING A FLOOD. 1876.

LOUVRE, PARIS.

Floods were a favorite subject

with the Impressionists, and

they were painted by Pissarro,

Monet (in his Debacles des

Glaces), and several times by

Sisley himself, floods were an

ideal theme because they called

not only for the dissolution of

color but literally for the dis-

solution of the elements them-

selves where earth and sky merg-

ed. For Sisley the problem

was a purely pictorial om} and

he was careful never to introduce

any facile,
emotional interpret-

ation. Precisely because he ap-

proached this sketch calmly and

with restraint, because he was

not concerned with an attractive

composition,
the eject is of an

emotion far more subtle than

that in the final picture, Flood

at Port-Marly (also
in the

Louvre). Sisley's moderation

and the poetic melancholy of his

was unquestionably refined,
but

one less vigorous than that of the

other Impressionists.
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MANET. RUE DE BERNE. 1878. MUS^E DBS BEAUX-ARTS; BUDAPEST.

[as Monet, Sisley, and Renoir], wielding an
eighteenth-century

brush in the present," From 1884 onward, her work continued

to show a heightened interest in line and bore the marks of a

broader yet softer treatment, Light does not merely, suffuse her

paintings it seems to penetrate and dissolve them.

Eva Gonzals'
creativity did not span as long a period as did

Berthe Morisot's, nor was she as outstanding an artist, but she did

follow a similar road. Manet taught her the importance of

omissionto tackle the essential and forget embellishments. If

some
aspects of Impressionist painting remained alien to her, it

was probably because Manet himself was not introduced to these

until after his association with Berthe Morisot, and perhaps also

because her husband, Henri Gu&ard, a collector and lover of

Japanese prints, warned her
against certain modern tendencies.
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MANET, LEADER DESPITE HIMSELF

ON August 31, 1867, Baudelaire died at Neuilly after a long illness.

Manet rushed back to Paris from Boulogne, where he had been

vacationing, to say farewell to someone who, for almost ten years,

had been a pillar of strength to him, almost his second self. Bau-

delaire had been a beacon for the generation of 1860; after his death

Manet, having achieved a measure of fame by virtue of the scandal-

ized reception accorded his Dejeuner sur I'Herbe and Oljmpia,

became the new leader of this artistic movement, although he

really was not cut out for the role, lacking both the necessary

daring and the wish to lead. It almost seemed as if he took cover

behind his paintings, whose purity and consummate perfection

almost tended to obscure the man who created them. Though

he may neither have desired nor fathomed it, revolution was

inherent in his work. Fantin-Latour and Bazille, in their paint-

ings of Manet and his friends, invariably show him in the tradi-

tional setting of a well-ordered, bourgeois home, not at all like the

home of a painter. Manet, a Parisian and the son ofa civil servant,

remained closely tied to his own narrow circle and had little use

for the cafe crowd with its slightly bizarre behavior. He shied

away from too close an association with that young, noisy group

who wanted to reform painting. Aside from a trip to Brazil and

some brief time spent in Italy and in Spain, Manet hardly ever left

Paris, the city that served him so well as a source of inspiration.
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MANET. GEORGE MOORE AT THE CAF& DE LA NOUVELLE ATHENES. 1878.

Possessed of an astonishing visual sensibility, he was able to trans-

late the sense ofmovement and myriad wonders ofmodern life into

painting. And he was able to accomplish this despite his training

under Thomas Couture, despite the stable, bourgeois milieu in

which he had grown up. For nature had endowed him with a

keen and astute sense of reality and with deep intuitive insight

into the extraordinary qualities inherent in even the most sordid or

common aspects of life. This intuitive sense inevitably brought

him into conflict with an academic tradition in which painting was

meant to enhance, gloss over, or escape from reality. When
asked by a friend why there had been no progress in the drawing of

hands, he replied: "Because hands are never in repose; they

move." In another context, he said: "In a figure, one must always



MANET. NANA. 1877. KUNSTHALLE, HAMBURG.



look for the highlights and the shadows; the rest will come by

itself."

In a perceptive essay on the relationship between Baudelaire and

Manet, Paul Val6ry wrote:
"
There must be a deep kinship between

a man able to write works like 'Benediction, Tableaux Parisians,

Les Bijoux, and Le Vin des Chiffonniers and a man able to paint

MANET. WOMAN BATHING. KOENIGS COLLECTION,
BOYMANS MUSEUM, ROTTERDAM.



MANET. PORTRAIT OF BERTHE MORISOT. LITHOGRAPH.

pictures like Christ with Angels, Qlympia, Lola, and The Absinthe

Drinker. . . . Both came from the Parisian bourgeoisie, and their

works show the same rare combination of refined elegance of taste

and unique strength of execution. Furthermore, both men shun

everything that does not spring from within themselves and their

command of their respective media, and therein lies the purity of
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both painting and literature. The do not rely on emotion, they do

not wish to proclaim ideas without prior intelligent and subtle

organization offeeling. They pursue and attain the supreme goal

of all art magic a word which I use here in its fullest sense."

Manet's vitality, his thirst for life, undoubtedly saved him from

getting the sort of official recognition which he seemed to want.

Much has been made of the strange paradox of Manet, a good

bourgeois who respected the established order, having become

one of those embattled new painters, especially since he was

fortunate enough not to have to live from his art. Above all,

Manet had wanted to be accepted by the Salon. This may be

difficult to understand today in an era when Salon has become the

symbol of misjudgments and vapidity. But in 1861, when the

jury accepted Manet's Spanish Guitar Player, he sought public

confirmation of his choice of vocation very understandable in

the case of a young artist who wanted to justify himself before a

reproachful family. He also saw in the Salon an opportunity to

have his work compared with that of the established, older painters.

And finally, from a purely material point of view, recognition by

the Salon held out the promise of financial rewards. Both the

public and the critics attached a great deal of importance to the

medals and awards with which the state encouraged and rewarded

its artists. Even Baudelaire, whose independence and integrity

were beyond question, never discussed the rejected artists in his

reviews of the Salon. Thus, for a protracted period, Manet made

tentative approaches to the officials in charge. Toward this end, he

maintained a tactful relationship with Couture, his teacher, while

painters like Alfred Stevens and critics such as Wolff tried to add

him to the ranks of officially sanctioned painters. But Manet's

conciliatory efforts were all in vain. His Dejeuner sur I'Herbe

(1863) created a scandal; society saw in his work the seed of revolu-

tion; it feared him as it feared every attempt to relate art to the
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RENOIR. THE SWING. 1876. LOUVRE, PARIS.



RENOIR. STUDY FOR THE PORTRAIT OF JULIE MANET.
PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.

reality of life. Indeed, society feared Manet even more than it

feared Victor Hugo, despite Hugo's revolutionary ideas, since he,

after all, confined himself to poetry.
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MANET. THE SPRING. 1 88 1. PRIVATE COLLECTION.

The Salons were not the entire world of painting. Young
artists like Degas, Monet, Sisley, and Pissarro were eager to have

Manet join their ranks. But Manet had misgivings about the role



CEZANNE. SELF-PORTRAIT. C. 1876.
BAYER ISCHE STAATSGEMALDESAMMLUNGEN, MUNICH.

"The human figure is the culmination of art" said Cezanne. Conceived

with an
objectivity so perfect that all traces ofpsychology are excluded, this

portrait achieves the
sobriety of sculpture and attains the universality of

those human types, severe and
dignified, created by medieval sculptors.
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they wanted him to play; he refused to become a prisoner of their

principles. He never thought of himself as the creator of a new

school of art. All he wanted was to be himself, to paint the way

he had to paint. At times, Manet may have underestimated the

significance and importance of his friends, and doubtless they gave

him more a bold spirit of adventure so alien to his nature, and,

more important, an appreciation of his ideas than he was able to

give them. It was Berthe Morisot and Monet who persuaded him

to paint in the open air in sunlit fields and at the banks of the

Seine and the canvases he painted there bear a marked resemblance

to the works ofMorisot and Monet. He was always open-minded,

receptive to outside influences; in 1874, he and his friends devoted

themselves to open-air painting, and in 1877, he_ became deeply

interested in naturalism. All these trends and influences are

reflected in his work, but none diverted him from the road that

was his very own the simple harmony of light and dark shades.

The difference in background between Manet and his friends

hardly contributed toward close relationships. Degas' biting

cynicism contrasted sharply with Manet's jovial urbanity. It is

difficult to picture these two sitting side by side in the Cafe de la

Nouvelle Athenes: fidouard, fashionable, well-groomed, with soft,

almost feminine hands; Edgar, unkempt, tall, and abrupt. Degas

was not given to sparing his friend: "Manet is desperate because he

is unable to paint atrocious pictures like Duran's, because he does

not get acclaim and medals. He is an artist by compulsion, not by

inclination. He is a galley slave chained to his oars." Sisley,

Renoir, and Pissarro also did not feel too much at ease in Manet's

rather elegant apartment. They were hesitant about coming to

the intimate Thursday-night gatherings which were attended by

men like Zola, Astruc, Theodore Duret, Clemenceau, and Antonin

Proust; they preferred the informality of the Cafe Guerbois. Ber-

the Morisot, however, did not hesitate to install herself in Manet's
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studio, and by marrying Manet's brother, she lent respectability to

an artistic relationship which might have seemed somewhat

equivocal in so bourgeois a setting.

Even though Manet sometimes failed to heed the demands made

on him by this group of friends, he never failed to help when help

was urgently needed. With generosity and selflessness he came

to the aid of his less fortunate colleagues, regardless of the artistic

content of their work. Although he did not participate in the first

exhibition the group held in 1874, the public disapproval accorded

the works exhibited was extended to him also. However, he tried

to change the climate of opinion, to conciliate the art critics and

art dealers, by intervening with the very influential M. Wolff of

Le Figaro.

In the normal course of events, Manet would have succeeded his

father in his post at the Ministry of Justice or, at worst, would have

become a successful traditional painter. But instead, he became a

revolutionary despite himself, merely because he strove to express

faithfully what he saw. In an era of banality, this intrepid search

for truth forced him to become an outsider. Thus Manet, an

errant classicist amidst a group of young barbarians, became the

leader of a school, even came to be considered the founder of

Impressionism. But in truth he was simply the last link in a

tradition of painting Chardin, Watteau, Corot, Manet. Prior to

his Olympia he was only the excellent
"
bad" pupil of Couture. He

was too intelligent and too conscientious to reject a tradition which

weighed on him heavily, but whose necessity he recognized. He

would have liked to have recreated the illusion of volume and

perspective as did all painters of "nice" pictures, but instead his

paintings became large planes, strong in color, devoid of halftones

and finely modulated shadings, and because all geometric represen-

tations of space were repugnant to him, his pictures were composed

like bas-reliefs. His inner vision was stronger than he.
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PISSARRO. WOMAN EMPTYING A WHEELBARROW. ETCHING.

It was the sincere belief of Couture that he would be able to

achieve a synthesis between David's classicism and Courbet's

sensuous realism, and Manet struggled through six long years of

this sort of instruction, the foredoomed struggle of a man who
lacked the imagination and inventiveness to paint something he
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PISSARRO.

THE RED ROOFS. 1877.

LOUVRE, PARIS.

Pissarro, who lived at Pontoise,

loved the
fields

and the orchards,

the soft light and the quiet peace

of the Vexin countryside, and it

was there that he reached hisfull

artistic maturity. In the fore-

ground of this painting the trees

cast their shadows over the

ground ; through the network of

branches a number of brightly

colored roofs stand out against

the background of

*

fields.
Thus

dissociated, the elements of the

landscape are recreated in a

single equal vibration. Never-

theless, Pissarro never used a

landscape as a pretextfor dayg-

ling
the

spectator.
"Om must"

he said, "be humble in front of

nature. The desire to interpret

must not make one lose intimate,

direct contact with it"



cannot feel and see. Distraught over his inability to follow the

dictates of abstract rules which he had been taught to regard as the

perpetuation of genuine tradition, Manet sought an answer to his

problem among the old masters, particularly of the Spanish school

But even in those of his works influenced by Velasquez, Ribera, and

Goya for example, The Spanish Guitar Plajer (1860), Portrait of

Baudelaire's Mistress, and The Old Musician (1862) he experimented

with strong tonal contrasts, omitting softening halftones. These

apparent errors and deficiencies soon led him to abandon the goal

he had set himself, and, leaving the confines of the studio, he

set out to capture the quality of light. That he did not succeed in

this at once is evident in such early paintings as Dejeuner sur I'Herbe,

which is touching in its hesitancy and disregard for the subject.

The scandalized reception of this canvas did not bother Manet. He

was concerned solely with achieving the desired effect silence and

light. The storm which then greeted the showing of his Olympia

in the Salon of 1865 helped to bring about his final breach with the

established schools. The public, not knowing or not caring to

know the tradition of Titian and Goya which had inspired Manet,

felt repelled not so much by the indecency of the subject as by the

style of painting. Undogmatic and unfettered by intellectual-

ization, driven by an inner force beyond his control, Manet revo-

lutionized art. He achieved his vision: to strip art of all precon-

ceived notions, to paint truthfully rather than prettily.

Neither Manet nor his circle of Impressionist friends was aware

of the importance of his message. And in fact, his pursuit of the

fleeting impression cannot easily be reconciled with his classical

temperament. Nonetheless, he became the creator of Olympia and

The Flutist, superb paintings that capture all the hard, frank,

relentless impact of light.

Standing on the borderline between two worlds, between two

epochs, Manet represented the summation of the long-reigning
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RENOIR. THE ORANGE-SELLER. SANGUINE. PRIVATE COLLECTION.

studio tradition, and at the same time he was the herald of a future

of continual creativity, joy, and love. But he was unaware

that he was to become the precursor of a new way of experiencing
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RENOIR. THE END OF THE LUNCH. 1879.
STADELSCHES KUNSTINSTITUT, FRANKFURT.

This picture, redolent with a warm, healthy, and vibrant sensuality,

was painted under the arbor of Olivier' s restaurant in Montmartre ;

in it, TLenoir has grouped together the actress Ellen Andree (who

posedfor Degas
3

Absinthe), the son of a Nantes shipowner, and

Marguerite, his current modeL
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Renoir's
official break with the

Impressionists came in the years

ifyf-iSSo. In
leaving them, he said: "Out of doors one has afar

greater variety of light than the
light of the studio} which is always the

same} but, precisely because
ofthis,you are so taken up with the

light

out of doors thatyou have no time to concern
yourself with compo-

sition ; then
again, out ofdoors,you can't see whatyou are

doing.

When
paintingfrom nature, the

painter reaches the
stage ofseeking

only after the
effect, ofno longerpaying any attention to

composition,

and he
rapidly becomes monotonous'' With these words Renoirfelt

that he was
denying both a system andthe

friendships to which,for all

that, his vision remainedfaithful

RENOIR. THE SEINE AT ASNIERES. C. 1879. LADY ABERCONWAY COLLECTION, LONDON.
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reality. He opened up vistas which he himself did not know

existed, and men whom he never would have numbered among his

friends were to take up his message. Painters are not responsible

for that which they create. It does not belong to them, and it is

frequently greater than they are. Posterity makes it its own and

revels in it. Manet's work was so full of problems and had so

many hidden facets that it was not at all surprising for artists in

search of a leader to choose him for their own. Yet, at the same

time, the unorthodoxy of his work precluded its annexation by

any given school. The essence of his work was elusive and

indefinable, and Manet himself was never able to put it into words.

If the Cubists consider Ingres their precursor, then the Fauves may

lay claim to Manet, who, according to Matisse, "was the first who
translated his emotions directly, thus giving free rein to instinct/'

DEGAS. HORSE AND JOCKEY. COLLECTION KOENIGS,
BOYMANS MUSEUM, ROTTERDAM.
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DEGAS,
THE CLASSICIST OF IMPRESSIONISM

DEGAS had much in common with Manet. They were the same

age the oldest members of their group and they had already

found their styles while the others were still dreaming of revolu-

tionizing painting. Despite their independence, both admitted to

emotional ties to the classical tradition and, both in their own way,

were aristocrats. Manet liked to please and wanted to be loved ;

Degas* attraction lay in his distinguished reserve, his politeness, his

disdain for convention, his wit. A keen observer, Degas was not

satisfied to accept the outer appearance of things ; he tested and

analyzed, not without irony and never without that "cold fever" of

which Huysmans spoke. His self-portrait, painted in 1855, shows

him with serious and penetrating gaze, with a sensual yet bitter

mouth. Edgar De Gas, the son of a wealthy, aristocratic Italian

father and an American mother, had received a good, ckssical educa-

tion, and it was the hope of his parents that he would enter his

father's banking business. But his independent wealth permitted

him to follow his inclination and enroll in an art school How-

ever, the Louvre, not the art school, became his true teacher. He

spent endless hours there, copying, studying, and copying. Pous-

sin was a revelation, and through him he was to discover Italy. He

steered clear of all the intrigues of the world of art. All he wanted

was solitude in which to find himself.

After his return to Paris in 1860, he no longer was a novice.
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DEGAS. JOCKEYS IN THE RAIN. C. 1 88 1.

BURRELL COLLECTION, ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM, GLASGOW.

Degas' artistic development took place on the fringe of Impression-

ism. With his innate love of classicism, he was not the man to be

tied down by any one system. Though a misanthrope and a lover of

solitude, he had to be surrounded by movement, for in the movement

of things and people he found consolation. Like an entomologist

pinning down his butterflies, Degas pinpointed the rider, the dancer,

the objects that delighted him. He was, infact, less a painter of the

moment than of the momentary. Lautrec shared his tastes, but,

although an equally frank analyst, he retained a warm sympathy for

his subjects. Anglophilia had given rise to a vogue for horse-

racing, and specialisedpainters like Carle Vernet and Eugene Lamy
had created their owngenre which exalted the nobility of the thorough-

bred and its rider. For Degas, as for Lautrec, the problem was



a different one. Undoubted} their education and background made

them responsive to the elegance and breeding of the horses and the

agility of the jockeys ; but it was the event itself and the setting in

the open air which most aroused their enthusiasm.

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. JOCKEY GOING TO THE POST. 1899.
LITHOGRAPH.
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DEGAS. THREE DANCERS. CHARCOAL AND PASTEL. 1879.
MRS.

J.
WATSON WEBB COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

He was an established craftsman, sure of himself. His choice of

subjects remained dassical; even Ingres would not have disagreed

with them. But he imbued his subjects with an unconventional

power of observation which found its natural expression in themes

from everyday life. At about this period of his career, he met

Manet at the Louvre. Manet, overwhelmed by the masterful

quality of a copy Degas was making at the museum, made the first

move. Also, he probably sensed in Degas the sort of elegance

that differentiated both these men from the usual run of sorry
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dabblers who frequented the museum. The two men became

friends, and Manet, having already gained some renown and

recognition, felt free to advise Degas to stop painting "grandiose"

DEGAS. TWO DANCERS IN TIGHTS. 1892-1895.
DURAND-RUEL COLLECTION, PARIS.
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RENOIR. DANCING IN THE COUNTRY. 1883. DRAWING.
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RENOIR. BATHER. 1 88 1. SIR KENNETH CLARK COLLECTION, LONDON.



canvases, to rid himself of all academic ballast, to go out and

observe the life around him. But Degas' naturalism was only a

temporary concession to the new ideology; basically a classicist, he

preferred elegant -subjects especially racing and the world of

ballet. Despite his involvement with the Impressionist move-

ment, with its fights and its experiments, he retained a certain

upper-class, noncommittal aloofness. He always remained a

spectator rather than a participant, victimized by his prejudices, shy,

afraid of displays of emotion, an outsider. Keenly analytical, he

was the only one among his contemporaries who knew how to

capture an instantaneous vision without sacrificing truth. Yet,

Degas' truth was not without plan or aim; its trace of irony seemed

designed to screen his sensitivity. Was it accidental that his

women always are seen to their least advantage, with fatigue in

their eyes exhausted, heavy-limbed dancers, cleaning-women

hardly able to drag their heavy pails around ? Was this denial of

lyricism an expression of cynicism, or was it an expression of a

nonconformity which rejected feminine beauty along with conven-

tion ? Degas was a lonely man who hated loneliness; he needed

"the movement of people and things which diverts and consoles.

If the leaves never moved, how sad the trees would be, and we

with them." But this sort of candid confession was in stark

contradiction and this was the great conflict in Degas' life to

the guiding principle he laid down for himself: "One must submit

to rigid discipline." Thus, he was tied and imprisoned by his own

principles. Degas was a virtuoso, but primarily he seemed to

be a dissatisfied artist seeking new methods, eager for new, rare

approaches. In this search, he utilized every tool at his disposal

charcoal, pastels, pencil, lithography, etching needle, brush, even

the sculptor's chisel. His art, daring and unusual, conveyed

movement, it had a theatrical quality, and through it_he was able to

identify himself with his subjects.
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A WAR DISRUPTS THE GROUP

THE carefree, happy life of this young,, vital group whose fervor

and creativity enabled them to withstand the snubs of officialdom,

the ignorance and stupidity of the public, and the poverty which

was the lot of most of them came to a sudden end with the out-

break of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870. The war scattered

them: Manet, Degas, Bazille, and Renoir joined various branches

of military service; Monet and Pissarro went to England; Cezanne

sought refuge in the country. Pissarro and Monet, sitting out the

war in London, made the acquaintance of another refugee, the art-

dealer Durand-Ruel, who was to become a firm supporter and

promoter of this new group of artists. After the siege of Paris,

and then the Commune with its attendant terror, the Impressionists

reassembled in Paris. They all came back, all but Bazille the

most charming, mostjpeloved member of the circle who had died

in action soon after the outbreak of the war.

NEW INFLUENCES. War and exile seemed to have matur-

ed many of these young men. The stay in London had wrought

significant changes in the lives of Monet and Pissarro. It brought

them closer to the school of English landscape painters, and it was

the beginning of their association with Durand-Ruel, who, follow-

ing the dictates of his own taste, stood ready to sacrifice his reputa-

tion and his wealth to help the artists he admired* At the outbreak
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MANET. LE BAR AUX FOLIES-BERGERE. 1882.

COURTAULD INSTITUTE, LONDON.
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J returned to Paris in

January 1882, my first
visit was

to Manet. He was then painting

Le Bar aux Folies-Bergere and

the model, apretty girl, wasposing

behind a table laden with bottles

andfood. . . . Although he used

modelsfor hispictures, Manet was

no copyist of nature ; I particul-

arly noticed his masterful simpli-

fications.
The head ofthe woman

was clearly shaped, but this qual-

ity was not obtained by an imi-

tation ofnature. Everything was

re-modeled: the tones were brighter,

the colors more vivid, the values

closer
together.

The result was a

gentle, light harmony. . . . Ma-

net interrupted his work and sat

with me on the divan. He talked

with me and said: 'Concision in

art is both necessary and elegant.

The concise man makes one think ;

the talkative man irritates. . . .

In a
figure,

lookfor the highlights

and the deepest
shadows ; the rest

will come naturally ; often it is

very little. Also, train jour

memory ; for nature will never

gveyou more than indications?
"

(From an article by Jeanniot

published in La Grande Revue

of August, 1907.) The picture

met with considerable success in

the Salon of 1882 and resulted in

Manet
being awarded the Legion

of Honor be so coveted.
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of the war, Durand-Ruel left his shop at the Rue Laffitte, where he

had exhibited the Barbizon painters, and moved to New Bond

Street in London. Daubigny followed him to London, and it was

he who introduced him to Monet and Pissarro. Durand-Ruel

bought some of their canvases and lent them material assistance.

Had he done nothing else, he would deserve the gratitude ofposter-

ity, for Victorian gentry displayed little interest in a school of

painting so devoid of intellectual pretension, so far removed from

any ideal of beauty, so full of sensuality. As far as French art was

concerned, the only paintefs accepted in England were Gerome and

Rosa Bonheur. England was acquainted neither with Corot nor

any of the other great figures of the preceding twenty-five years.

Monet, Pissarro, and Sisley strengthened by Durand-RuePs sup-

port were not to be dismayed by the lack of appreciation of

London art circles, f Captivated with countryside and suburbs of

London, with the effects of fog, snow, and spring sunshine, they

worked hard. They visited museums, delighting in the portraits

and water colors of Turner and Constable, admiring the canvases of

Old Crome, Gainsborough, Lawrence, and Reynolds. But the

landscape painters, these masters of light and fleeting impressions,

affected them most, and of these, Turner was the greatest revelation.

The magic of his delicate colors electrified them; they tried to

analyze his technique, to discover the secret of his art. His snow

and ice scenes, in particular, left an indelible impression on them.

Signac, in his From Delacroix to Neo-Impressionism, wrote: "They
were astonished at his ability to recreate the whiteness of snow,

something they themselves with their broad brush strokes had not

been able to achieve. And they realized that this wonderful

effect could not be achieved with a uniform white, but only through

numerous closely applied dots in a variety of colors which, seen

from a distance, merged to give the desired effect." This lesson

was never forgotten by them.
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THEORIES AND PRACTICES
OF IMPRESSIONISM

THOSE who thought that the creation of the Third Republic would

change old, established institutions soon were to learn otherwise.

Revolutionary artists remained suspect and the Salon jury ada-

mant. It rejected Renoir's Parisian Women Dressed as Algerians, a

painting strongly influenced by Delacroix, and Manet, whose Le

Bon Bock met with resounding success in 1873, was refused another

medal highly coveted by him. But the other members of the

group, aware of the unchanged climate of the Salon, did not even

bother to submit entries. Instead, they exhibited with their

friend Durand-Ruel, who showed their work in London, in New

York, and in his new Paris gallery in the Rue Le Peletier. Thus the

break with art officialdom became complete, and no opportunistic

considerations would ever again deter any of them from following

their own way. Up to that time, the friendly spirit of competition

which had animated the group had served as a substitute for theory.

True, all of them were enthusiastic admirers of Delacroix, Courbet,

Manet, and Corot, but now they had to break away, to follow their

own instinctive feeling for light. In translating the purity and

brilliance of their vision, they eliminated every trace of earth color,

burnt sienna, and black from their palettes; they sought to achieve

warm grays, blues, greens, and violets, using only pure colors,

applying them in stabbing dots. The direct, empirical study of
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RENOIR. GIRL AGAINST A BLUE BACKGROUND. 1882.

PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.

A. softness ofform, a smooth, almost enameled treatment andpearly tones

Renoir was undoubtedly trying to depict "skin which does not repel light"

but that is not enough to make a portrait. One gets the feeling that

around 1880-1885, the artist had exhausted the resources ofImpressionism
and had arrived at a dead end. "I knew neither how to paint nor how to

draw" he confessed. It was then that he decided to go to Italy and study

the masters of the Renaissance.
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the effect of light on form had become their stated objective, and

their naturalism developed into a search for the accurate and

precise depiction of pure sensation. The almost literal translation

of the subject was being replaced by a new world of color, values,

and form the world of Impressionism. These painters who had

rejected the sterility of official schools fell victim to scientific

methods. Although their artistic instinct was stronger than all

formulas, the lure of science was at times strong enough to wreak

havoc with style, to give their art a contrived quality.

Every primary- color becomes intensified when brought in

contact with another primary color. If blue and red are juxta-

posed closely, they will appear from a distance to be more vividly

violet than either of the primary colors. Leonardo had already

held that the shadow cast by a man on a white wall appears blue,

and Rubens in his treatise On Colors had stated that "in a picture,

shadow and light should not cover more than one-third of the

canvas; two-thirds should be reserved for half tones." By using

entirely different color for half tones in the transition between

light and shadow, Fragonard and Delacroix had discovered a new

luminosity. Thus, the Impressionists did not really discover

anything new. They merely found a new relationship to light.

Edmond Duranty, the publisher of RJalisme and friend to the group,

wrote: "They discovered that full light robs tones of color, that the

purity of sunlight reflected by objects reimbues the objects with a

luminous unity which blends the seven spectral rays of the prism

into the one colorless beam which is light. Intuitive step by

intuitive step, they succeeded in dissolving sunlight into individual

rays, into its elements, and then in reinvesting it with unity through

the harmony of the spectral colors which they applied to their

canvases/' This perception led the Impressionists to a shift in

emphasis from the observation of the contours of light to captur-

ing the changed appearance of the subject under various light
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RENOIR. STUDY FOR "THE BATHERS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, U.S.A.

conditions, resulting in the dissolution of form, in the creation of

a world which was but a reflection of a reflection in which man no

longer existed. Such an approach is necessarily limited, since it is

confined to a fleeting instance, to the changing face of a landscape,

and not to the face of man. Under the pretext of striving toward

an objective, the scientific analysis of optical effects, Impressionism

led to a passionate recreation of a given moment in nature. The

motif became of little or no importance.

MONET, THE LEADING EXPONENT. Monet was

the leading exponent of this development, and in his Haystacks

(1891-1892), Poplars (1890-1892), Cathedrals (1893-1894), and Water

no



RENOIR. NUDE. STUDY FOR "THE BATHERS.*
ART INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.

Lilies (1904) series, he gave expression to this non-objective
recreation of the moment. Later in his life, Monet denied having
been a theoretician, and he even came close to renouncing the

friendly ties which had bound him to the other members of the

in



MORISOT. THE TERRACE AT MEUDON. 1884. ART INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.

Men like to believe that creative talent is their private domain and

thatpaintings by women lack originality, that they are either charm-

ingly or slavishly imitative. But eighteenth-century painting

which one tends to classify as feminine was the work of men.

This is the eternal misunderstanding. It would be truer to say that

women do not borrowfrom men but that they do refer to them ; for

example, Morisot to Manet and Cassatt to Degas. But there is a
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world In which the women excel in depicting maternity and child-

hood. "She did not try to ecapefrom herself, to turn herselffrom

something artificial and false" wrote Louis ILouart of Berthe

Morisot. "All simplicity and naturalness> she remaineda woman"

And this very simplicity gives even the most minor of her works a

charm which is neither affected nor unfeeling.

Asfor Mary Cassatt, the admiration that Degas hadfor her

and he was niggardly with compliments would be sufficient justi-

fication for her fame, even if she had not done so much on behalf of

Impressionist painting in the United States. These two delightful

women occupied a special niche in the Impressionist movement, and

their names are deservedly recorded in the history of art.

3ASSATT. THE LITTLE SISTERS. 1885. ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM, GLASGOW.



group: He wrote: "I have always had a horror of theory ... the

only merit I have is that of painting from nature, of trying to

convey my impressions of the most fleeting effects, and I regret

having become the one for whom a group, most of whose members

had nothing of the Impressionist in them, was named." If the

secret of Monet's work had consisted solely in a skillful juggling

of colors, a rapid notation of a momentary effect, then indeed

his dangerous experiment would have been nothing but a new

academic formula. But a method of painting is far import-

ant than the sensitivity of the painter, and if Monet's work can

be said to have been motivated by an inner necessity, it was

one which conformed to the international taste of his time the

mist which seems to dissolve form, a dreamlike lyricism, inspired

by England but one which cannot be divorced from his pro-

found feeling for a world in movement, a cosmic reality in which

the miraculous and the enchanting are more real than nature itself.

Shelley's poem "The Sensitive Plant," written a century earlier,

almost reads like a description of Monet's water lilies in the garden

at Giverny:

And on the stream whose inconstant bosom

Was pranked, under boughs of embowering blossom)

With golden and green light, slanting through

Their heaven of many a tangled hue.

Broad water-lilies lay tremulously,

And starry river-buds glimmered by,

And around them the soft stream didglide and dance

With a motion of sweet sound and radiance.

Reflection, the mere suggestion of the object that renders it far

more seductive than reality itself, and the resultant disembodiment

of the concrete world surrounding us these were Monet's contri-

butiojis to painting.
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THE BAPTISM OF THE MOVEMENT

THE dissolution of form and the persistent search for tonal values

were almost symbolic of the approaching parting of the ways of

the Impressionists. Together they had discovered the power of

light their credo but, paradoxically, at the time the movement

was baptized, the group was on the verge of breaking up. Each

of the artists stood ready to follow his own vision separately.

THE FIRST IMPRESSIONIST EXHIBITION. The

group held its first joint exhibition in 1 874 in the studio ofthe photo-

grapher Nadar. In order to avoid any tendentious interpretation of

their aims, they chose as neutral a name for themselves as possible

Societe Anonyms Cooperative d*Artistes, Peintres, Sculpteurs, Gra-

veurs, etc. But the paradox of history was to intervene. Monet,

equally intent on finding neutral tides for his paintings, had

labeled one of them Impression, Sunrise^ which became the heading

of a highly critical review of the exhibition published in Charivari.

Thus, the term Impressionism became the name and the program

of this group of artists. There were thirty of them, and perhaps

at this point one should name these courageous artists who were

ready to brave public ridicule and exhibit jointly with those

previously rejected by the Salon. They were: Astruc, Attendu,

B&iard, Boudin, Bracquemond, Brandon, Bureau, Cals, Cezanne,

Colin, Degas, Desbras, Guillaumin, Latouche, Lepic, Lepine,



SEURAT. PECHEUR A LA LIGNE.
STUDY FOR "LA GRANDE JATTE." 1884-1885.
LADY ABERCONWAY COLLECTION, LONDON.
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SEURAT. LA PROMENEUSE AU SINGE.
STUDY FOR "LA GRANTDE JATOE." 1885.SMITH COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART, NORTHAMPTON, MASS



Levert, Meyer, De Molins, Monet, Berthe Morisot, Mulot-Duri-

vage, De Nittis, A. Ottin, L. A. Ottin, Pissarro, Renoir, Robert,

Rouart, and Sisley. Twelve years later, at their last exhibit

in 1886, there were only five: Degas, Guillaumin, Berthe Morisot,

Pissarro, an

Pissarro was the only artist represented in all of the eight exhib-

itions sponsored by the Impressionists. This loyalty to his friends

and the strength of his convictions were characteristic of Pissarro,

and perhaps he may therefore be considered the ideal Impressionist.

Simple and unpretentious, he may have lacked the creative
ability

and boldness of a Monet; his interpretation of nature is calmer,

more prosaic, more modest, but his style is more resolute. Perhaps

SEURAT. THE ISLAND OF LA GRANDE JATTE. 1884-1885. PRIVATE COLLECTION, U.S.A.
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SEURAT. STUDY FOR "LA GRANDE JATTE. PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.

Pissarro was in such need of friendship because he was lonely

after leaving his native Saint Thomas in the Danish Antilles for

Paris. The friends made in the studios these were his new

family to whom he remained faithful. There was something of
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CEZANNE. MONT

SAINTE-VTCTOIRE. 1 88 J-l 887.

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

OF ART, NEW YORK.

to
repeat

what I

treat natm in terms of the

cylinder3
the

sphere, and the

cone ; put the whole into the

proper perspective so that

each -side of an object or a

plane converges toward some

central
point.

Lines pa-

rallel to the horizon give

breadth . . , lines perpen-

dicular to this horizon give

depth. Bu^ for us, native

consists more in depth than

in surface, hence the need to

introduce into our vibrations

of light, represented by reds

and yellows, enough bluish

tints to give the feeling of

air" From a letter of

Cezanne to Emile "Bernard.
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the prophet about Pissarro, "the modest colossus." His friends

called him "Moses bearing the tablets of the law" when they saw

him coming with his portfolio under his arm. When he settled in

Pontoise in 1872, he gathered his old friends of the Acad&nie

Suisse around him: Guillaumin, Cezanne, and a small group of

enthusiastic novices. There he taught them, but he was neither

surprised nor offended when they later went their own ways. He

never felt himself to be the father-confessor. With inborn grace

and an exalted sense of obligation as the oldest member of the

group, he stood by the younger men, supporting them in their

experiments without imposing his own conceptions on them, On

the contrary, when he helped Cezanne find himself, he became

influenced by Cezanne and from him he acquired his profound

O&ZANNE. LANDSCAPE. 1880-1885. ART INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.
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PISSARRO. PORTRAIT OF CEZANNE. LOUVRE, PARIS.

feeling for the relation between color and form. Some years

later, influenced by the theories of the young Seurat, he became a

temporary adherent of Neo-Impressionism. Cezanne said of him:

"Pissarro was like a father. He is a man to whom one can turn

for advice; he is something like God."

Firmly convinced of the significance of Impressionism, Pissarro

became its defender and apostle. "In nature, look for that which

expresses your own temperament; in a motif, form and color, not

the drawing, are of primary importance. . . . Precision in



drawing is dry and detracts from the over-all impression; it de-

stroys all emotion. Precision of contour is not important; a brush

stroke of the right value and color should produce the final work.

The most difficult problem is not that of detail of contour but the

reproduction of content. One must paint the essential character-

istics of objects, to try to convey them with any means whatsoever

without worrying about technique. In painting, you must choose

your subject, you must see what is to the right and to the left of it,

and then you must work on the whole simultaneously. . . .

Observe the perfection of the atmosphere from foreground to the

horizon, observe the reflection of the sky and of foliage. Don't

hesitate to apply color, then refine your work little by little. Don't

adhere to rules and principles. Paint what you see and feel

boldly, without hesitation, for it is best not to lose your first

impression. One cannot be timid in the face of nature; one must

dare to make mistakes. There can be but one teacher nature.

She must always be consulted." This was the credo of the perfect

Impressionist. Pissarro may have been unsuccessful in com-

pletely converting Cezanne to his method, but he was able to teach

him the sort of discipline acquired through the observation of

nature, as well as a feeling for structure. "We were always

together," wrote Pissarro, "but it cannot be denied that each of

us retained the only thing that really matters our individual

emotion." The one Pissarro covered his canvas with stabbing,

powerful brush strokes; the other with broad flat planes. A

peasant who once watched them paint the identical subject com-

mented that "M. Pissarro stabbed while he worked, and M. C6-

zanne daubed." Pissarro's Hermitage at Pontoise and C6zanne's

The House of the Hanged Man, both painted in 1873, are testimony to

their shared experience.

Sisley never became an intimate member of the group, but he
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CEZANNB. VIEW OF I/ESTAQUE. C. l88j. R. A. BUTLER COLLECTION, LONDON.



followed its work and activities
closely. Like Pissarro and

Cezanne, he, too, set up his easel out of doors in Pontoise, Marly,

Louveciennes, and Bougival. He was too shy, too
well-bred,

too sensitive to become an active participant in the great Impres-

sionist adventure. Despite his talent, despite the fact that he may

even be considered more typical an Impressionist than
Pissarro,

he remained a minor though pleasant artist among the
giants of

the movement. His reserve prevented him from
joining in the

stormy, intense life of the Studio Gleyre group, yet as long as his

financial position permitted, he did accompany his friends on their

trips to Fontainebleau and along the banks of the Seine. When,

after the death of his father in 1 870, he lost his independent income,

he gradually broke away from the group, retreating to the solitude

of Louveciennes and Moret, He sought refuge in the silence of

VAN GOGH. THE GARDENS OF THE TUILERIES.

V. W. VAN GOGH COLLECTION, LAREN.
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VAN GOGH. THE TERRACE IN THE TUILERJES. 1886. V. W. VAN GOGH COLLECTION, LAREN.

nature, creating a series of
limpid, airy paintings. His delicate,

sensitive
technique embodied an almost feminine

melancholy
grace. Neither

poverty nor lack of
understanding for his art ever

changed him; his style retained its elegance and refinement, and
these

qualities undoubtedly accounted for the success his work

enjoyed with collectors-after his death. While he lived, his

work was
rejected along with that of his

colleagues.

In i874-the same year in which the Salon exhibited Bougue-
reau's Njapbs and

Satyr, the epitome of all the hollowness and
falseness of the academic tradition-Renoir exhibited at Nadar's
his

Loge, a
testimony to the powerful artistic temperament of this

painter. One can almost hear in his
painting the discordant tones



VAN GOGH. LE MOULIN DE LA GALETTE. 1886.
ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM, GLASGOW.

In 1886, Van Gogh arrived in Paris. Pissarro, Signac, Gauguin, and
&rtile Bernard took him under their mng and gave him advice. "We
painted the river banks," relates

Siffiac, "we lunched in the taverns and
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VAN GOGH. MONTMARTRE: THE STREET LAMPS. 1886.
ART INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.

walked into Paris. . . . Van Gogh, wearing blue workingmen*s overalls,

had daubed little splashes ofcolor on his sktves" Vincent *s somberpalette
became lighter. He grew bolder and began to adopt vigorous brushstrokes.
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of the violins being tuned amid the buzz of conversation, and the

soft glow of the pearls around the throat of a young woman seems

to hold forth the promise of an evening of pleasure. The glitter of

society, the brilliance of the jewels worn by the women undoubt-

edly appealed to Renoir's sense of beauty, yet at the same time the

emptiness of that mode of life left him dissatisfied. He was

compelled by instinct to seek after absolute, permanent values.

Though by no means an intellectual, he respected and loved the

works of the old masters. He believed that a painter had to paint

in the idiom of his era, but he also believed that a study of the old

masters could give the artist a feeling for painting which he could

not gain by the study of nature alone. He wanted to paint freely,

not to either follow a style or create one. He was famous for his

witty remarks, revealing a temperament to which all dogma and all

formulas were alien:
"
If God had not created breasts, I would not

have become a painter," he once said, and also: "I am a painter, not

a chemist/' His instinct for truth and his passionate love of color

led him to Rubens, to Fragonard and Delacroix, and ultimately to

Monet. But once he suspected that the experiments of his friends

were in danger of becoming a system, he realized that he had

arrived at an impasse, and with this realization came the desire to

break through the circle which threatened to close him in. Seen

from this perspective, his Loge and Moulin de la Gaktte represent

Renoir at the height of orthodox Impressionism. Yet, these

paintings already heralded a new Renoir, one who sought for truth

and certainty; and the only inner certainty he knew was that of the

senses. He felt repelled by reason and doctrine, by the search for

the absolute. And thus he came to a parting of the ways with

Monet's Impressionism, which he considered a convention, the

representation of an abstract world which had no room for the

human factor. He returned to the eighteenth century and attempt-

ed to create a sort of synthesis between Impressionism and the
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RENOIR. BATHER SEEN FROM THE BACK. ALBERTINA, VIENNA.

enchanted world of Watteau. His doubts about the validity of

much of Impressionist theory were strengthened during a trip to

Italy in 1881. There he discovered Raphael, who, he said, "did

not seek the impossible.*' "In 1883," he said, "there came some-



VAN GOGH. VIEW FROM VINCENT'S ROOM, RUE LEPIC. 1887.
V. W. VAN GOGH COLLECTION, LAREN.



TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. PORTRAIT OF SUZANNE VALATON. 1885.NT CARLSBERG GLYPTOTEK, COPENHAGEN.

Attracted by everything out of the
ordinary, Toulouse-Lautrec was

bound to be
delighted vitb the vigorous temperament of Degas

9

model,
Suzanne

Valadon. Being more of a draughtsman than a
painter, his oil

paintings have the
quality ofpastel drawings.
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thing like a break in my work." After that, he devoted much of

his time to drawing, an aspect of art which all the other Impression-

ists had neglected in their attempt to preserve the primary emotion

of painting.

His style became influenced by Boucher and Fragonard; his

search for perfection drew him to Ingres as well as to Raphael; he

was filled with admiration for the sureness and decisiveness of

Japanese art. When Renoir finally arrived at a synthesis of all

these seemingly contradictory schools, achieving a balance of

observation, color, and form, he also recovered the richness of

his palette. He achieved a simplicity which added to the breadth of

his vision, the fullness of his forms, the richness of his colors. His

women the snub-nosed, childish, sensuous, naive, naughty models

from Montmartre and the peasant girls from Essoyes and Cagnes

these individual, universal beauties symbolized the "intimate

caress of light created by Renoir/' In his use of light, he never

ceased to be an Impressionist.

DEGAS. WASHERWOMEN. 1892-1895. PRIVATE COLLECTION.
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FOUR GIANTS
OF POST-IMPRESSIONISM

ART critics and art historians alike easily conform to habit. Thus,

Impressionism has come to be equated with all French painting

toward the end of the nineteenth century, though it represented

only a small part of the creative output of that period. Impression-

ism showed the way to new approaches and bold experiments, and

consequently it became fashionable to identify all contemporary

developments with this particular movement, however unrelated

or alien they might be.

From the very beginning, Impressionism contained within

itself the seeds of its decline, the basic contradiction between an

effective, rational technique the logically perfect expression of

the scientific spirit and an art form searching for the immediate,

spontaneous contact with the world around it which appeals to

the instinct and rejects all method. The Impressionist revolution,

fought under the banner of positivism, wished to free painting

of everything which was not a simple reproduction of nature
; it

wished to capture the purity of the image as perceived by the eye.

Thus, the subject became secondary, a pretext for painting for its

own sake. By reducing the palette to the primary colors, Impres-

sionism freed the artist from the chains of artificiality and super-

refinement.

Impressionism gave to artists a glimpse of the "promised land"

in the emancipation of color and form. In its narrowest sense, it
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lasted only a few years. But the spirit of adventure and search

which had inspired the Impressionists was reincarnated in the works

of Cezanne, Seurat, Gauguin, and Van Gogh; though they may
have shown little interest in Monet's experiments, they owe a debt

to Impressionism.

CEZANNE. Cezanne's specifically Impressionist period was

brief. In Pontoise and later in Auvers, Pissarro had initiated him

into the interrelation of light and color, and his years of working

with Pissarro were to become decisive for his artistic development.

It was there that he discarded the dark, heavy pigments of his earlier

works in favor of small, rapid brush strokes better suited to the

reproduction of the wealth of nuances in nature. In his desire to

gain a better understanding of Pissarro's technique, he even made

exact copies of Pissarro's Louveciennes landscapes. Yet, though

C&anne's major works were no longer the product of pure Im-

pressionism, its influence on him was sufficiently great to make

him a legitimate subject in any discussion of this movement.

Unlike the Impressionists, who, working rapidly, attempted to

capture a given moment in nature, Cezanne achieved a symphony of

color through patient, industrious application. In his work, clas-

sical composition, neglected since Monet, again came to the fore.

Cezanne's world is dense, sqlid, stable, and above all pictorial.

The apples he painted have none of the delicacy and sensuality of

Dutch still lifes: they are pure painting. It is this sort of realism

which transforms the object almost to the point of nonrecognition

which "ordinary common sense" rejects in Cezanne's work and,

beyond that, in all modern art.

C6zanne was too consistent, too much of a classicist, not to see

the unimportance of the "little sensation," of the stubborn and

pointless pursuit of optical effects. It was these qualities which

helped him to evolve his own type of Impressionism
"
something



SISLEY. BANKS OF THE SEINE IN AUTUMN". STADELSCHES KUNSTINSTITUT, FRANKFURT.

Sisley,
an Impressionist par excellence, remained faithful to the

"small sensation" for the whole of his
life.

There was no real

development in his work, as there was In that of Monet ; he remained

faithful to his vision of the years i8j2-i&j;, hut his
style

became

mannered. ''Despite his
finical, glittering, flickering touch"

wrote /.-. Blanche, "his work was somewhat arid, and he only

succeeded in capturing
the vibrations of the atmosphere with an

erratic pseudo-Pointillism, the monotonous laborious work in the

style of a Raffaelli" There is always the same
subtlety of tone,

the same atmospheric delicacy,
but the excessive chromatic finesse so

destroys the
solidity of the composition that it dissolves* Later,

the painter realised what had happened and became aware of the

need to build up a canvas with a foreground of verticals and a large

diagonal. But the
effect

was too contrived and became decorative.
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lasting, like the art in museums" to "recreate Poussin from

nature." His analysis of Impressionism was useful to him in

arriving at a geometric, abstract conception analogous to that of

CEZANNE. HARLEQUIN. C. 1 8 88. ART INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.
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CEZANNE. BATHERS. 1879-1882. BOYMANS MUSEUM, ROTTERDAM.

the great masters of the past, but one which had a pictorial quality

not found in the canvases of the old masters. In his attempt to

"see" his subject he almost can be said to have identified himself

with it he remained faithful to Pissarro's vision. "One is neither

too careful, nor too conscientious, nor too much enthralled by

nature," he once said, "but, more or less, one is the master of one's

models and, above all, of one's means of expression," And as a

matter of fact, the more he strove to discipline his brush, to escape
"
the infernal facility of the brush," the greater became the warmth

of his technique. He waged a fierce, exhausting struggle for style

and for truth.
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"Little by little, Cezanne discovered that behind the monochrome

facade of objects looked at intellectually white tablecloth, gray

stone, black cloth, red apple, green salad that is to say, as one

learns to see them in context of their daily use, there are hidden

iridescences or, to use his own term,
'

modulations] which transform

the appearance of these objects to the point of rendering them unre-

cogni^able.
. . . This misunderstanding increased when Cezanne

noticed that the objects changed not only in color but in form. . .

that, despite their material
differences, it was permissible for the

cloth on the table, the fruit-dish, and the bottle to assume a similar

silken
effect which reduced them, so to speak, to a common denomina-

tor ; but that a table, when its line was broken by the back ofa chair

O&ZANNE. ONIONS AND BOTTLE. 1895-1900.

LOUVRE, PARIS.
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CEZANNE. STILL LIKE WITH A CHEST OF DRAWERS. 1883-1887.

BAYERISCHE STAATSGEMALDESAMMLUNGEN, MUNICH.

or a spread cloth, should be
split

into two divergent parts which

according to the most elementary laws of carpentry could not be

joined; that the edges of the fruit-dish should appear straight at the

front and exaggeratedly curved elsewhere ; that the bottle
itself,

suffering the same fate, should have one of its bulging sides flattened

and the curve of the other accentuated; thatfurthermore, the bottle

'should lean over as if about to fair ail these constituted intoler-

able liberties which mocked the orthodox. /// 'the orthodox in art

are not always those who feel the most strongly.
For Cezanne,

nothing in painting mattered except sensation" Andre Lhote.
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Primarily, Cezanne was concerned with emotional response to

color and, through the mastery of this response, with geometric

representation of nature, a representation enlivened with contrasts

of vibrant reds and yellows and blue shadows. The Impression-

ists were familiar with emotional reactions to color, they knew the

value of blue and orange harmonies (with blue representing pure

shadow and orange absolute light); but Cezanne had an additional

gift, something they lacked and Lionello Venturi defined this as

"the immediate moment of structure and of the geometric ideal in

which Cezanne's intellectual power found the essential element of

his style."

For Cezanne, painting never meant the slavish copying of an

object; he wanted to encompass what he himself called "a harmony
ofnumerous facets," and his attempt to achieve this goal is probably

the real reason for the "grotesque distortion" of his 'Rathers and

not, as has been charged, either the moral scruples of Mme. Ce-

zanne or the painter's modesty which supposedly prevented him

from doing a nude from life. Such explanations fail to take into

account the essentials governing the structure of a picture, those

factors without which no painting could ever be the equivalent,

the pictorial circumscription, of reality. If Cezanne painted from

memory, he did so because the subject had ceased to be of primary

importance to him, because he wished to free himself of the fetters

the subject imposes on the artist. The monumental figure of the

Rather in the Museum of Modern Art collection testifies to

Cezanne's ability to preserve the innate human dignity of the

individual and thus achieve a universality, even when working
from a photograph of a rather ridiculous-looking model. Cezanne

believed that the human figure represented the "culmination of

art," and his portraits, so carefully and scrupulously executed, have

an aura of lucidity and imposing gravity, an almost masklike

quality. Cezanne gave the world a new concept of humanity; he
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opened new vistas; he traveled new roads which others after him

followed.

GAUGUIN. Books on the history of art usually group Gau-

guin, as well as Cezanne and Van Gogh, with*the Impressionists.

Indeed, Paul Gauguin did begin within the framework of Impres-

sionism when, as a respectable Paris banker, he started painting

under Pissarro's direction. That he had long been interested in

the movement is demonstrated by the fact that he had already built

up a private collection of Manets, Jongkinds, Czannes, Renoirs,

Monets, Pissarros, and Sisleys. In 1879, he began exhibiting with

the Impressionists, but he was, in fact, an heir to their tradition, not

a member. He said that the Impressionists "studied color for

its decorative effect only; they remained fettered to the idea of

likenesses and, as a result, they lacked freedom. . . . They had

an image, a harmonious image, but it is an aimless one. . . . They

GAUGUIN. HEADS OF TAHITIAK WOMEN.
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GAUGUIN. TAHITIAN. PRIVATE COLLECTION.

explored visual effects rather than the mysterious core of ideas,

and thus they fell into scientific theorization."

By 1885, Impressionism was in a state of flux; it had become

nothing more than a name, embracing as many trends as there

were artists who tried to claim it as their own. Gauguin broke

the bonds ofthe superrefined naturalism into which Impressionism
had Men. In his search for a individual style, he initially tried to

emulate Cezanne and then Seurat, until finally he found the elements
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"Savage I This word came inevitably to my mind when I regarded these

black creatures with their cannibal teeth. Already, however, I had caught

a^impse oftheir realgrace. . . . Iwasfor them something to be observed,

the unknown, the one who knew neither the language nor even the simplest and

most natural actions of life.
As they werefor me, so I wasfor them the

'

savage.
9 And perhaps it was I who was wrong" Gauguin.

GAUGUIN. TAHTITAN CROUCHING. C. 1892. ART INSlTrUTC, CHICAGO.
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of his method in the work of fimile Bernard a tonal scale restrict-

ed to six primary, "not too natural" colors, bounded by dark

outlines and a flattened perspective elements reminiscent of

ancient Egyptian art, Roman frescoes, Japanese woodcuts, and

possibly the naive primitivism of Kate Greenaway illustrations.

Baudelaire once spoke of "recreating a universe governed by

intellect with the help of factors selected according to a definite

order and hierarchy," and this was Gauguin's guiding ambition

also. Creativity was to follow "a subjective logic"; it was to

transpose reality through the arbitrary use of color and form.

Gauguin, attempting in Noa-Noa to create a work akin to Rim-

baud's Bateau Ivre, became his own prisoner, held captive in the

sharply defined, fragile world of intellectualism. He created an

unmistakable, individual style. This breaking away from painting,

this new approach which no longer had any real contact with the

world, inevitably had to end in disillusionment; hence his colors

which so shocked his contemporaries, hence the distortions predi-

cated on the rhythm and color ofhis paintings. Gauguin said that

he wanted the right to experiment as he saw fit, and that his daring

had paved the way for the most subjective abstractions. Gau-

guin may have thought of himself as a creator of abstract compo-

sitions, but in reality he created decorative canvases. Paintings

which no longer attempted to suggest tridimensionalism a

deceptive and intolerable convention, he felt once again became

flat surfaces. Henceforth, painting was to be flat and even,

without nuances of tone, with homogeneous, harmonic colors

outlined by clearly defined strokes. Thus, line and color would

achieve an equilibrium and approach the ideal of static serenity

suitable for murals, the antithesis of the Impressionist ideal.

Gauguin headstrong, believing in the supremacy of instinct

went to the far corners of the earth in search of that which he had

initially rejected. His obsession with color, which he pushed to



GAUGUIN. EVE. WOODCUT. BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS.

the furthest possible extreme, to the point ofcomplete dissimilarity,

was summed up by him as follows: "How do you see this shadow ?

Rather on the blue side ? Then don't be afraid to paint it as blue



GAUGUIN. TAHITIANS ON THE BEACH. 1891-1892.
ROBERT LEHMAN COLLECTION, NEW YORK.



as possible.** This was the essence of the triumphant vision of

Impressionism, yet Gauguin did not see himself as an Impres-

sionist.

VAN GOGH. The world of form is a finite and limited one of

which we have only a vague conscious awareness, and one which

painting attempts to reproduce. Impressionist art, though indis-

putably sensuous, remains an art of renunciation, not concerning

itself with probing the depths of emotions, but merely wishing to

transmit the image perceived by the senses. Hence, Van Gogh
cannot be classed among the Impressionists; in his art, he sought to

define the spiritual link between man and the universe. He had

none of the modernity of Impressionism. Van Gogh was the

painter of the universal. There is no other artist whose work is

imbued with the same sense of the tragic as is his, and it is this sense

of the tragic which formed the basis of his relationship to his art.

He was obsessed by something which transcended painting and

which shaped his extraordinary life. History has, of course, known

numerous great creative artists who have experienced profound

tragedy, and their tortured cries still echo through all the museums

of the world. But the shattering reality of Van Gogh's image of

man's relentless universal conflict culminating in the artist's own

madness seemed like a symbol of his fate to his contemporaries.

It would be a misinterpretation of his work, though, to see it only

as a symbol. Such a view obliterates the deep roots and the

supreme achievement of his creativity, leaving only the unique,

extraordinary aspect of his life.

"I must,
5 *
he said, "continue along the road I am going, because

if I did nothing, if I ceased in my search, I would be lost. Then

woe to me." Where did Van Gogh stand in July, 1880, when at

twenty-seven years of age he realized that painting was his voca-

tion ? What did he do, whom did he study, what did he search
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for ? His travels had taken him away from and back to his home-

land Holland, land of rich autumnal harvests, of desolate, storm-

racked winters, a land of misty gray horizons bordering on a gray

ocean. Van Gogh became preoccupied with the never-ending

dialogue between shadow and light, the same obsession with the

land which had dominated Dutch painting since Rembrandt. His

feeling for the land explains Van Gogh's admiration for Millet

and the Barbizon school He identified himself with the silent

poverty depicted in the soul-searching canvases of Courbet and

Cezanne. Ever since his youth, he had known that to him " nature,

clods of earth, yellow corn, peasants were not only symbols of

work, but also sources of consolation and strength." This same

feeling of warm compassion, this incurable melancholy never was

to leave him either in the meadows of his homeland or in the

VAN GOGH, SHEAVES OF CORN, 1 8 88.

COLLECTION DR. HANS R. HAHNLOSER, WINTERTHUR.
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VAN GOGH. THE ANGLOIS BRIDGE. 1 88 8.

G. GARD DE SYLVA COLLECTION, LOS ANGELES.

sooty mining settlements of the Borinage. He was one with these

oppressed, patient people, filled with century-old memories of

misery and with an elemental longing for the earth. Van Gogh

thought that he had been called by God; he had wanted to give

himself to this world of misery, and the world had refused to accept

him. There was nothing else left for him but to withdraw

into himself,
"
to keep his inner flame burning, to wait for the hour

which had to come." He had attended "the free course at the

great university of misery, had cared for things," and his heart

was rent by love and pity. He had loved "with great and exalted

inner sympathy, with purpose and intelligence/' and he always

wanted "to seek a greater and better understanding," because it

was essential to find and paint that truth within one's own heart



"What mads Seurat a complete painter was that, though uniquely

capable of translating the drama of light and shade by the rudi-

mentary means of chiaroscuro, he was not content with this success

and, in the wake of the Impressionists, consecrated all his talent to

replacing the specific elements of drawing black, white, andgray

by their equivalents in the solar spectrum warm colors for light

tones, cold colorsfor the dark ones, and an intermingling of the two

for neutral colors or intermediate tints. Admittedly, this can be

found in the work of all the Impressionists and is superbly apparent
in that of Cezanne ; but Seurat was the only one who simultaneously

concerned himself with values and color, depending on whether he was

drawing or painting. . ." Andrd Lhote.
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SEURAT. H02STFLEUR, BOUT DE LA JET^E. 1 886.

RIJKSMUSEUM KROLLER-MTJLLER, OTTERLO.
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PISSARRO. L'lLE LACRODC, ROUEN. FOG EFFECT. 1 888.

JOHN G. JOHNSON COLLECTION, MUSEUM OF ART, PHILADELPHIA.

PissarrOj who met Seurat through Sigiac, was won over by Seurat's

seriousness and his scientific
method. Forsaking his friends} he

became the defender of Neo-lmpressionism. He continued in this

role until he realised the
folly of the orthodox adherence to a system

which does not express the individual temperament of the artist.

Nevertheless, this short association of Pissarro with the younger

generation inspired some very fine works of exceptional perception,

like this view of the river on a misty morning.



which is the key to the secret and the salvation ofman. He sought

salvation for himself, for his brothers, for his companions in

his long vigils with the sick, by sharing his bread with the poor, by

going naked to clothe the nakedness of others. But compassion

did not spell deliverance; he was aware that something was false

and missing in his life. He turned to painting with the same

passionate love with which he had turned to God earlier. Painting

became his means for deliverance from the sense of imprisonment

that engulfed him. And thus was born that gigantic impulse which

was to lead him through the depths of darkness to the most extreme

delirium of color.

Working by himself in The Hague, Van Gogh evolved his own

technique. There, too, in 1883, he took Christine, a poor, wretch-

ed prostitute, to live with him. Christine became a symbol of

human misery to him, but she brought nothing but scandal and

misunderstanding into his life. Everything he did seemed to go

wrong. He who wanted nothing more than peace became involv-

ed in exhausting daily domestic scenes. "Life has taken on the

colors of dirty water, it resembles a heap of ashes." Throughout

these dark days, however, he was possessed of one certainty:
"
Within a few years I must complete a definite task."

In 1885, he left for Antwerp, and there he accidentally came

across some Japanese woodcuts which made a deep impression on

him. They seemed like symbols of the East, ofthe sun. In 1886,

he left for Paris, where he met the Impressionists whom his faithful

brother Theo, an employee of the art dealer Goupil, had told

him about. Here, for the first time, Van Gogh lived among artists,

among men who were concerned with nothing but painting.

Although his letters to Theo in earlier years reveal that he had al-

ready been much concerned with the problem of color, these

encounters with painters brought him new insights into the uses of

color. Impressionism to him seemed to offer the possibility of



VAN GOGH. WHITEWASHED COTTAGES AT SAINTES-MARTES. 1 888.

V. W, VAN GOGH COLLECTION, LAREN.

metarmophosis. Under its influence he was able to rid himself of

the darkness within him, of his missionary zeal, of loneliness. He

set out to conquer space and depth. In the unthought-of possibi-

lities of color, he discovered a means of salvation. He discovered

himself, his roots, and his inner necessity. He went from discovery

to discovery: green, blue, red, and green juxtaposed, scattered

about can change the relationship between the universe and the

artist.

It took him less than two years to conquer this world of the

"small sensations" of Impressionism. His hunger for new colors

drove him onward to the south of France, in search of the secret

of the sun which he had glimpsed in the paintings of Monticelli
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SIGNAC. WOMAN DOING HER HAIR. 1892. GINETTE SIGNAC COLLECTION, PARIS.

"In front of a blank canvas, the
first preoccupation of a painter

should be to decide what curves and what arabesques are to cut across

the
surface, what colors and what tones are to cover it. ... The

Neo-Impressionist, following the advice of Delacroix, mil not

embark on a canvas without having first determined the main pat-

tern. . . . He mil attune the
composition to his

conception,
in

other words, he will adapt the lines (directions and angles), the

chiaroscuro (tones), and the colors
(tints) to what he intends shall

be the
prevailing character. The dominant lines are:

horizontal



SEURAT. LA POUDREUSE (MADELEINE KNOBLOCH). 1889-1890.
COURTAULD INSTITUTE, LONiDON.

lines for calmness ; ascending lines for joy ; descending lines for
sadness. All intermediate lines are used to represent all the other

sensations in their infinite variety. A polychromatic interplay, no

less expressive or varied, is added to the linear one: warm colors

and light tones correspond to ascending lines / with descending lines,

cold colors and dark tonespredominate, a more or lessperfect balance

between pah and intense tones adds to the calm of horizontal tines"

Signac.
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and in the Japanese woodcuts. At Aries, he was greeted by
snow and silvery olive trees, by yellow rocks and green cypresses,

by lemon trees and the soil of the vineyards. But however beauti-

ful was this reality, it failed to satisfy his inner vision of a metamor-

phosis. In his landscapes, portraits, and interiors, his compulsion

forced him to upset the outer order and substitute for it the magical

and miraculous in all their confusion. He was obsessed by his

work, painting clay and night. He bathed himself in sun and

light, in a symphony of orange and blue, in the richness of a sleep-

ing world. He explored the red and black of night in the depth

of the human eye, in phosphorescent skies shrouding cornfields and

houses. Like the development of a musical theme by two instru-

ments, his paintings have a contrapuntal quality, with salvation

and damnation as their two themes. At times, Van Gogh seemed

to realize that the conflict was irreconcilable, and then the period

of darkness enveloped him. After the visit of Gauguin, whom
he had called to Aries in the hope that they could work together;

after the quarrel which was to separate them forever, after his self-

mutilation he voluntarily entered the asylum at Saint-Remy.

Obsessed by the thought of madness, he became less concerned

with color than with movement. He began painting in a sort of

delirious rhythm, with great writhing curves swirling above olive

trees and cypresses. Occasionally, above the wild colors of

night, his portraits and flowers showed a note of calm, a note of

hopelessness. He was haunted by memories of his homeland,

and in his whitewashed cottages and muddy paths, his colors took

on a softness. Anxiety, melancholia, and nostalgia plagued him

relentlessly. He felt guilt-ridden, overwhelmed by solitude. He
tortured himself with feelings of failure, with guilt for letting his

brother support him; he suffered under the feeling that his very

existence depended on the good will and help of others.

In the spring of 1890, he left the south of France to live with
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Dr. Gachet at Auvers-sur-Oise. In the short period of two

months, he painted innumerable canvases, both portraits and

landscapes. Some were happy and relaxed compositions in green

and pink, others terrible, dark, depressed paintings full of the

sense of impending doom pictures full of the longing for peace,

for the lulling safety of the wind-combed soil. On July 27, he

went out to hunt crows, and there, in the fields, he shot himself.

He died two days later, on a brilliant summer morning.

Vincent Van Gogh had found his destiny and died in wild

rebellion against misery and insanity. He left the world more

than merely the heritage of a painter whose inner vision trans-

formed man's picture of the world. He lost his life and his sanity

in search of the true content of life.

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, like

Degas, was of aristocratic descent, and, as did Degas, he liked to

record "moments of interest'' "in the lives of women. Wom^n,

lovers, bars, ballrooms, brothels, the world of high society all

these were subjected to Toulouse-Lautrec's scrutiny; all ranges of

human experience fascinated him. He was much more than a mere

chronicler of his era. He painted his subjects Grille-d'figout, La

Goulue, Yvette Guilbert, Tristan Bernard, Henry Nocq, Maxime

Dethomas with a mixture of amusement and sadness, with humor

and affection. Society at its lowest ebb was his favorite setting and

his inspiration. He penetrated the protective masks of the poor,

miserable people he painted, never condemning, never judging;

if he was cruel, his cruelty was only his own particular brand of

irony. The land ofsun where Gauguin drowned himselfin alcohol

and the terrible hell through which the crippled Lautrec dragged

himself represented something quite similar for each: in both, two

artists searched for an unattainable happiness and discovered the

core of suffering in all human existence. The whole fin de siec/e



After the experimental Haystacks and Poplars series, Monet

painted nearly forty Rouen Cathedrals between 189} and 189 /.

These works always the samefafade with no earth or sky record

MONET. ROUEN CATHEDRAL IN FULL SUNLIGHT. 1894.
LOUVRE, PARIS.
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MONET. ROUEN CATHEDRAL IN SUNLIGHT. 1894. LOUVRE> PARIS.

the variations of light during the course of a single day. But the

struggle between the artist who wishes to capture the moment and

the light which continually changes the motif is an unequal one.
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misery can be found in this senseless desire to lose or find oneself

in the company of beautiful Tahitian girls or of Boulevard de

Clichy prostitutes plying their trade.

To Lautrec, the elegance of Degas haughty and heartless

seemed sterile. Lautrec, warm and compassionate, admired

Degas, but he did not imitate him. However, these two men

shared one consuming passion. They both loved horses, thorough-

breds. What mattered to them in art was the mysterious appeal

of the line, the definition of the object. They did not want to

be duped about anything, and especially about their art. The line

was the uncompromising mark of analysis, of comprehension, of

discipline. This was also the lesson taught by the Japanese. But

Lautrec expressed that which they had only hinted at, and at the

\

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. THE DRINKER. 1889. MUSEE D'
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TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. THE CABARET SINGER ARISTTDE BRUANT.

same time he gave his work a substance and power which the

Japanese lacked. His posters were an almost inevitable result of

his development. The boldness of composition, the sureness and

power of line, the use of color, and the color contrasts which



lithography made possible these were Lautrec's contribution to

poster art. He was captivated by this new art form alive yet

ephemeral which demanded an impudent style and brevity of

expression. Lautrec's posters created such a stir when they first

appeared in 1896 that a "league for the protection of public moral-

ity" had large pictures of scenes from the life ofSainte Genevieve by

Puvis de Chavannes pasted over them. This act sealed Lautrec's

success. "The museum has moved to the streets, and this is only

the beginning," said Maurice Maindron. Thanks to posters,

there no longer was a gap between living art and the public, save

in the minds of those who thought that only dead artists were good

artists.

Lautrec's studies and variations of the self-same theme did not

attempt to capture momentary effects, they were not meant as the

notations of a reporter. They were his unceasing constructive

attempts to achieve the perfect synthesis, and in this manner he

arrived at the essential content of his art. That which easily could

have become a pattern in fact became the ideal type, the idea.

The Moulin-Rouge and the rest of Paris at night which he painted

so often would easily have lent themselves to a scandalized or

romanticized interpretation. But Lautrec rejected such easy

solutions, alien to his concept of art. In his pictures, La Goulue,

despite her obvious faults, became the incarnation of the dance.

His themes, even more than his interpretation of them, were a

reflection of the French and Munich schools at the turn of the

century; seen from such a perspective, Lautrec's art could be

relegated to the "trend" of his era were it not for his highly indi-

vidual graphic style, particularly in his posters. Lautrec's people,

so Gustave Moreau told his pupils, were painted "in absinthe."

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. YVETTE GUILBERT.
PUSHKIN MUSEUM, MOSCOW.
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TO

THE FINAL TRIUMPH,
PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

TODAY, when exhibitions of Impressionist art attract huge crowds,

it is hard to believe that for thirty years the Impressionists were

treated as social outcasts and their work subjected to the scathing

attacks of art critics. But this was actually so until the last few

years of the nineteenth century. The Impressionists had to flee

Paris, they were unwanted, almost all of them had to lead a hand-to-

mouth existence. Rarely before had the battle of creative artists

against obscurantism and prejudice demanded such a degree of self-

denial, tenacity, and faith, and without the friendship and enthu-

siasm of a handful of collectors and art dealers they probably would

not have been able to survive those years of ostracism and depriva-

tion. It was the art dealers who ultimately helped to open the eyes

of the public and to gain acceptance for the Impressionists. It is

not at all surprising that museum curators, being as conformist as

the rest of painting officialdom, were not exactly eager to acquire

Impressionist art. Impartial artistic evaluation was not the motivat-

ing factor in museum acquisitions; curators dodged decisions

which could compromise their positions. Lonce Benedite,

Curator of the Musee du Luxembourg, said: "The state has as

little business to lay down official aesthetic laws as it has to lay

down official religious or moral laws; museums should confine

themselves to presenting the facts, the works of art, in a logical
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VAN GOGH. SUNSET NEAR SAINT-R^MY. 1889-1890. NEUE STAATSGALERIE, MUNICH.

chronology; the public must have the
right

to draw its own

conclusions." But these fine words were merely a cloak for the

shoddy politics
of the museums, which were busily acquiring the

platitudinous works of pseudo-Impressionists of Bastien-Lepage,

Besnard, Henri-Martin, and all the others who knew how to please

the tastes of the "right people." Instead of the works of Manet

and Seurat and Degas, the museums acquired paintings by Stevens

and Gaston La Touche and J.-E. Blanche and Ernest Laurent and



PISSARRO.

PLACE DU THEATRE-FRANAIS

1898,
COUNTY MUSEUM,
LOS ANGELES.

In 1896, an eye inflammation

prevented Pissarrofrom con-

tinuing his open-air painting,

and he wasforced to move to

the
city.

But he did not

give up painting altogether

andduring the next twoyears,

depending on where he was

living, he created a number

of views of Rouen and Paris.

Attracted by the vision of

vast horizons, he worked

from his window in the Hotel

de Russie on the corner of

the Rue Drouet and the

Grands Boulevards, in the

Hotel du Louvre in the Rue

de Rivoli, in his apartment

in the Boulevard Henri IV,

and finally at 28 Place

Daupbine. These plunging

views with their light coloring

are reminiscent of Pointill-

ism and are animated by an

intense love of life which the

eld artist contemplated with

almost ingenuous feelings of

wonder.
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many more like them. All these competent practitioners of their

trade the darlings of the Luxembourg were able to fool the

critics, and the honest, conscientious art historians, fearful of

making a mistake, never departed from the old, established criteria

of composition and execution. In all fairness, it must be admitted

that men like Bonnat, Ribot, and Carolus Duran were painters, but

they were not the geniuses they believed themselves to be. They

possessed nothing more than pleasant talents.

Who today would doubt the business acumen of a dealer who

buys Impressionists ? But when Durand-Ruel bought Pissarros,

Monets, Renoirs, Manets, and Sisleys, when he gave these artists

all the financial and moral support he could, his actions were

certainly not viewed as constituting a major business coup. In

fact, he failed to find a single buyer for the canvases. But he never

gave up, even when he found himself deeply in debt, even when

those on whom he had pinned all his hopes deserted him. It took

twenty years for his persistence to be rewarded. Bad paintings

pay offmore quickly and are much better business.

There was also old Pere Tanguy, the dealer in artists* materials,

who once said: "Whoever lives on more than fifty centimes a day

is a scoundrel." The financial help that people of such principles

were able to give was necessarily limited, but Pfere Tanguy did

what he could, and he was frequently the last hope of the artists.

In selling paintings at a fixed price, he did not expect to make a

fortune: 100 francs for a large Cezanne, 40 francs for a small one.

After his death in 1894, his widow was forced to sell the canvases

which Monet, Cezanne, Seurat, and Van Gogh had given her

husband as collateral, and she considered herself fortunate to receive

14,621 francs for the lot of them. For many years, Pere Tanguy's

shop was the museum of Impressionism. According to mile

Bernard, "One went there as if to a museum. Members of the
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RENOIR. GABRTF.T.T.F. WITH JEAN RENOIR. 1895.
PRIVATE COLLECTION.

Institute, influential, up-to-date critics sought out his unpretentious

little shop, which became the talk of Paris and of the studios."

The case of Ambroise VoUard was more complex. We may
never know for sure whether his support of Impressionist art was

motivated by conviction or ifhe was guided by a gambler's instinct.

It took courage for him the little clerk who peddled the drawings



with which Felicien Rops, Bonnard, and Lautrec settled their cafe

bills to try to make money with the works of those artists who

had been rejected by the Salon, particularly with those of Cezanne,

whom even Durand-Ruel ignored. At that time, it was not

enough to be the subject of a scandal in order to gain a reputa-

tion for genius, and the art business was much more precarious

than it is today. The sort of bold vision that was responsible for

Vollard's sponsorship of the first all-Cezanne exhibition in 1895

deserved the financial rewards he reaped later when he numbered

his clients the American collector Havemeyer and King Milan of

Serbia.

By no stretch of the imagination did the early friends and collec-

tors of the Impressionists consider themselves heroes. They loved

among painting, and as far as they were concerned, that was all that

mattered. They never remotely concerned themselves with the pos-

sibility of future profits. As a matter of fact, they sometimes went

without in order to help their painter-friends. Among these early

friends was the customs inspector Chocquet, whose admiration

for Delacroix brought him almost automatically to Manet, Monet,

Renoir, and Cezanne. He first encountered Impressionist art at

Durand-RuePs auction of 1875, and he was won over immediately.

He became a patron of the group; he bought their paintings, lent

them money, and defended them passionately. When he divested

himself of his collection in 1899, it included thirty-two C&annes,

eleven Monets, eleven Renoirs, five Manets, one Pissarro, and one

Sisley. Other early supporters included the publisher Charpentier,

Theodore Duret, the actor Faure and, above all, Gustave Caille-

botte, an amateur painter and a most devoted friend. A man of

means, Caillebotte bought works whose sales potential seemed

most unpromising. "Nobody wants them? In that case I will

buy them." His collection grew rapidly, and because he did not

want it broken up, he decided to will it to the state. The presen-
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tation in 1897 caused a furor. The Institute fumed; its members

threatened to resign; Roujon, the head of the ficole des Beaux-

Arts, and Benedite, the Curator of the Musde du Luxembourg,
did not want the state to accept the gift, and it required all the

power of persuasion of Renoir, who was executor of Caillebotte's

estate, to arrive at a compromise solution. The conditions of

the will had to be changed and the collection reduced by twenty-

seven paintings in order to have it accepted by the museum. And
it took a public petition to force the Louvre to accept Manet's

Olympia. In kter years, the government collection was enlarged

with donations by Moreau-Nelaton in 1 906 and by Isaac de Camondo

in 1911. The fight for acceptance was definitely won when

Monet left his Water Ulies to the state in 1922.

Outside France, Impressionism also had a checkered career. In

the United States, the fight on behalf of this new art form was not

so difficult, since there was no old, established national tradition to

overcome. On the contrary, Durand-Ruel as well as artists like

Mary Cassatt, William M. Chase, and Maurice Prendergast were

able to interest a number of prominent collectors in the acquisition

of Impressionists. In England, recognition did not come so

quickly, and it was largely due to the efforts of Courtauld that

Impressionism came to be accepted after the end of World War I.

Courbet, who had spent some time both in Munich and Frankfurt,

was indirectly responsible for introducing Impressionist art to

Germany. There a battle had to be fought against the hundred-

year-old supremacy ofthe Diisseldorfschool. The Munich Interna-

tional Exhibition of 1 869 was the occasion for the first public show-

ing ofnew, naturalistic art. On this occasion, the German painter

Leibl and Courbet scored the greatest successes. The Munich

Exhibition also showed canvases by Chintreuil, Daubigny, Harpi-

gnies, Millet, Corot, and Manet. Although these artists (with the
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exception of Mgnet) were not exactly Impressionists, they did

however make the first breach in the bastions of the prevailing

sentimental romanticism. In 1 89 1
,
works ofFrench Impressionists

were shown alongside those of German painters at the Munich

Exhibition. And it was Hugo von Tschudi, the director of the

Berlin National Gallery, who, with the help of Max Liebermann,

brought Manet, Cezanne, Gauguin, and Van Gogh into German

museums in 1896, an act which cost him his position. This

happened at the same time that efforts were being made to gain

entrance into the Louvre for the Caillebotte Collection. It is

interesting to note that all the Manets and Monets to be found in the

museums of Bremen, Mannheim, and Munich were initially chosen

for their naturalistic qualities. This initiative of the collectors, of

the museums, and particularly of the art dealer Paul Cassirer, whose

brother Bruno published Ktmst und Kxnstkr (the Impressionist

art forum), had a decisive influence on the development of the

]ugendstil, the German art nouueau.

Thanks to Diaghilev and the Moscow art dealer Shchukin,

French Impressionist art was already to be found in great Russian

collections before the end of the nineteenth century. But the

presence of revolutionary paintings in collections amassed by the

aristocracy had little effect on Russian art and artists. The snob-

bish collectors had no contact with the creative youth of their

country. It was the.art review Solotoe Rwo (" The Golden Fleece")

which spread knowledge about the Impressionists and which

sponsored an exhibit in 1909 of the works of Cezanne, Gauguin,

Van Gogh, and Lautrec, as well as of Matisse, Rouault, and Brac-

que. This new art, with its radical departure from all academic

tradition, was to make a startling impression on young painters

like Chagall, Malevitch, Kandinsky, and Larionov, who went to

Germany to Berlin and Munich in search of this new liberating

French art. However, Impressionism was too specifically French
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PISSARRO. RUE DE I/&PICERIE AT ROUEN. 1898.

to have a lasting effect on foreign artists. But considered as a

moral attitude rather than a technique, it proved to be of decisive

importance to all ofEuropean art.

Although Belgian literary development of this period paralleled
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that of neighboring France, Belgian art remained autonomous.

Faithful to the Flemish tradition of naturalism, Belgian painting did

not succumb to Impressionism. The Belgians were too earthy to

adopt a technique which seemed to them like an intellectual game.

The brief Impressionist period of Jakob Smits, Ensor, and Eve-

nopoel was primarily a reaction against the realism of Braekelaer,

yet it helped to pave the way for the Fauvism of Wouters and the

Expressionism of Permeke and Smet.

In other European countries, the world of art was dominated by

official academism or by a jealously guarded obsolete naturalism,

supposedly an expression of unique national characteristics. True,

there was a movement in Italy in 1858 which resembled French

Impressionism, the "Macchiaioli" movement a form of Tachism

which flourished in Florence long before this word was known

but it had no sequel. The French influence was also discernible

in the late works of Domenico Morelli, and in the canvases of

Segantini, the Nittis, and Boldoni. But they were mere followers

of a style, insufficiently individualistic to be considered true

creators.

In Spain Goya's Spain, which exerted such a strong influence

on Manet Sorolla and Rusinol were to discover the magic quali-

ties of light toward the end of the nineteenth century. But it was

the young Pablo Ruiz Picasso who, with the help of Ramon Casas

and his friends from Barcelona, learned the lesson that Impres-

sionism had to teach. His first Paris canvas Moulin de la Galette,

painted in 1900 and his early canvases of dance halls, cafes,

concerts, and circuses displayed a brilliance and intensity reminis-

cent of Toulouse-Lautrec. They formed the beginning of the

most disturbing and, at the same time, the most tremendous

adventure in art of modern times.
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1 1

NEO-IMPRESSIONISM
AND SYMBOLISM

IMPRESSIONISM purely pictorial in conception exerted no influ-

ence on the literature of its period. Writers believed in the power

of the word. They were confused by that element in painting

which could not be put into words. The same critics who defended

Manet and Monet in the name of realism and naturalism recoiled

once they realized that this new art was less concerned with ideas

than with emotions. And the objectivity which Pissarro, Renoir,

and Cezanne sought for (but which, in fact, was only a seeming

objectivity) was allied with a scientific tendency which repelled

the next generation of writers. Art, as far as they were concerned,

could not be imitative; its function was the discovery of the hidden

meaning of things. They believed in the secret relationship

between the visible and the invisible, the same relationship that

exists between sound and smell and color. Nature was a veil

spread over the hidden truth of creation, and the revelation of

this truth demanded an inner vision, a liberation from the formalism

of the object, the overcoming and destruction of the illusion of

objectivity. "I should like to see red meadows, golden-yellow

rivers, and trees painted blue. Nature has no imagination."

These words of Baudelaire foreshadowed Gauguin's dream and

his attempt to escape from reality.
"
In the face of nature, it is our

imagination which paints the picture." The dream conflicted



CEZANNE. THE CLOCKMAKER. 1895-1900.
SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM, NEW YORK.

After iXyj, Ci^anne's portraits lost their serene objectivity and the old

master returned to the baroque vein of his earliest works. More and more,

be unconsciously substituted his own featuresfor those of his model as if,

faced with a model, it was really himself whom he sought to decipher.
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with reality, and in their search for new sources of inspirations the

artists turned toward mythology, Rosicrucianism, the occult, the

music of Wagner, the Pre-Raphaelites, and new ideologies like

socialism and anarchism. It was inevitable that painting suffered,

even though the best exponents of this trend Eugene Oarriere,

James Ensor, and Odilon Redon were able to find new harmo-

nies of unexpected richness of line and design amidst this confu-

sion; for any attempt to borrow analogies from other fields was

bound to reduce it to mere illustration and decoration, however

attractive. Redon attempted to explore the subconscious, and

with the help of chiaroscuro he succeeded in depicting the twilight

stages of the soul. The Symbolists, denigrating the Impres-

sionist method which they mistakenly identified with Claude

Bernard and the positivism of Comte, believed themselves heir

to the lyrical tradition of Delacroix and reaffirmed the supremacy
of the spirit. To Gauguin, Impressionism was nothing but

"a sensitive enumeration of the elements of the world and an

inventory of its physical charms," a superficial art, "all coquetry,

wholly material.
**

After seeing Gauguin's Vision After the Sermon, painted in 1888

at Pont-Aven, the critic Albert Aurier defined the principles of

Symbolism in the Mercure de France of March, 1 891, in these words:

"First, the work of art will be conceptual, since its one ideal will

be the expression ofan idea; second, symbolic, because it will express

the idea through form; third, synthetic, because these forms and

symbols will be presented in a generally comprehensible manner;

fifth (as a logical result), decorative, because basically, decorative

painting is nothing but a simultaneously subjective, synthetic,

symbolic, and conceptual expression of art."

In point of fact, however, the idea behind symbolic painting is

rather vapid. Puvis de Chavannes, who wished to ignore the

achievements of a Monet, was inspired by this sort of anemic
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idealism, a mixture of misinterpreted antiquity and equally mis-

construed medievalism. Gauguin, on the other hand, attracted

to and appreciative of primitive art, was merely anti-intellectual.

His attitude toward Puvis de Chavannes, whom he admired, was

summed up in the following words:
"
True, he expresses his ideas,

but he doesn't paint them. He is a Greek, whereas I am a savage."

Gauguin, despite his critical attitude toward Impressionism, was

careful not to dismiss every one of its accomplishments; he took

with him to Tahiti the Impressionist concern with reproducing

pure sensation.

J. Alvard wrote that the Impressionists awakened man to life,

that their being was suffused by nature, but that this passive sub-

mission to nature necessarily resulted in a withdrawal into oneself.

This and similar analyses and meditations on the nature of Impres-

sionism inspired the experiments of Seurat and his friends. They

objected to-the complete submission to pure impressions and in its

stead reaffirmed the role of intellect. Without ever rejecting any

of the basic principles of the Impressionist philosophy, it became

their point of departure, a source of new rules and of a new syn-

thesis.

Amid the multiplicity of conflicting tendencies and cross-

currents of late nineteenth-century life, there emerged a drive for

renewal, for freedom and discovery. Everything conspired to

keep this drive alive and strengthen it. The possibilities of scien-

tific discovery were limitless; it seemed as if science had ceased to

be a means to an end; it almost became an end in itself and it also

garve new objectives to art. Neo-Impressionism became the

symbol of an obsession which held that painting, like physics and

chemistry, was capable of infinite progress. It is hardly surpris-

ing, therefore, that the literature of Neo-Impressionism should

prove as extensive as its illusions.
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SEURAT. CAFE-CONCERT. 1887. SCHOOL OF DESIGN,
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

SIGN AC AND SEURAT. Signac, in his book From Dela-
croix to Neo-Imprtssionism (pubHshed in 1889), codified and sim-

plified the theories of the movement. When Chevreul developed
his law of colors, he concluded that the juxtaposition of two
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CEZANNE.

MONT SAINTE-VICTOIRE

FROM THE LAUVES.

1904-1906.

KUNSTHAUS, ZURICH.

In a letter written to his son

in September, if 06, Ce-

%anne said: "There, on the

banks of the river (the Arc)

the motifs multiply: the

same motif, seen from a

different angle, offers
a sub-

ject for study of the greatest

interest and so varied that I

think I could occupy myself

for months without changing

my position, leaning some-

times to the
right, sometimes

to the
left." Mont Sainte-

Victoire, a
subject to which

he returned again and again,

was for Cezanne the geo-

metric motif he needed, an

ideal conjunction of color and

form.
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complementary colors heightened their intensity, that every object

brightens if placed against a shadow, and, conversely, that an

object appears darker if placed against something light. A group

of young artists Angrand, Dubois-Pillet, Hippolyte Petitjean,

H. E. Cross, Signac, and Seurat decided to expand and test all the

aspects of this theory. All of them claimed to be Impressionists,

but theirs was a purely formal acknowledgment. Although they,

like their predecessors, rejected local color, they also turned against

too free and emotional a method of expression. They evolved a

new technique the juxtaposition of small dots of primary colors

a technique which demanded carefully controlled execution and

strict discipline. Signac called himself a great admirer of Monet.

But actually, how much common ground was there between the

spontaneous expression of the older Impressionists with their love

for the fleeting effect, and the intellectual, contrived approach and

static sternness of this new group ? These two groups had nothing

in common; there was only a seeming relationship which misled the

well-meaning Pissarro, always receptive to the experimentation

of younger artists, to wax enthusiastic over this new approach

in a letter he wrote to Durand-Ruel in 1886. But Pissarro was

not a man who would long follow a technique which subjugated

impression to a scientific system. Even the name which this new

group gave itself Neo-Impressionists (they also called them-

selves "chromoluminarists") paid homage to the fight of their

predecessors for the liberation of painting.

"The Neo-Impressionist painters," Signac wrote, "are those

who introduced and developed the so-called technique of Divi-

sionism after 1886 through the use of an optical blending of color

tones and tints. . . . Neo-Impressionism is not Pointillist but

Divisionist. Divisionism unites all the advantages of luminosity,

coloration, and harmony: first, by the optical blending of pure

color pigments (all the colors of the prism and their tones); second,
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SEURAT. GIRL WITH AN UMBRELLA. 1884-1885.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.

by the separation of the various components (local color, color of

light, their interrelation) ; third, by the balance of these components

and their proportions (according to the kws of contrast, gradation,

and Irradiation)^ and fourth, through the application of brush
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DEGAS. THE TOILET. NASJQNALGALLKRIET, OSLO.

"Painting is one'sprivate life" Thus, in his studies ofwomen, whom he

distorted like mysterious and vaguelj hostile mechanisms, Degas revealed

his true
feelings, those of a misogynist and bachelor. "It is the human

animal busy with
herself," he said to George Moore as he showed him his

sketches, "a cat
licking herself. Hitherto the nude has always been repre-

sented in poses which assumed the presence of an audience, but these women

of mine are honest, simple folk, concerned with nothing else than their

physical condition. Here is another ; she is washing herfeet. It is as if

you had looked through a keyhole." Onefeels illat ease infront of this too
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intimate perfection of the features, this analysis which seeks to be objective

when in reality it is passionate. It was Degas himself who declared:

"A picture is something which demandsjust as much knavery, malice, and

vice as the perpetration of a crime ; falsify and add a touch of nature"

Pastels are aprecious, worldly, elegant technique, well suited to the transience

of the thing seen. Buf here we are farfrom the appealing charm of the

eighteenth-century portrait painters. This naturalism grates, and the

attitudes ofwomen washing themselves, drying themselves, and combing their

hair in which Degas persisted in his representation of the human body are

the secret andpitiful avowals ofa solitary man devoid ofall kindlyfeelings.

DEGAS. AFTER THE BATH, WOMAN DRYING HER NECK. 1898.

LOUVRE, PARIS.
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strokes proportionate to the size of the canvas. The method

outlined in these four points governs the use of color by the Neo-

Impressionists, though most of them also make use of the more

mysterious laws governing the harmony and order of lines and

directions. Armed with this knowledge of line and color, the

artist can determine the linear and color composition of his painting

and coordinate the dominant direction, tone, and color character-

istics with the subject."

Thus, the Neo-Impressionists in their naivete thought that

science could postulate the laws of infallible and universal beauty.

In 1880, David Sutter had published an important series of articles

on "The Phenomena of Vision" in L,'Art which read almost like

an advance program of Neo-Impressionism. "Despite their

absolute characters, rules interfere neither with spontaneity of

invention nor with execution; science frees the artist of all uncer-

tainty; it permits him to move freely within a very wide circle.

Therefore, it is a insult to both art and science to believe that the

one necessarily excludes the other." This analysis did not con-

stitute a rejection of Impressionism. It merely expressed the desire

to transform an empirical method into a rational and scientific

system with ideal and universal beauty as its inevitable end result.

Ever since his early youth, Seurat had been enthusiastic about this

discovery. While at the ficole des Beaux-Arts, he became more

and more engrossed in these problems, carried away by the new

perspectives which seemed to open up to painting. In 1890, one

year before his death, Seurat published a sober and precise analysis

of his theory of art. Signac's Neo-Impressionist catechism of

1899 leaned heavily upon Seurat's exposition. Save for one

important factor, Signac's work takes everything into account.

The only point he fails to mention is that genius sometimes proves

stronger than any theoretical system a painter may impose upon

himself, that genius may rule a system. As far as Seurat was
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SEURAT. LA GRENOUILLERE. SCHOOL OF DESIGN, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

concerned, the
rigidities imposed by a set ofnarrowly defined rules

proved a
blessing. .Seurat that serious, austere, hard-working

man required this sort of constraint. It enabled him to achieve

an ideal, almost mystical expression of the absolute he sought

to encompass. Seurat had the air of an initiate who, with the

help of technical and automatic devices, entered the realm of

dreams, of the unreal and unforeseen, like a medium in a state of

trance
reacting to the emanations of a dream.

Signac a "wild colorist" escaped the dangers of a system of
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rules in his own fashion. His temperament protected him against

the consequences of a narrow formalism. But these dangerous

games, these
"
exercises with compass, T-square, and plumb line,"

frightened many students whose seriousness was greater than their

inspiration. "They shut themselves off as in the narrowest

prison," wrote fimile Bernard,
"
doing their lessons and assignments

as if their art were a punishment and a trade. There seems to be

but one way of doing things: to plan a drawing like a diagram and

fill in the various sections with the complementary colors and

varying amounts of white." But Felix Feneon, who wrote an

important article on the new school in the Revue Bruxelloise pub-

lished by Octave Maus and fimile Verhaeren, did not share Bernard's

opinion. "Is it still necessary," he asked, "to emphasize that this

uniform, almost abstract method does not affect an artist's original-

ity; that, perhaps, it even serves it ? It would be idiotic to confuse

Pissarro, Dubois-Pillet, Signac, and Seurat. Each of these artists

underlines his individuality imperiously, even if only through his

own interpretation of the emotional value of color, through his

degree of visual sensibility. . . . For them, objective reality is

merely the theme for the creation of a higher, sublimated reality

transfused with their own personality." And, as a matter of fact,

the best of the Neo-Impressionists took extraordinary liberties in

the application of the scientific principles of their leader, and that

which was to have been an absolute technique soon turned into a

method which each and every one of them adapted to his personal

inspiration. Lucie Cousturier composed each of her canvases

like a decorative mosaic. Maximilian Luce, with his extensive

use of soft half-tones, remained the most romantic of Impres-

sionists. His work could never be mistaken for that of Cross,

whose emphatic brush strokes and color contrasts foreshadowed

the Fauves.

But where artificial ity becomes a substitute for inspiration, paint-
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GAUGUIN. RIDERS ON THE BEACH. 1902. FOLKWANG MUSEUM, ESSEN.

"Gauguin painted a small canvas with the sweep of an immense fresco.

From that m culled the wise maxim that
every picture

should be orna-

mental ... He was, for our corrupt times, a sort of Poussin vithout

classical culture, who, instead ofgoing to Rome to devote himself in
serenity

to the study of the old masters, sought feverishly to discover a tradition

behind the crude archaism of the Breton calvaries and the Maori idols. . . .

But, like Poussin, he had a passionate love of simplicity and clarity , he

inspired
in us a

strivingforfreedom of style,
andfor him, also, synthesis

and style
were almost synonymous" Maurice Denis.
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ing must suffer. Gauguin had warned against "the little young

chemists of painting who amass small dots. . . the complementary

colors which clash but do not harmonize." And Renoir said:

DEGAS. FOUR STUDIES FOR THE SCULPTURE *THE LITTLE DANCER
AGED FOURTEEN*. l88o. CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.
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TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. THE FLYING TRAPEZE. 1899.

"There is something in painting which defies definition and which

is the essence of painting. You confront nature with theories, but

nature devastates them all. . . . The truth of the matter is that in

painting, as in all the other arts, there exists no process, however
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SEURAT. THE HAUNTED HOUSE. C.l88o.

minor, which can be made into a formula." In a letter addressed

to Henri van de Velde, Pissarro confessed to having erred: "In

view of four years' experience with this theory, which I gave up
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REDON. WILD FLOWERS IN A LONG-NECKED VASE. C.

LOUVRE, PARIS.

"
Flowers, sprimgfrom the banks of two met streams, representation and

memory. Here is the soil of art itself, the gx>d soil of reality, harrowed

andplowed by the mind" Redon.
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with no little difficulty. . . I cannot join those Neo-Impressionists

who sacrifice movement and life to an aesthetic diametrically

opposed to movement and life; perhaps this can be done by one

temperamentally suited to this, but I, who wish to escape all

narrow theory, cannot do this.' . . . After I (and I speak only for

myself) discovered the impossibility of capturing the fleeting,

superb effects of nature, the impossibility of investing my drawings

with a special character, I had to give up. It was high time."

Van Gogh had a clear picture of the future of this movement.

He drew a valid conclusion in a letter he wrote his brother Theo

from Aries: "Painting, as it is today, promises to become more

subtle, more musical, less architectural; above all, it holds forth the

promise of color. Let us hope it keeps this promise. ... As

for Pointillism, I consider it a real revolution in the reproduction

of halo and similar effects; but it can already be seen that this

technique, like all others, cannot become a universal dogma.
Still another reason why Seurat's Grande Jatte and Signac's broadly

patterned landscapes will, as time goes on, become even more

personal, more original. . /* But the true worth of every revolu-

tion lies in the essentials that posterity will retain and develop;

and thus Cubism was to revive most successfully the systematized

contrasts of Seurat's Une Baignade.
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I 2

THE LEGACY OF IMPRESSIONISM

THE French poet De Vigny once said that one should love the

things one will never see again a sentiment which found expres-

sion in the works of the Impressionists. To capture the mood of

the hour or the moment, the fleeting impression this was the goal

and the inimitable heritage of Impressionism. But this impera-

tive of sensation already contained the seeds of the decline of the

West or, at least, the seeds of a change in the traditional Western,

particularly Latin, conception of man. A universe dominated by

patches of light no longer had any room for man, traditionally

the focal point of French painting. Impressionism knew only one

ideal: light. Cezanne, Renoir, Seurat, and Gauguin owed their

discovery of light and color to Impressionism, but in order to

rediscover the world of emotion and thought they had to break

away from Impressionism. They knew that despite all illusion

of change created by light, form remains stable, and, unlike Monet,

they affirmed the permanence of this stable world.

Impressionism was not an art of the studios. The escape into

open air, into the enchantment and stimulation of nature, should be

no more than a means. But Impressionism made it an end in

itself, and that is where it erred. The artist needs the solitude

of the studio in order to absorb and interpret the emotions exper-

ienced when he is face to face with his subject, to arrive at an

emotional balance without which there can be no art. Art is

translation and needs a dictionary. Nature is that dictionary,
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If Theophile Gautier is to be believed) Quentin Metsys bad a pavilion
builtfor him in the center of a lake, and there he painted "in order

to preserve the perfection of color" Monet, who had had a studio

boat built for himself in Argenteuil so that he could work on the

Seine, did the same when, after settling at Givernj, he diverted the

course of the Epte and made itflow through his garden. The silent

pool with its radiant water lilies was his final refuge. He could

hardly any longer see that flower of Mallarme "which grows alone

and knows no movement other than its shadow in the still water"

The Haystacks and the Cathedrals had been exercises ; the time

for meditation had come and with it the right to go beyond observation,

to the point of ultimate transpositions. A. new world) magical and

inexpressible) was born, which painting hasyet to exhaust.

MONET. WATER-LILIES, C. 1916. KUNSTHAUS, ZURICH*
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BONNARD. US PONT DE CRENELLE. 1919. G. RENAND COLLECTION, PARIS.

"Basically I am an Impressionist who, in a century in love with

intellectualism andformal abstraction, relies
only

on the surprise of

sensation and the magic of color? said Botinara
1

. Iffollows that be

can be criticised on the same grounds as Monet and his friends:

weakness of form, dispersion of color, and lack of construction.

Such criticism does not take
sufficient

account of the highly
creative

fantasy of his interplaj of colors. Admittedly nature remained the

source of bis inspiration, but his reinvention of reality
is so ingenious

that it is impossible to find the "little sensation" of the Impression-

ists which was at the source of his canvases. It is the artist and

the artist alone who is in control
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but once the words have been committed to memory, the dictionary

should no longer be consulted.

When Monet, the last surviving member of his generation,

died in 1926, Impressionism was nothing but a memory of some-

thing which once had been. .What, if anything, had survived ?

True, the Impressionists gained renown, but theirs was a bitter

fame, since they came to believe that they had gone astray, that

Impressionism, now accepted by officialdom, had been a monu-

mental delusion. Even today, the general public admires Impres-

sionist art largely for its charm, its freshness, its pleasant and airy

qualities rather than for its pictorial content.

The Impressionists had made their choice between Delacroix's

contention that everything in nature was reflection and Ingres'

admonition that reflection was only a humble man of little breeding

who always stood at the fringe of a crowd, hat in hand, ready to

depart. The conflict between these two approaches to painting

had to lead to a debate on the purely plastic versus all the other

attributes of the object. A round object is not per se an apple. As

a matter of fact, all that the Impressionists accomplished in their

use of reflection was to disintegrate volume; their successors rebel-

led and sided with Ingres. But this recognition of values which,

briefly, had been shelved did not mean a return to obsolete con-

ceptions, to old forms; it merely helped to justify and introduce

the creation of a new order.

Impressionism gave birth to two divergent movements: one

stemming from Monet, Van Gogh, and Gauguin, in which painting

became a passionate personal expression; this led to the dynamism

of Matisse on the one hand and to the nonobjective quality of

Klee on the other. The second movement began with Cezanne

and Seurat and resulted in an abstract concept: impersonal, geo-

metric, seeking to rid nature of everything nonpictorial, it strove

for a classical concept.
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BONNARD, LANDSCAPE IN THE MIDI. DRAWING.

The
Impressionists

also had many other
magnificent

heirs

illegitimate
heirs whom they neither knew nor acknowledged.

The big retrospective
C6zanne Exhibition at the Salon d'Automne

of 1907
was a revelation for Picasso, Braque, and Leger who, at

that time, were still
trying

to find themselves. Cezanne probably

would have been among the first to disown these wayward children

who claimed him as their
spiritual

father. But, after all,
a
painter

cannot be held
responsible

for his message, which frequently
trans-

cends his own creativity.
Cezanne the man who said, "I am
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CROSS. THE WAVE. C. 1907. GINETTE SIGNAC COLLECTION, PARIS.

"My sensations, because of the nature of my temperament, demand a

grammar, a rhetoric, and a logic'' Thus, the Pointillist methodwas bound

to appeal to a disciple ofSeurat andfriend of Signac. In his retreat at Le

Lavandou, Cross pursued the Neo-Impressionist aesthetic ; but the

Northerner inspired by the light of the Midi could not be satisfied with

principles. His treatment became more violent and also freer. In the

preface of the catalog of his exhibition at TSernheim's in 1907, M. Denis

jvrote: "For twentyyears, Cross has been
trying, more passionately than

any of us, to recreate the sun. Now he is getting there ; having observed

much and thought much, having multiplied experiences and carried theory
to its limits, be is getting there by mans of substituting more and more the

interplay of colorfor the
interplay of light. . . . LiJke fife Old Masters,
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Cross believes in representing the sun not by discoloration, but by the

intensification of the tints and the boldness of the contrasts" Of all the

Neo-Ifflpressionists, Cross is the one who uses the most vivid colors and

the most striking scale, a realisation of the color fantasies that Gauguin

strove after. In doing this, be leads right on to the pointillist Fauvism of

Matisse and Derain, wbo worked theformer at Saint-Trope^ in 190^
and the latter at Collioure in 190j in the immediate vicinity of Sigtac

and Cross. Nonetheless, what distinguishes the Fauvesfrom their elders

is that they bring to their use of color and to their division!st technique an

arbitrariness and a violence whose essential aim is the exaltation of color

in all its abrupt changes of tonality or its dissonances. It was thus

inevitable that they broke awayfrom the old diatonic scale of Cbwretil so

dear to the Impressionists.

DERAIN* THE PORT OF COLLIOURE. 1905. PIERRE LEVY COLLECTION, TROYES.
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too old and have not accomplished it, and will not be able to

accomplish it. I am a primitive at the start of a road I have

discovered. ... I am a beacon, others will come after me'*

was the precursor of the Cubists and of the Abstractionists who

followed them. Kandinsky wrote: "Impressionism, and especially

the work of Cezanne, gave momentum to the age in which we live;

all obstacles, all difficulties only serve to accelerate this momentum,
and nothing will stay its course." "Sometimes I ask myself,"

said Leger, "how far painting would be today without Cezanne.

I have studied him for a very; long time. He has never left me.

There has been no end to my explorations and discoveries. Ce-

zanne taught me the love of form and volume, he has taught me to

concentrate on drawing. Thus I came to know that these draw-

ings must be exact and never sentimental."

It required the violent impact of Picasso to set fire to the tinder-

box and explode it, to reveal the meaning of Cezanne's comment to

fimile Bernard: "Nature consists only of pyramids, cylinders, and

cones." Cubism, though a collective revolt against Impression-

ism, remained a slave of its intellectual method, tied to the fetishism

of analysis.

Monet could have foreseen neither Abstractionism nor Tachism,

neither the lyricism of Bazaine nor that of Tal Coat, But as

early as 1896, Kandinsky was able to sense "the miraculous and

direct language of color" while looking at Monet's Haystack series

at a Moscow exhibit. "I had the impression that somehow paint-

ing itself was the subject, and I asked myself if one could not

continue along this same road still further. Since that time, I have

looked at Russian icons differently, that is to say, I have had an

eye for the abstract content of art."

ChevreuPs famous law which had inspired Seurat subsequently

led to Delaunay's simultaneous contrasts, and Mondrian's Nep-

plasticism harks back to Seurat via Delaunay's color Cubism.
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dZANNE. LANDSCAPE, l88o-l88j. ART INSTITLTE, CHICAGO.

Impressionism had dissolved the face of nature; this was the first

step toward the search for the inner meaning and rhythm of

reality.
There is an obvious progression from Van Gogh to the

Fauves and from the Fauves to the Blaue Reiter group.

I^ger, whose monumental, majestic works seem the
opposite

of the "little sensation" of the
Impressionists, has paid this tribute

to the movement: "It is our task to achieve the greatest degree of

dynamism with free color and free form. This liberation was begun

by the
Impressionists,

After centuries of
painting

in which the

big subjects
were the framework of

pictures,
it was the Impres-

sionists who realized that there was such a thing as art for art's sake,

that true beauty could be found in the most unassuming and

simplest objects.
Above all, they realized that the color of an
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SEURAT. STUDY FOR "LES POSEUSES." l888-

PRIVATE COLLECTION, PARIS.

object is more important than the object itself. The color of a

landscape, the color of a still life, a figure, a red apple on a green
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PICASSO. DANCERS AT REST. 1925.
PRIVATE COLLECTION.

table, became a color composition of red and green. That was a

revolution and the beginning of that total liberation which enabled
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the modern painters of today to develop an art of imagination

instead of an art of imitation. . . . Color itself was also liberated;

that is to say, before this time we could not, for example, imagine

a red existing by itself, not as a part of an object, a material, a human

body. Modern artists have liberated color: today a pure red,

green, or blue have a reality in themselves. Abstract art has made

this possible. . . . Today there exists a new realism, independent

of all imitation and copying of nature. This is the greatest

achievement of the last sixty years."

The Impressionists, revolutionaries despite themselves, could not

have fathomed the full import of their discoveries. They had

liberated instinct, color, and form. Despite their mistakes, despite

all the prejudices which they, too, still held, they nonetheless gave

emotion, feeling, and thought a specific image, independent of

visual expression and representation. That was no minor victory.

They discovered the beauty of hitherto unseen worlds. They

rediscovered the light which had been lost.
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BAZILLE, SELF-PORTRAIT,
CABINET DES DESSINS, LOUVRE, PARIS.

BAZILLE, Jean-Frederic. Born in Montpellier, 1841; died in

Beaune-la-Rolande, 1870. Of the Montpellier upper class, he was

still a young man when the painter Bruyas, a friend of his parents,

introduced him to art. At Bruyas* house he saw works by Corot,

Delacroix, and Courbet; especially Courbet made a lasting impres-

sion on him. After completion of his secondary education,

Bazille obtained permission from his liberal-minded parents to go

to Paris to continue his medical studies and, at the same time, attend

a painter's studio. At Gleyre's, in 1862, he met Monet, Renoir,

and Sislev. His wealth enabled him to lead the life of a fashion-
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able young man, and he was always ready to help his less fortunate

friends. Monet took him on a holiday to Chailly in the forest of

Fontainebleau, and, in 1864, to Honfleur. Inseparable com-

pardons, they shared a studio in the Rue Furstenberg, then one

in the Rue de la Paix in Batignolles, and, finally, yet another one

in the Rue de la Condamine. When Monet found himself in dire

straits, Bazille bought the Women in a Garden from him for 2,500

francs ; true, he paid in monthly installments of 50 francs, but then a

student's purse is not inexhaustible. He was the most discreet of

friends, always anxious to help, the good companion who both

admired and advised the others. When, in the summer of 1870,

the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War took him by surprise in

Montpellier, he enlisted in a regiment of Zouaves. He was killed

in battle at Beaune-la-Rolande at the age of twenty-nine. Because

his career was broken off so early, Bazille's works are few, but they

show a wealth of promise. Less individual than Monet, but

equally gifted, he exerted a marked influence on the latter, and it

is not unreasonable to suppose that, had he lived, Impressionism

after 1870 might have taken a different course.

His two most famous works, The Family Reunion and The Studio,

are reminiscent of Manet in their absence of sculptural qualities, in

the similarity of their contrasts, as well as in the rather severe,

reserved treatment of composition and color harmonies. A firm,

solid, calm style imbues even those subjects which, reproduced

with photographic candor, could easily seem pleasantly banal, with

true grandeur.

BERNARD, Smile, Born in Lille, 1868; died in Paris, 1941.

At the age of sixteen, he spent a year in Cormon's studio as his

pupil, albeit a recalcitrant one. Not even the fact that Toulouse-

Lautrec was one of his fellow students could influence his negative

attitude toward the studio, and he did all that he could to get
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thrown out. He had seen the work of the Impressionists and, for

him, they represented a way of escape. In 1886, he went to

Pont-Aven in Brittany where he met Gauguin for the first time.

The following year he got to know Van Gogh in Paris; together

the two of them went to Asniferes in order to paint. But finale

Bernard's style had already become very personal flat planes of

vivid color delineated by black outlines which emphasized their

arabesque aspect. This was the style \vhich Gauguin, still a

Divisioriist in the manner of Pissarro, adopted soon afterwards.

There is no longer any doubt about fimile Bernard's influence on

Gauguin, but Gauguin, vociferously proclaiming himself the

originator of this style, completely eclipsed his young rival. The

quarrel that ensued between these two artists was fatal for Bernard,

and, in 1891, a frustrated and disillusioned Bernard forsook the

path on v "cli he had so promisingly started out. He was then

twenty-three years of age. Rather than follow Gauguin in exper-

iments over which he no longer had any control, he made an about-

turn, went back to a sombre palette, to chiaroscuro, and strove

"to rediscover the former equilibrium of pictorial art." This

negative attitude rooted in the past led Bernard toward a hopeless

attempt to conciliate his fundamental idealism with a moribund

tradition. Like Gauguin, he fled from France and, between 1893

and 1904, aside from short stays in Venice and Spain where he

came in contact with Zuloaga, lived mainly in Cairo. He wrote

more than he painted (Retfexions d*tm Temom jv/r la Decadence du

Beau), founded a review (La Renovation Estbt'tiqtteJ, and contributed

both to the Mercare de France and the review Occident. In his poems

which he signed with the pseudonym Jean Dorsal, this father of

Symbolism displayed a surer creative touch than in his painting.

His canvases were highly contrived, and he finally floundered in

the series Grandes e'tapes de rHistoire dn Monde where he tried to

become a second Michelangelo. Between the work and the
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BOUDIN. WOMAN AND CHILD. WATER COLOR. 1865.

program that Bernard set himself there was a vast gulf: "If one

does not know to proceed from sensation to intelligence, and from

intelligence to supreme reason, one will never discover that spirit-

ual order which is the only thing that can establish harmony among
the creations of mankind."

BOUDIN, Eugene* Born in Honfleur, 1 824; died in Deauville,

1898. The importance which Boudin attributed to working in the

open air and "to atmospheric conditions, according to the place,

time, and wind" (Baudelaire) explains the influence which he

exercised on the young Monet and, through him, on the early stages

of Impressionism. "It is less this world than the element which

envelops it that we reproduce," he said. Originally the proprietor

of a small stationery shop in Le Havre, he received encouragement

from Millet and, beginning in 1845, he devoted himself to painting.
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In 1850, a scholarship enabled him to study in Paris for three years.

"Everyone expected that after three years I would return a phoenix
in the world of art; I came back more perplexed than ever, feeling

the pull of the famous figures of those days; from Rousseau who

captivated us, to Corot who was beginning to show us a new
road. . . . Gray painting was very little appreciated at that

time, especially in seascapes. Gudin reigned; Isabey improved
on the coloring of nature. Le Poitevin and others created a

furore by painting from memory; this was hardly the time to

introduce gray. Nobody wanted it. One was forced to retire

to one's own countryside and wait for better days, and that is why
I went away for fifteen years without returning to Paris." After

his return to Le Havre he worked with Jongkind, with the young
Monet whom he initiated into painting in 1862, and with Courbet,

who freed him from his timidity. He took part in the first Impres-
sionist exhibition (1874) and, late in life, won some official recog-

nition a gold medal at the International Exhibition (1889) and

the Legion of Honor (1892). But all his friends knew his true

worth: "If I have become a painter, I owe it to Eugene Boudin"

(Monet); "You are the king of skies" (Corot); "You are a seraphim,

there is no one but you who knows the sky" (Courbet). He visited

Brittany, Belgium, Holland, and Venice, but for all practical

purposes his work rotated around the estuary of the Seine; he

loved its silvery beaches, the sea breeze which drives the big clouds

whose shadows glide over the water, the little ports with their

sails outlined against the sky. "It is now twenty years since I

first began to seek that delicacy, that all-pervading charm of light.

How fresh it is: it is soft, faded, slightly rose-tinted. The objects

dissolve. There is nothing but color values everywhere. The

sea was superb, the sky soft and velvety; it kter turned to yellow;

it became warm and then the setting sun imbued everything

with beautiful nuances of bluish-purple. . ."



CAILLEBOTTE, Gustave. Born in Paris, 1 848 ; died in

Gennevilliers, 1 894. The name of Caillebotte evokes less a painter

than a collector, for his powers of discernment were greater

than his talent. He had initially frequented Bonnat's studio,

had even been admitted to the ficole des Beaux-Arts in 1873, but

he was discouraged from the outset and did not continue. Instead,

he devoted himself to marine engineering. He lived at Argenteuil.

Monet became his neighbor, introduced him to his friends, and

took him with them on their boating parties. Thus Monet intro-

duced him to the movement. It was Caillebotte whom Renoir

painted in profile, astride a chair in the foreground of the Dejeuner

des Canotiers. Timid and reserved himself, he appreciated audacity

in others. For them he was providence itself, always buying

"what is unsalable" (The Swing, Le Moulin de la Galette) and playing

an active part in the organization of their exhibitions. Preoccupied

with the fate of his collection he was a bachelor he made a will

in 1876 which left all his pictures to the state on condition that they

be hung in the Louvre. Renoir was named as his executor. On

his death in 1894, the conditions of the legacy came under dispute.

The scandal was considerable, the Institute indignant. Gerome,

the illustrious painter-member of the Institute, threatened to

resign: "I do not know these gentlemen and of the donation I know

only the title. . . . Are there not some paintings of Monsieur

Monet in it ? Of Monsieur Pissarro and others ? For the state

to accept such filth would be a blot on morality/' Clemenceau

intervened. Renoir came to terms with the state and 8 out of

1 6 Monets, 7 out of 18 Pissarros, 2 out of4 Ce2annes were accepted;

these were finally hung in the Louvre in 1928.

CASSA.TT, Mary, Born in Pittsburg, Pa., 1845; died in

Mesnil-Beaufresne (Oise), 1926. The daughter of a banker, she

went to Europe in 1868 to complete the education she had received
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CASSATT.

MOTHER AND CHILD.

DRY-POINT ETCHING
IN COLOR.

at the Pennsylvania Academy and to visit the museums of Italy,

Spain, and Belgium. Very well informed on the world of art, she

advised her friend Mrs.. Havemeyer to buy the works of Degas.

He, who did not know her, noticed her work in the 1 874 Salon. A

mutual friend introduced them, and this meeting marked the

beginning of a deep friendship ; for the first time, Degas^abandoned

his misogyny. They shared the feelings common to the class to

which they belonged, and yet they had the same scorn for conven-
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tion. Both were cooly rational, and both preferred drawing to

color. At the age of thirty-two, prompted by her desire to break

away from the social obligations imposed by her environment as

well as by her feeling of artistic vocation, Mary Cassatt devoted

herself entirely. to painting. She followed the advice of Degas,

but the simplification and precision of her line are more reminiscent

of Japanese prints. She was an Impressionist in her use of colors

and also in the treatment of her themes ofmotherhood and infancy,

of which she painted innumerable series. Living in the heart of

the Impressionist movement, she contributed considerably toward

making the works of her friends known in America. When

Durand-Ruel found himself on the brink of bankruptcy because of

the concerted efforts of his fellow art dealers, she lent him money.

O&ZANNE. THE SMOKER. 1890-1892. BOTMANS MUSEUM, ROTTERDAM.
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CEZANNE. THE CARD PLAYERS. C. 1894. LOUVRE, PARIS.

She bought Impressionist paintings both for herself and for her

family (herbrother-was. a lailroad executive in Pennsylvania) and

made her other friends the Havemeyers of New York, the Still-

mans, and the Whittemores buy them. Practically blind, she

died in 1926 inJier Chateau at Mesnil-Beaufresne near Beauvais.

CEZANNE, Paul. Born in Aix-en-Provence, 1839; ^e^ tnerc>

1906. After establishing a comfortable business in the hat trade,

his father had become a prosperous banker. Cezanne's career,

therefore, seemed mapped out in advance : after a normal secondary
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education at the Aix lycee, where he made friends with his fellow-

pupil Zola, he began to study law. But his feeling for art was

overwhelming, and he could no longer ignore the call of his true

vocation. This was not in line with the plans of his father, who

admonished him with the words: "My son, think of the future !

With genius one may die, with money one can eat." The conflict

was the conventional one, but the father, finally relented, and

Cezanne left for Paris in 1861. There he enrolled at the Academic

Suisse, sought the company of Pissarro, and strove to get into the

ficole des Beaux-Arts. Oddly enough, the reason for his rejection

was: "Cezanne has the temperament of a colorist. Unfortunately,

he paints with violence/
5

Cezanne had looked forward to the

re-establishment of the close ties with his old friend Zola, and the

increasing coolness of their relationship added to his feeling of

dejection. Mortified and helpless, Cezanne returned to Aix. His

father made every effort to interest him in his banking business,

but on one of the ledgers the young Paul wrote these lines:

"Cezanne the banker shudders at what he sees behind his counter

a future painter is being born." Tired of fighting, his father

again agreed to send his son to Paris in November, 1862. At the

Academic Suisse he found Pissarro once more and was introduced

to Guillaumin, Degas, Bazille, Monet, Renoir, and Sisley. But his

shyness and modesty made him adopt an expression of fierceness

and he made friends only with some difficulty. Also, the power,

vehemence, and baroque quality of his painting left people aghast.

He was refused a second time at the ficole des Beaux-Arts (1863)

and rejected by the Salon (1866). Paris oppressed him, and during

the course of these years he often escaped to Aix to recuperate in

the knd that suited his fiery temperament so well. He worked

extremely hard, nearly always in solitude; he had to teach himself

everything, to discover everything, and these self-imposed difficul-

ties exasperated him. When war broke out in 1 870, he remained at
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Estaque, near Marseilles, and devoted himself to landscape paint-

ing* But the course of events had dispersed his friends and, after

the war, rather than return to Paris, he preferred to set himself up in

Auvers-sur-Oise, a small village near Pontoise, where Pissarro was

then living.

His stay in Auvers (1872-1874) proved decisive. Alongside

Pissarro, he acquired the discipline which had been so lacking, the

economy of mt'iiiis and the equilibrium necessary for inspiration

and execution. Converted to Impressionism, he took up painting

in the open air; his palette became brighter, his touch was no

longer heavy, as if laid on with the knife, but restrained, regular,

and delicate. His logical mind, however, demanded a greater

discipline than the pseudo-analytical approach of Monet. He

aspired toward a more syntheticized and constructive vision,

of which the basic elements would be the sphere, the cylinder,

and the cone. He made contact again with his painter friends

and, in 1874, participated in their first exhibition at Nadar's, where

he showed three pictures, including the Modem Olympia and The

House of the HtwgtdMan. At the exhibition which the Impressionist

group organized three years later (i 877) in the Rue Le Peletier, he

was represented by sixteen canvases; but, hurt by the hilarity they

provoked, he returned to the solitude of his native countryside,

determined "to make of Impressionism something solid and

lasting, like the art of museums." Each year he made an appear-

ance in Paris so as not to be forgotten, hoping that at some time

he might finally be able to win over the jury. Thanks to the

charitable intervention of Guillemet, he was at last able to announce

to his family that he had been accepted for the Salon of 1 882. But

he was aware of the insignificance of this encouragement and,

tired of the machinations and intrigues of the Parisian art world,

he retired to Aix, relinquishing the pursuit of success and, at the

same time, that superficial search after fugitive effects which



satisfied his Impressionist friends. He felt the need for some-

thing more serious. He needed truth, not the truth of a transient

moment, but a lasting truth which could be apprehended; for at

heart, Cezanne, the man of the Mediterranean, was a classicist.

Impressionism had burst the bonds of official painting and had

rediscovered the vitality of a true tradition. It had, above all,

discovered light, and Cezanne never disowned this fundamental

contribution. But he meant to go beyond it, to deepen his sensa-

tion. He did not want to sacrifice volume and space, but, on the

contrary, to accentuate them in simplifying them, and, finally, he

wished to achieve the harmony of color within that of form.

After 1889, success arrived slowly. At the International

Exhibition he was able to show The House of the Hanged Man ; the

following year he was invited to exhibit in Brussels. In 1895,

Vollard exhibited some 150 works in his shop in the Rue Laffitte.

This created a scandal, but Cezanne became aware of the admiration

he excited among young painters and young critics Maurice

Denis, fimile Bernard, Gasquet, Jaloux, and Larguier and his

art blossomed under this approval. The truth for which he

searched became richer and more complex. Going beyond the

geometric synthesis of previous years, he gave himself up to lyri-

cism of form and color which he strove to.integrate into his vision

of reality. It was a difficult task, by no means lacking in obstacles ;

it postulated a perfect sincerity with regard to reality as well as

with regard to himself. A few days before his death, he was able

to write to fimile Bernard: "I am always studying, and it seems to

me that I am making slow progress." The retrospective exhibi-

tion of 1907 in the Salon d'Aittomne with fifty-six canvases from the

Pellerin, Cezanne, and Gangnat collections, was an affirmation of

Cezanne's triumph. The Louvre had received some of his works

through the Camondo bequest, and these were exhibited there

in 1911.
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CROSS, Henri-Edmond (real name: Delacroix). Bom in

Douai, 1856; died in Saint-Clair, 1910. His studies at the ficole

des Beaux-Arts in Lille led him to Bonvin's studio in Paris, where

he discovered that the black, realistic style he had been taught was

merely the semblance of tradition, and that the true tradition was

more readily to be found in the discoveries of the Impressionists.
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He met Seurat and Signac around 1884, adopted their light-toned

palette and, like them, used the stippled brush stroke and divided

the tones. It is significant that the technical research into light

was carried out by northerners, and in his distinctly methodical

fashion Cross pursued his own experiments in the wake of his

friends. "In the act of creation, one's will as well as instinct must

play a major part, and the will has to have a precise basis. This

precision occupies my mind. I look for it in the law of color

contrasts. I do not let myself think about it too much; on the

contrary, I believe that this is what I lack most. If you are endowed

with artistic sensibility, the search for, and development of, a

method will not prevent you from expressing your own impres-

sions."

A stay in the Midi at Saint-Clair, near Lavandou, and a trip to

Italy revealed to him that color cannot reproduce light, but can

only provide an equivalent. Thenceforth, his orientation became

more personal. He renounced the optical mixture of colors and

avoided gray, for the sun does not lessen out increases the intensity

of the tones. The search for contrasts was all that interested him.

He was almost already a Fauve.

DEGAS, Edgar. Born in Paris, 1834; died there, 1917. "The

air that one can see in the work of the old masters is not the air that

one breathes." "My art is in no way spontaneous; it is entirely

contrived." Thus Degas, who had played a part in the advent of

Impressionism and had been one of the principal witnesses to its

success, stood opposed to two basic principles of the movement

the necessity of, or almost superstitious belief in, open-air painting,

and direct impression. This affirmation of independence, or, more

exactly, his rejection of the approval of others, constituted the

drama of his life and work. His father was the banker Auguste

De Gas and he belonged to the upper reaches of banking society.
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Degas, free to direct his life as he chose, decided after an excellent

classical education to devote himself to painting and went through

his apprenticeship at the ficole des Beaux-Arts under the direction

of Lamothe, a pupil of Ingres and Flandrin (1855). But he would

not allow himself to be tied down, and the following year he left for

Italy to study the Florentine masters (1856-1860). The works

dating from this period, both portraits and compositions, not

only show the influence of the Italian sixteenth-century masters, but

also a heightened and already individual vision. His feeling for

composition and for spontaneous movement led him to the group

of painters of the Cafe Guerbois, and more particularly to Manet,

whom he had met in the Louvre. Between them there sprang up

a close friendship, often stormy but firmly anchored, which led to a

sort of emulation in the choice and utilization of themes borrowed

from everyday life: racetracks and cafe scenes; women washing

themselves, brushing their hair, women bathing themes in which

Degas usually found fresh approaches. For it was the unusual

motif as much as the original arrangement of the picture that he

looked for, as in the Racecourse series (begun in 1862), the Theater

series (begun in 1868), and his ballet pictures, all subjects which

were still completely novel. Degas took part in the first Impres-

sionist exhibition in 1874, but he was the only one among them

who sacrificed none of the precision of an uncompromising vision,

the only one, also, who considered drawing to be the means of

expression which best reconciled his love of movement with his

love ofprecision: "I paint with the line." But, paradoxically, when

his eyesight deteriorated he was to translate his inner vision in

accents of intense color blues, yellows, and reds in powerfully

juxtaposed brush strokes. He was a perpetual inventor of new

techniques, and when threatened with total blindness he gave up

pastels for sculpture (The Little Dancer Afed Fourteen was shown

at the Impressionist exhibition of 1 8 8 1 .)
Difficult and independent
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GAUGUIN. BRETON VILLAGE IN THE SNOW. 1894. LOUVRE, PARIS.

as he was, he gave his support to Impressionism, yet he remained

practically a stranger to the movement. He followed its evolution,

making his mark on it and giving advice, but he never personally

attended its exhibitions. He was the first person to buy a Gauguin

and so, to some extent, the sponsor of the man who was to signal

the end of Impressionism. His superior intelligence, his logical

and mocking mind, and his intractable character were just as

responsible for his isolation as was his infirmity. There remained

to him the bitter consolation of being alone among the Ingres,

the Delacroix, and the Cezannes of his collection.

GAUGUIN, Paul. Born in Paris, 1848; died in Atuana in

the Marquesas Islands, 1903, His father was a journalist of

Radical Republican convictions; his mother, born in Peru, was the
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daughter of the painter Andre Chazan and of a Spanish mother

Flora Tristan, a militant disciple of Saint-Simon and a woman

of letters. Through her, he was descended from the Borgias

d'Aragon, who had been viceroys of Peru. After the coup d'etat of

1851, the Gauguin family went into voluntary exile to Lima.

Gauguin's mother, having lost her husband, returned" to France

with her children after spending four years in Peru. Paul was then

aged seven. Educated in Orleans, he was attracted to the life of

a sailor. He enlisted as an apprentice on a merchant ship, visited

Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, Sweden, and Denmark. After the death of

his mother in 1871 he gave up the sea and became a broker. His

punctuality and seriousness soon procured him an enviable posi-

tion and gave promise of a future in the world of finance which

would be both brilliant and assured just what was required to

win the heart of the young Danish woman, Mette-Sophie Gad,

whom he married in 1873. He had a fine bourgeois household,

five children, social life, money. But one of the employees of the

bank, a man by the name of Schuffenecker, used to devote his

spare time to painting and induced Gauguin to follow his example:

it was an agreeable Sunday pastime which came to absorb him more

and more. He showed a landscape at the Salon of 1 876 and slowly

amassed pictures by Jongkind, Manet, Renoir, Monet, Pissarro,

and Sisley. He spent 1 5,000 francs on building up a collection of

Impressionist works. Pissarro advised him and introduced him

to C&anne as well as to the rest of the group. Gauguin exhibited

with them on several occasions in 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1886.

He was still looked on as an amateur but, in the autumn of 1 88 3, he

gave up the bank and moved with his wife and children to Rouen

where Pissarro lived. Full of ambition, he assumed that his work

would enable him to lead a life of ease. But he sold nothing, and

his savings were soon exhausted. His wife became exasperated

and, worn out, took him to Denmark in 1884 in the hope of bring-
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ing him back to an outlook more in conformity with the bourgeois

norm. An exhibition in Copenhagen was a failure; Gauguin
abandoned his family, except for his son Clovis, and returned to

Paris in 1885. To keep himself alive he became a billposter.

Soon afterwards, escaping from the city, he went to Brittany in

1886 and took up residence at an inn in Pont-Aven frequented

by painters from the Connon studio and the Academic Julian.

There he kept to himself, a focal point of curiosity for all. When
he returned to Paris, he made friends with Van Gogh, visited

Degas, and planned a trip to the tropics. In the spring of 1887, he

embarked for Martinique, but returned the following year, com-

pletely penniless, and once more took refuge in Pont-Aven. Then,

summoned by Van Gogh, he went to Aries. But the visit to

Provence ended tragically and Gauguin returned to Paris. At the

Cafe Volpini his work was included in "An Exhibition of Paint-

ings of the Impressionist and Synthesist Groups" and he exhibited

in Brussels with Les Vingf. In 1891, he left for Tahiti to live

"in ecstasy, in peace, and in art," and strove to rid- himself of

everything that was not elemental. "For me, Barbary is a restorer

of youth." In 1893, he exhibited his Tahitian works at Durand-

RuePs; they created considerable interest, particularly among
the younger generation Bonnard, Vuillard, and the Nabis.

Having broken with the Impressionists, he returned to Tahiti in

1895, lived his legend and, despite illness, misery, and ridiculous

squabbles with the local authorities, never stopped producing

masterpieces. Penniless and embittered, his health completely

broken, he died in the Marquesas Islands on May 8, 1903.

GONJZAL&S, fiva. Born in Paris, 1849; died there, 1883.

She came of a cultured background, receptive to the arts, and it

was only natural that her family, becoming aware of her talent,

should put her under the tutelage of the painter Chaplin. Her
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small studio in the Rue Breda was near Manet's, a fact which gave

rise to a certain amount of talk. Famous men surrounded by an

aura of scandal exercise a fascinating attraction on innocent young

ladies. Alfred Stevens, a friend of the Gonzales', introduced

Manet to them. va became his pupil and worked assiduously in

close contact with him during 1869. Manet was enchanted by

fiva's beauty and intelligence. She, on her part, admired the

genius of her master. She adopted his mannerisms, and her paint-

ing might almost be said to be a poeticized version of Manet, She

learned to simplify and to reject everything that was not essential.

But she stiffened instinctively in the face of Impressionism. Her

obstinacy was undoubtedly due in part to the fact that Manet was

introduced to the new theories by another charming young woman

who might have proved a rival. But she did not. Berthe Morisot

married Eugene Manet, and va Gonzales married their mutual

friend Henri Guerard, a collector of etchings. He, who lived on

the fringe ofthe movement and was more concerned with his collec-

tion than with living art, no doubt warned his young wife against

all modernist tendencies. At the 1879 Salon, she exhibited a

number of canvases which affirmed her taste for interior scenes.

But was she aware of being on the wrong track ? She seemed to

return to Impressionism, used both more lively colors and a

bolder touch. In 1883, at the age of thirty-four, she died in

childbirth.

GUILLAUMIK, Armand. Born in Paris, 1841 ; died there,

1927. "He is an architect of the great future ahead and a good

fellow ofwhom I am very fond/' said Cezanne. The two men had

met at the Academic Suisse through Pissarro, and they formed a

little group which always remained united. Forced to earn his

living as an employee of the railways, Guillaumin devoted his free

Sundays to painting and often went to Auvers-sur-Oise to join his
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friends gathered at the house of Doctor Gachet. He took part in

the first Impressionist exhibition in 1874 and remained one of the

few faithfuls whose work was still to be seen at the last exhibition of

1886. He was, in fact, immune to external influences and thus

preserved his very direct and personal vision, though its realism

did not always succeed in eliminating vulgarity. In 1891, he won

a ioo,ooo-firanc prize in a lottery which enabled him to devote his

time entirely to painting. His landscapes of the Creuse and

Holland (1904) give an impression of virile authority, an illusion

created by the intensity of color, but one which did not always

succeed in concealing a lack of discipline.

JONGKIND, Johan Barthold. Born in Latrop, Holland,

1819; died in La Cote-Sainte-Andre, near Grenoble, 1891. The

eighth child of a Dutch pastor, Jongkind met the landscape painter

Isabey at The Hague; Isabey took him as a pupil and, in 1846, sent

him to Paris to complete his studies. A bohemian to the core, an

alcoholic, always in debt, he suffered from a feeling of persecution.

In 1858, he gained some measure of stability when, in Paris, he

met a Dutch woman who helped him and took him with her on her

visits to Nivernais and La Cote-Saint-Andre in the Dauphine.

Heedless of everything which did not immediately satisfy his

instinctive genius, his work was uneven, hasty, and disappointing.

His oil paintings at their best are in the tradition of the great Dutch

landscape painters Ruysdael and Van Goyen in particular. Never-

theless, this was not enough to make him an Impressionist, any

more than the fact that he was one of the first foreign painters' of

the School of Paris. But his water colors and his drawings are

a completely different matter: able to capture the most fleeting of

sensations, he had that rapidity of execution and sureness of touch

which the Impressionists in turn strove to attain.
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MANET, fidouard. Bom in Paris, 1832; died there, 1883.

The son of a senior official at the Ministry of Justice and of the

daughter of a diplomat, he was sent to boarding school in Vaugi-

rard in 1839 and then to the College Rollin, completing his

secondary education in 1848, Then he had to choose a career.

"You will study law," his father said. But Manet wanted to be

a painter. It then was decided that he was to become a naval

officer, and he went to sea as an apprentice sailor. A voyage to

Rio de Janeiro did not change Manet's mind about his artistic

vocation; if anything, it was strengthened and he had to be allowed

to do what he wanted. His father gave way and Edouard enrolled
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at the studio of Thomas Couture in 1850, where, despite the

incompatibility of master and pupil, he remained for nearly six

years. From his liaison with Suzanne Leenhoff was born a son,

Leon fidouard (1852), who was presented to his family as the

young woman's younger brother. In 1863, after the death of his

father, Manet married her. His was the easy-going life of a well-

off young man and he visited Holland, Germany, and Italy in 1856.

The first picture he submitted to the Salon of 1859 the Absinthe

Drinker was rejected; but in 1861, the Spanish Guitar Player was

accepted and given honorable mention. However, the official

career of which he dreamed was closed to him. Lola de Valence,

]eune Femyne Couchee en Costume Espagnol and Concert in the Tuileries

Gardens, all of which were exhibited at Martinet's in 1863, caused a

scandal. At the Salon des Refuses, the Dejeuner sur I'Herbe was

taken as a gesture of defiance. It was almost certainly in order to

appease the jury that Manet, in the years following, sent in the

Angels at the To&b of Christ and Christ Insulted by the Soldiers, but he

again compromised himself with his Qlympia (1865). The critics

vented their wrath and, despite the congratulations of Baudelaire,

Manet, discouraged, went off to Spain. The hostility of the general

public and the ostracism of the jury had made him the leader of a

school despite himself, and official honors were henceforth out

of the question. At the time of the International Exhibition of

1867 he had a pavilion erected at his own expense in the Place de

FAlma; there he showed all his rejected canvases. "Husbands

took their wives to the Pont de FAlma. Everyone wanted to seize

this unique opportunity to split his sides in laughter." In 1868,

however, the Salon accepted the Portrait of Zola and the following

year the Dejeuner a l
y

Atelier and The Balcony. Manet's family was

dispersed by the war, and he himself enlisted as a lieutenant in the

General Staff of the National Guard. After the end of the war he

set himself up in the Rue de Saint-Petersbourg, where his studio
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became a meeting-place for his friends: Mallarme, Antonin Proust,

Chabrier, Clemenceau, and pretty young women.

He refused to take part in the Impressionist exhibition at Nadar's

in 1 874, but, under the influence of his pupil Berthe Morisot (who
had become his sister-in-law), he allowed himself to be taken to

Genevilliers and to Argenteuil where he painted The Monet Family

in the Garden. He seemed to have been won over to the Impres-

sionist aesthetic and it was in this style that he painted the Grand

Canal of Venice in 1875. The Salon turned him down in 1 876 and

1877, when he submitted Le Ungt and Xana ; in 1878, he gave up
the attempt, but never the hope, of winning over the official world

of art. Naively, he proposed to the Prefect of the Seine to paint a

series of compositions on the theme of Paris the market, railways,

and the Metro. However, struck down by locomotor ataxy, he

was forced to pay attention to his health; he took a cure at Bellevue,

stayed at Versailles, and worked on Le Bar aitx Folits-Bergere (i 8 8 1 ) ;

finally, thanks to his friend Antonin Proust, who had become

Minister of Fine Arts, he was awarded the Legion of Honor. But

illness undermined his strength and, on April 30, 1883, he died.

He had never really known the glory which he craved a glory

amply confirmed by his posthumous exhibition at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in 1884.

MONET, Claude. Born in Paris, 1840; died in Giverny, 1926.

The son of Le Havre shopkeepers, it was there that he spent his

childhood and youth. By the time he was fifteen he was already

well-known for his caricatures ; he was "a personality in the town" ;

his portrait-caricatures sold for twenty francs apiece and caught the

attention of Boudin (1858). The latter made friends with the

young artist and took him into the countryside to initiate him into

landscape painting. Boudin's influence was decisive, and on his

advice Monet went to Paris in 1859, where, for a short while, he



worked at the Academic Suisse with Pissarro; but most of his time

was spent in discussions at the Brasserie des Martyrs. Conscripted

in 1860, he spent two years in Algeria; but a bout of typhoid fever

cut short his military service. He rejoined Boudin and Jongkind

at Le Havre, then returned to Paris in 1862 to enroll in the studio of

Gleyre, where he made friends with Bazille, Renoir, and Sisley.

His love of independence revolted against the formalism -of the

ficole and he took his friends with him to Chailly in the forest

of Fontainebleau (1863), and to Honfleur (1864). Together

they discovered the peaceful horizons of the Ile-de-France, the

charm of the banks of the Seine at Ville-d'Avray and Bougival;

they frequently escaped into Normandy, to Trouville, Sainte-

Adresse, and fitretat. At the Salon of 1866 he exhibited the por-

trait of Camilh, but he was not as successful with the Woman m a

Garden, which was rejected by the jury of the 1867 Salon. His

material situation was precarious and constantly deteriorating.

Tempted to commit suicide, it was the friendship of Bazille which

saw him through, despite a new setback at the 1 869 Salon. When

war was declared he went first to Trouville, then to London,

where he found Pissarro once more and made the acquaintance of

Durand-Ruel. He then went to Holland, where his landscapes

acquired his typical luminous colors.

On his return he went to live in Argenteuil in 1872-1878, where,

in 1873, he built himself a studio boat like Daubigny's "Botin"

from which he could observe the incessant interplay of light and

water. He again took up the project which Bazille had envisaged

of grouping friends into a society and of giving a joint exhibition

of their work. This took place in 1874, at Nadar's, and Monet

showed his Impression, Sunrise, This exhibit was the official

baptism of Impressionism, and Monet was recognized as the leader

of the group. But financial difficulties continued and he lived on

loans. Chocquet, at critical moments, played a providential role



MONET. AMSTERDAM. C. 1872. BUHRLE COLLECTION, ZURICH.

and bought canvases at 40 to 50 francs apiece (1877). Perhaps

inspired by Turner, Monet was fascinated by themes which had

never been touched before, such as the Gare Saint-Lazare, the

railway bridge at Argenteuil, the banks of the Seine at Vetheuil,

sacrificing the subject to a study of the changing effects of light.

In 1883, he went to live in Giverny which remained his favorite

home for the rest of his days, though he still went on visits to

Bordighera with Renoir (1884), to Haarlem, to Belle-fle-enhMer

(1886), to Antibes (1888), and elsewhere. From 1890 until the end

of his life he was preoccupied with a variety of themes on which he

worked unceasingly. During this period, he produced those

amazing series which are the affirmation of all his visionary talent;

the Haystacks (1890); the Poplars, followed by the Cathedrals (1893-



1894); afld &&, between 1901 and 1904, the Water "Lilies and the

BanJks of the Thames^ and finally, in 1908, the Views of Venice.

Having retired to Giverny, making only very rare appearances in

Paris, the supreme master of Impressionism died in 1926, having

been a part both of its triumph and of its ultimate decline.

MORI SOT, Berthe. Born in Bourges, 1841; died in Paris,

1895. Her well-to-do father was a prefect under Louis-Philippe.

The bourgeois tradition made allowances for everything except for

genius. However, Berthe Morisot, without in any way renouncing

her background or her deepest aspirations, succeeded in being

both a perfect housewife and a painter.- When she was fifteen, she

and her sister began to take drawing lessons. This was part of a

young girl's education and her family was pleased with the appro-

bation of her professors. Full of ambition, she went to work in

the Louvre, studying Raphael, and there she met Fantin-Latour

and Manet, who made her aware of the inadequacy of her teaching.

She then studied with Corot, who was amazed at her talent and lent

her canvases to copy. She exhibited at the Salon of 1864. But it

was Manet w;ho revealed her to herself. He asked her to pose for

The "Balcony, and through him she discovered that a picture must

be built up by means of rhythm, calculation, and selection. She

realized that her art was superficial even if the touch was inspired;

therefore she started painting portraits, which demand a greater

discipline. There are unquestionable similarities between the

work of Berthe Morisot and that of Manet, but this is due more to a

similarity of subject than to any real influence. The master, who

was so susceptible to feminine charm, acknowledged the ascen-

dancy of his pupil, and his palette, which was still somber, became

more luminous under her influence.

After 1872, Berthe Morisot's style broadened and achieved its

equilibrium in a true harmony of color and light. In 1874 she
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married Eugene Manet, the handsome, bearded talker of the

Dejeuner sur VHerbe. The comradeship between Manet and Berthe

Morisot became a delightful friendship of brother-in-law and

sister-in-law. Freed by marriage from the constraining bonds of

family prejudice, she gave up striving after official approbation and

exhibited at Nadar's in the first Impressionist exhibition. Renoir,

Mallarme, Degas, Monet, Caillebotte, and Whistler were all wel-

come at her home. Her subjects belonged to her own peaceful

world the faces of children, interiors, and open-air scenes.

After 1 884, her stylistic evolution proceeded logically toward a more

generous and firmer treatment of line. She was deeply stricken

by her husband's death in 1892 and her work began to suffer.

She developed a broader style, less firm and well-constructed. Her

emotions seemed to defeat her craftsmanship. Light suffused

form and dissolved it. In the case of Berthe Morisot, this prime

weakness ofImpressionism was intensified by a feminine sensibility.

Berthe Morisot died on March 2, 1895.

PISSARRO, Camille Jacob. Born in Saint-Thomas in the

Antilles, 1830; died in Paris, 1903. Sent to Paris to study at the

age of twelve, he afterwards returned to the Antilles to work in

his father's hardware business; ultimately, his family accepted the

fact that he wanted to be an artist and permitted him to return to

Paris. He arrived there at the time of the 1855 International

Exhibition and discovered Ingres, Delacroix, Courbet, and Corot; it

was the last-named who exerted a decisive influence upon Pissarro,

who never ceased to acknowledge his indebtedness. In 1859, at

the Acad&nie Suisse, he met Monet and, two years later, Cezanne

and Guillaumin. In 1866 he went to live in Pontoise, and in 1869

he established himself at Louveciennes. In 1870, in face of the

Prussian advance, he fled to Brittany and then to London, where he

married Julie Vellay, the mother of his children. There he also
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PISSARRO. BOULEVARD MONTMARTRE AT NIGHT. 1897. NATIONAL GALLERY, LONDON.

met Durand-Ruel, who bought two of his canvases, and Monet,

who, like himself, was a refugee. When he returned to Louve-

ciennes, the Prussians had ransacked his studio and destroyed

nearly fifteen hundred canvases.

From 1872 to 1884 he lived in Pontoise and gathered around

him Cezanne, Guilkumin, and Vignon, and it was he who brought

Ce'zanne to Impressionism and helped him rid himself of his "som-

ber manner." Thanks to Durand-Ruel, he began to become

known and was pleasantly astonished to see one of his own pictures
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sell for 950 francs in a public auction. In 1874, he took part in

the first Impressionist exhibition and insisted that Cezanne, whom

he never ceased to encourage, should also be admitted. Talented

young men were continually benefiting from his unending kind-

ness; he helped them in their experiments and put up with the

enthusiasm of Gauguin, Signac, Seurat, and Van Gogh. At one

time he even experimented with Pointillism, but he soon discarded

so rigid a system. After 1884, he retired to firagny, near Gisors,

where he painted gardens and orchards in bloom, and he paid visits

to Rouen (1896-1898), Dieppe, and Le Havre. From 1893 until

his death he painted views of Paris which, with their plunging

Vistas of the boulevards and their range of light effects, consti-

tuted a series which even Monet might have envied. "If one

examines Pissarro's art in its entirety,'* wrote Gauguin in 1902,

"one finds, despite its unevenness, not only an intense instinct for

art which never contradicts itself, but also an art which is essen-

tially intuitive in the best tradition. He copied everyone, you

say? Why not? Everyone copied him, but denied him. He

was one of my masters and I do not deny him."

REDON, Odilon. Born in Bordeaux, 1840; died in Paris,

1916. Although he belonged to the Impressionist generation,

Odilon Redon was, in fact, a man apart. Too intelligent not to

be independent, he found the Impressionist movement a little

"dull-witted." Bresdin, whom he had known at Bordeaux and

who initiated him into the art of engraving, had helped him to

discover the importance of the extrasensory world: "True art lies

in the apprehended reality." The imagination of the artist cannot

create in. a void, it depends essentially on the attentive observation

of the real, even when it evokes a world of fantasy, indeed of the

demoniac. "I have always felt the need to copy nature in the

form of small, specific, accidental objects. Is is only after expend-
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RENOIR. THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS. 1908-1910. PHILLIPS COLLECTION, WASHINGTON.

ing even- effort of will to achieve a minutely accurate representation

of a bkde of
grass,

a stone, a branch, or a section of an old wall,

that I am driven as in torment to create something imaginary.

External nature, thus apprehended and determined, becomes, in

transformation, my source and my catalyst;
it is to the moments

following such exercises that I owe my best works." Redon's

life, uneventful and filled with hard work, furnishes the biographer

with but few interesting stories. It was Mallarme's friendship

which, after 1886, finally helped to achieve recognition of his
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work an exact pictorial parallel of the experiments of the Sym-

bolist poets. But it was not until after his death that Redon,

who had already exercised an influence on the Nabis, was fully

recognized. Later he was even hailed by the Surrealists as one of

their earliest precursors.

RENOIR, Pierre Auguste. Born in Limoges, 1841; died in

Cagnes, 1919. Renoir was the son of a poor tailor. In 1845, the

family went to live in Paris. He attended the elementary school,

and at the age of thirteen he was apprenticed to a painter of

chinaware. He decorated vases. His employer convinced his

parents that he should be allowed to attend evening art classes

and, whenever he had a spare moment, he went to the Louvre. He

was determined to be a painter but, so as not to be a burden to his

family, he saved up every penny in order to pay his own way.

When he was twenty-one he entered the ficole des Beaux-Arts and

the studio of Gleyre, where he made friends with Monet, Sisley,

and Bazille. He accompanied them on their outings ; together they

went to Chailly in the forest of Fontainebleau, where, in 1864, he

met Diaz. Despite the intervention of Corot and Daubigny, his

work was rejected at the Salon of 1866. He fell under the influ-

ence of Courbet and Fantin; the portrait of Use (1868) is the first

work which affirms his own personality. Life was difficult, but

his good humor sustained him. With Sisley, Bazille,, and Monet

he worked along the banks of the Seine at Bougival, where he

painted La Grenouillere (1869), When war was declared he was

conscripted, sent first to Bordeaux and then to Tarbes; but imme-

diately upon the cessation of hostilities he returned to Paris, went

back to work with Sisley in Bougival and Louveciennes, and often

visited Monet at Argenteuil. Durand-Ruel, to whom he was

introduced in 1873, bought his first pictures, which enabled him

to set up in a large studio in Montmartre, at 5 5 Rue Saint-Georges.
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As the Salon stubbornly remained closed to him, he joined his

friends in the first of the group's exhibitions at Nadar's (i 874). At

the public auction in the Hotel Drouot, which he had organized

with Monet, Sisley, and Berthe Morisot, ten of his canvases failed

to bring in even a hundred francs. The help of the collector

Chocquet and of the publisher Charpentier kept him going. A

trip to Italy in 1 88 1 acquainted him with the works of the Italian

primitives and of Raphael, and he slowly began to break away
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from Impressionism. He admired Ingres and for some time

adopted an extremely meticulous method of painting in which

drawing played the dominant role. Nevertheless, after 1890, he

returned to a less dry and more expansive style. As if obsessed by

the female body, his principal subjects were usually nudes. He

continued to make frequent trips both in France and abroad, but

the precarious state of his health and the rheumatism with which he

was afflicted forced him, after 1899, to retire to Cagnes in the Midi.

In 1904, the retrospective exhibition of his work at the Salon d'Au-

tomm was an affirmation of his triumph. He continued to paint

despite an attack of paralysis in 1912 which deprived him of the

use of his limbs and obliged him to work in an armchair with his

brush attached to his hand. He died at Cagnes on December 3,

1919. Renoir had renounced Impressionism he had even spoken

to Vollard of his "hatred of Impressionism" because he consider-

ed himself primarily as the successor of those whom he had first

admired Boucher and Fragonard the painters of the eighteenth

century. "Because Fragonard laughed, everyone quickly said that

he was a minor painter; for me a picture must say something

pleasant, joyful, and pretty, yes pretty. There are enough tiresome

things in life without our having to make more."

R o u A R T
, Henri. Born in Paris, 1833 ; died there, 1912. The

son of an old Parisian family, Rouart occupied a position of more

importance among the Impressionists than his work would lead

one to suppose. His wealth and urbanity, his cultured taste,

both as a man and as a collector, allowed him, where his painter

friends were concerned, to fill an unobtrusive but necessary role

that of a man who could help them and could alleviate their material

difficulties without ever appearing obtrusive. He had known

Degas at the lycee; he renewed their friendship in 1870 and became

like a brother to him. When the aging artist became almost blind
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and increasingly misanthropic, he found a warm welcome in

Rouart's house in the Rue de Lisbonne. Paul Valery, who in

his youth was a frequent visitor to the house, wrote: "He [Rouart]

loved only those true values which he could appreciate in more

than one field. The same man who was one of the leading collec-

tors of his time, who appreciated and, very early, acquired works

by Millet, Corot, Daumier, Manet and El Greco owed his

fortune to his mechanical constructions, to his inventions which

he carried from the realms of pure theory to that of technique, and

from technique to industrial practicability. . . ." From the be-

ginning, Henri Rouart shared in all the vicissitudes of the Impres-
sionist group and, since he exhibited with them seven times, was

one of their most faithful associates. But because he allowed

himself to become thoroughly absorbed by business he was unable

to devote the necessary time to painting, and today he is considered

a minor painter,

SEURAT, Georges. Born in Paris, 1859; died there, 1891.

Seurat did not live to see the consequences of his idealistic con-

centration on research and his patient labors. Son of a court

attendant, he first attended a municipal art school, then, for two

years, the ficole des Beaux-Arts (1878-1880). Seeking to dis-

cover the secret of Veronese, Ingres, and Delacroix, he believed

that he would find it in ChevreuPs study of "the simultaneous

contrast of colors." Between 1881 and 1883, he devoted himself

primarily to drawings. His first large canvas, Vne Baigiade, was

rejected by the jury of the 1884 Salon, and so he helped to preci-

pitate the formation and was one of the founding members of the

Socittf des Artistes Independents, presided over by Odilon Redon.

He allied himself with Signac and, together, they created the

technique of Neo-Impressionism. For them it was a question of

rejecting Monet's empiricism and of constructing something ratio-



SEURAT. LA PARADE. l887-l888. STEPHEN C. CLARK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

nal and scientific, of finding an infallible recipe of every master-

piece. With the systematic approach which is typical of him,

Seurat worked very slowly; it took him two years to paint Un

Dimancbe d'&e a la Grande Jattc (1884-1886) which required at least

thirty studies in oil and twenty-seven preparatory drawings. His

principal works were La Parade (1887-1888), Les Poseuses (1887-

1888), Le Chahut (1889-1890); his sudden death on March 29,

1891, at the age of thirty-two, prevented him from completing his

final work, Le Cirque. "At the time of Seurat's death," said

Signac, "the critics acknowledged his talent, but maintained that

he had left not a single work. It seems to me, on the contrary, that

he gave, and gave superbly, all that he had to give. He would
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certainly have produced much more and would have developed,

but his task was accomplished. He had surveyed everything and

had established, almost definitively, the use of black and white,

harmony of line, composition, and the contrast and harmony of

color. What more can one ask of a painter ?**

S i G N A c , Paul. Born in Paris, 1863; died there, 1935. The

son of well-to-do parents, Signac began to paint at an early age.

At fifteen, he copied the works of Manet and made sketches after

Degas. A fervent admirer of Monet, he went to him for advice,

and Signac's first landscapes reveal Monet's influence. When he

was twenty-one he took part in founding the Societe des Artistes Inde-

pendants (1884) where he came to know Seurat, who was exhibiting

Une Baignade* Captivated by the divisionist technique, he decided

to collaborate with Seurat and to formulate the principles of the style

baptized "Neo-Impressionism" by Feneon. Camille Pissarro

(briefly), Charles Angrand, Lucie Cousturier, H.-E. Cross, Maxi-

milien Luce, Hippolyte Petitjean, and Theo van Rysellberghe all

joined this new group. As John Rewald says, it was Signac who

was the driving force of the group, particularly after Seurat*s death

in 1891. Enthusiastic, impetuous, and hearty, Signac felt it

imperative to spare no pains, to convince, to be of help. He

visited every port from Holland to Corsica, went to Italy and

Constantinople, settled at Saint-Tropez, and at each of these places

he painted water colors which are vibrant with spontaneity. From

these he created, with meticulous care, large and scientific canvases,

trying always to obtain "the most harmonious, luminous, and

colorful result.
"

In From Delacroix to ^eo-Impnssiomsm (1899)

he set down his profession of faith, the Neo-Impressionist charter;

he also wrote a study of Jongkind and numerous articles. From

1908 on he presided over the Societe des Independants for twenty-

six years.



SISLEY, Alfred. Born in Paris, 1839; died in Moret-sur-

Loing, 1899. Born of British parents, Sisley spent all his life in

France, apart from a few infrequent visits to London. After a

half-hearted venture into commerce he joined Gleyre's studio

(1862), where he made friends with Monet, Renoir and Bazille, and

with them discovered the delights of the French landscape. His

essentially poetic feeling for nature, both dream-like and delicate,

evoked memories of Daubigny, Lepine, and Corot. In London,

in 1871, he met Durand-Ruel who sponsored an important

exhibition of his works in 1883. Financially ruined by the death

of his father, he still went on painting. Marly, Bougival, Louve-

ciennes (1872-1876), Sevres, Suresnes, Saint-Mamtnes (1877-1882),

and Moret, where he finally settled, are the motifs which he repeated

tirelessly with the same feeling of melancholy. From 1885, more

and more influenced by Monet, he adopted the Impressionist

technique and colors. Leading an extremely with drawn existence,

he became touchy and irritable and allowed himself to remain

practically unknown among his generation. "He watched all the

joys of life depart from him one by one, except the joy of painting,

which remained always.'* He died of cancer of the throat on

January 19, 1899.

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC, Henri. Born in Albi, 1 864; died

in Malrome, 1901. Born into the old French aristocracy he was

brought up in the Chateau de Malrome by a pious mother and

a father devoted to falconry, horses, and hunting. He was educa-

ted in Paris at the Lycee Condorcet, but his already delicate health

was further undermined by two successive falls which left him an

invalid. Even when he was a small child he used to draw and, on

the advice of Princeteau, a friend of his father and a painter of

animals, he devoted himself to painting. In 1882, he went to

Bonnat's studio in the cole des Beaux-Arts where his master
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found his drawing "atrocious"; then he went to the studio of

Cormon. At that time he painted like Bastien-Lepage and Lewis

Brown, but he also made the acquaintance of fimile Bernard,

Anquetin, and Van Gogh, who impressed him greatly. His

friends helped him discover bohemian Paris, the Paris where social

outcasts were able to live a free life. In 1884, he set himself up in

the Rue Tourlaque in Montmartre, not far from the studio of

Degas, Thenceforth, the "Mirliton" and the
"
Moulin Rouge"

were like home to him. Valentin le Desosse, jane Avril, Grille

d'figout, La Goulue, Casque d'Or young women who today

are known only by their nicknames became bis friends. He
illustrated Bruant's songs, drew posters, and decorated La Goulue's

booth at the Poire du Trone (1895). The sentimentality of the

underworld left him untouched. An aristocrat through and

through, he was drawn to people who were out of the ordinary

regardless of their origins, and he applied himself to defining them

without any of the cruelty of Degas, yet at the same time without

moralizing. He painted them "as they were," devoid of mis-

interpretation and double entendre. Passionately interested in

horses, both because of his background and because they were

incarnations of the very essence of beauty nobility, elegance,

power, and speed he could be found in the paddock at Long-

champ by day and in the bar of the "Moulin Rouge" at night. But

the alcohol which ate into his system and his disordered life left

him prey to the most terrifying obsessions. He was sent to a

mental hospital in Neuilly (i 899) to take a cure for alcoholism. It

was during his stay in the clinic that he executed from memory
the famous series of drawings of the circus. Struck down by an

attack of paralysis at the age of thirty-seven, he died in his mother's

arms in the Chateau du Malrome on September 9, 1901.

VAN GOGH, Vincent. Born in Groot-Zundert (Holland;,
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1853; died in Auvers-sur-Oise, 1890. Van Gogh was descended

from a long line of pastors ; two of his uncles were art dealers. At

the age of sixteen, he went to work for one of his uncles who

managed a branch of GoupiFs art gallery in The Hague. Four years

later he joined the London branch of the same firm, but after some

differences with the manager of that firm he was sent to the main

office in Paris. Disgusted with the art business, he told his

employers that their profession was nothing else than "organized

theft/' and showed only pictures he himself liked to prospective

customers. He was discharged after seven months. In 1876 he

returned to England, where he became an assistant teacher in

Ramsgate, a job which lasted only nine weeks. After his return to

Holland, he worked in a bookstore for three months, and when

this, too, failed to work out, his father permitted him to go to

Amsterdam and matriculate at the theological faculty of the uni-

versity. After a year's study he had to admit failure. He attended

a missionary school for three months prior to going to the Borinage

mining area to spread the word of God. After six months, daring

which he led a life of fanatical asceticism, the church authorities

recalled him. Poor and miserable, he became "nostalgic for

painting" and enrolled in the Brussels academy of arts. Deeply
shaken by an unhappy love affair, he painted somber pictures

full of despair. Having failed to pass the entrance examination of

the Brussels academy, he went to The Hague to work with his

cousin, the painter Mauve. After two years of extreme poverty,

he returned to the parsonage of his parents.

After the death of his father, Vincent moved to Antwerp where he

attended the local academy. In February, 1886 he left for Paris,

where his brother Theo was living. There, at the studio of

Cormon he met Anquetin, Toulouse-Lautrec and fimile Bernard.

His brother introduced him to Pissarro, Degas, Gauguin, and

other members of the Impressionist group, and under their influ-
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ence Vincent began to use the light colors of Impressionism; for a

time he even experimented with the Pointillist technique of Neo-

Impressionism. In Amsterdam he had already come across

Japanese prints, and in Paris he copied works of Hiroshige and

Kesai Yeisen.

Van Gogh, becoming conscious of the pitfalls and weaknesses of

the Impressionist technique, did not remain in the Impressionist

camp for long. The petty disputes of the Parisian artists, the
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negative public reaction to his paintings which found no customers,

and, finally, a fight with his brother Theo (who helped him so

generously) all these events combined to make Paris unpalatable

for him and he decided to move to the south of France. His

brother Theo agreed to continue to support him.

On February 21, 1888, Vincent arrived in Aries. The sun-

drenched landscape enchanted him. He remained in Aries for

fifteen months and during that period he painted more than two

hundred pictures. Yet it was not a period of unmixed joy. The

allowance given him by Theo, who had married and faced some

financial problems himself, hardly paid for paints and brushes, and

for weeks at a time Vincent would suffer pangs of hunger. Also,

the local population was extremely hostile, dubbing him the "mad

VAN GOGH. THE TOWN HALL AT AUVERS. 1890.
V. W. VAN GOGH COLLECTION, LAREN.



painter." On October 20, Gauguin, summoned by Vincent,

arrived at Aries. The two friends worked together, but they had

numerous squabbles, and on Christmas Eve, after a tight in a local

inn, they broke off forever. After that, Van Gogh frequently

would lie in wait for Gauguin, razor in hand. Ultimately, he used

the razor on himself, cutting off his ear. Gauguin left Aries and

Van Gogh was hospitalized for two weeks. After his release he

suffered a renewed attack of insanity, and at the urging of the citi-

zenry of Aries he was once more hospitalized. After this second

attack, Van Gogh voluntarily committed himself to the asylum of

Saint-Remy. Theo agreed to bear the costs of this confinement.

At Saint-Remy, Vincent continued to work prodigiously, but

the pictures painted there bear the unmistakable traces of insanity:

restless, tortured lines, unsteady compositions, burning colors.

After spending a year at Saint-Remy he moved to Auvers-sur-Oise

to the house of Dr. Paul Gachet, an enthusiastic art lover and

collector. Initially, everything seemed to go well there, and he

created an enormous number of dramatic, colorful canvases. But

after a while he fell out with Dr. Gachet and also with his selfless

brother.

On July 17, 1891 on a Sunday Vincent shot himself. Two

days larer he died in the arms of his brother Theo.

WHISTLER, James A. McNeill. Born in Lowell, Mass., 1834;

died in London, 190}. His father, of Irish origin, was an army

engineer. Attracted by the army as a career, the young Whistler

went to West Point in 1 8 5
1 . But his love of independence clashed

with school discipline and he soon left the Academy. Subsequent-

ly, he became a map engraver with the U.S. Coast and Geodetic

Survey, but in 1855, incapable of conforming to anything that did

not appeal to him, he gave that up also and left America for

Europe to devote himself to painting. Bohemian Paris welcomed
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and overwhelmed him. He enrolled with Gleyre and made

friends with Degas, Legros, Bracquemond, and Fantin. Courbet

and Manet helped and advised him. Like the other Impressionists,

he tried to gain acceptance by the Salon, but he suffered successive

setbacks in 1859, 1860, and 1863. He exhibited his The White Girl

in the Salon des Refuses in 1863. From 1859 on he lived mainly in

London mostly in Chelsea and achieved considerable success

in England as a portrait painter and etcher. The influence of

Velasquez is apparent in many of his portraits, but Whistler gave

them a delicacy, an exquisiteness of color and composition, deriv-

ed in part from Japanese art. Like the Impressionists, he reacted

against anecdotal subject matter in painting. He held that nature

contains the elements, in color and form, of all pictures as the

keyboard contains the notes of all music; that the artist is born

to pick and choose and group these elements scientifically and

that the result may be beautiful. This conception of painting is

exemplified above all in the series of Nocturnes which he began in

the 1870*5 mostly views of the Thames at night based on obser-

vation but painted from memory, with shadowy silhouettes of the

banks or the bridges and delicate patterns and color harmonies.

These did not meet with the approval of Ruskin, whose harsh

criticism brought on a libel suit by Whistler. Whistler wx>n his

case but was only awarded one farthing damages. He was declared

bankrupt and left for Venice in 1879, returning to London the

following year. Honors began to come to him in the i88o's: in

1886 he was elected President of the Society of British Artists; in

1889 he received a first-class medal at the Paris International

Exhibition and was made Chevalier of the Legion of Honor; in

1891 the portrait of his mother was purchased for the Luxem-

bourg Museum in Paris. Dandified and belligerent, he adopted

the butterfly as his emblem and wittily castigated his enemies

above all the critics in his "The Gentle Art of Making Enemies/'
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CHRONOLOGY
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCENE LITERATURE AND MUSIC

1855 Paris World Exhibition.

Crimean war: Fall of Sevastopol to the Allies.

Alexandrc Dumas fils: Le Demi-Monde,

Walt Whitman: Leans of Grass.

Ivan Turgenev: Rudin.

Matthew Arnold: Poems: Second Series.

Charles Kingsley: Westward Ho I

Death of Charlotte Bronte.

1856 Treaty of Paris.

War of Britain and France against China.

War between Britain and Persia.

Victor Hugo: Les Contemplations.

Ralph Waldo Emerson: English Traits.

Herman Melville: Piasga Tales.

Richard Wagner: Die Walkfire.

1857 British and French take Canton.

Indian Mutiny (Sepoy Rebellion).

Peace of Paris between Britain and Persia.

Charles Baudelaire: Flowers of Evil.

Gustave Flaubert: Madame Bovary.

William Makepeace Thackeray: The

Anthony Trollope: Barcbester lovers,

1858 Attempted assassination of Napoleon in (Orsini

Plot).

Indian Mutiny suppressed.

Treaty of Tientsin.

Compact of Plombieres (Napoleon III, Cavour).

Beginning of War of the Reform in Mexico.

Ivan Goncharov: Oblomov.

Jacques Offenbach: Orpheus in the Underworld.

1859 Franco-Austrian war.

Battle of Solferino, Austrian defeat.

Armistice of Villafranca.

Ferdinand de Lesseps begins construction of

Suez Canal.

John Stuart Mill: On Liberty.

Death of Metternich.

Charles Dickens: A Tale of Two Cities.

George Eliot: Adam Beds.

Wagner. Tristan and Isolde.

Charles Gounod: Faust.

1860 Anglo-French expedition in China.

Treaty of Peking.

Tuscany, Modena, and Parma join Sicily.

Lincoln elected President of the U.S.A.

Nightingale Training School for Nurses founded

in London.

Eliot: The Mill on the Floss.

John Ruskin: Modern Painters (last volume).
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POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCENE LITERATURE AND MUSIC

1861 Outbreak of American Civil War.

Italian unification: Cavour.

Victor Emmanuel II King of Italy.

Confederate States of America formed;

Davis its president.

Emancipation of serfs in Russia.

French intervention in Mexico.

Death of Prince Albert, Cavour.

Eliot: Silas Manor.

Dickens: Great Expectations,

Hans Christian Andersen: 7airy Tales.

Tambauser produced in Paris.

1862 Bismarck becomes Prussian premier.

Foundation stone of new Paris Opera laid.

Lincoln issues Emancipation Proclamation.

Hugo: Les Miserable*.

Leconte de Lisle: Palmes Barbares.

Turgenev: Fathers and Sons.

Death of Thoreau,

1863 Polish insurrection suppressed by Russia and

Prussia.

Mill: Utilitarianism.

Denmark annexes Schleswig.

Ernest Renan: Life of Jesus.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: Tales of a

Henry David Thoreau: Excursions.

Death of Thackeray.

1864 Geneva Convention (Red Cross).

First International founded by Karl Marx,

Austro-Russian War against Denmark ; Denmark

cedes Schleswig-Holstein.

Octavia Hill begins housing-reform program.

Lincoln re-elected.

Maximilian crowned emperor of Mexico.

Cardinal Newman: Apohjtjapro Vita Saa.

Anton Bruckner. First Symphony.

Robert Browning: Dramatis Personae.

Feodor Dostoevski: Notesfrom the Underground.

Death of Nathaniel Hawthorne.

1865 Assassination of Lincoln.

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of

the U.S.A. abolishes slavery.

William Booth founds the Salvation Army.

Leo Tolstoi: War and Peace.

Lewis Carroll: Alice in

1866 Seven Weeks' War; Austria defeated by Prussia

at Battle of Sadowa.

Italy annexes Venetia.

North German Confederation formed.

mile Zola: Mon Salon (dedicated to Cezanne).

Doestoevski: Crime and Punishment.

Henrik Ibsen: Brand.

Bedrick Smetana: The Bartered Bride.

Johannes Brahms: A German Requiem.
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1867 i Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy formed

i Emperor Maximilian executed in Mexico.

j Alaska Purchase.

! Paris World Exhibition.

I Second Parliamentary Reform Bill in Britain.

; Marx: Das Kapital, I,

: British North American Act: Canada becomes

;
Dominion.

! Disraeli British Prime Minister.

Gounod: RMMO and Juliet,

Ibsen: Peer Gynt.

Zola: TMrltt Raquin.

Death of Baudelaire,

1868 ! Revolution in Spain.

i France adopts parliamentary system; freedom

Wagner: Die Meistersinger von Ntirnherg.

1869 : Suez Canal opened.

i College for women founded at Cambridge.

. German Social Democratic Party founded.

Arnold: Culture and Anarchy.

Wagner: Das Rbeingold.

Dostoevski: The Idiot.

Francis Parkman: The Discovery of the West.

Mark Twain: Innocents Abroad.

Death of Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve,

Alfonse de Lamartine.

1870 Dogma of Papal infallibility.

Franco-Prussian War.

September 4: Third Republic proclaimed in

|

Paris.

I Siege of Paris,

Eugene Fromentin: Les Matires d'autrtfois.

Jules Verne: Twenty Thousand Leagues under the

Sea,

Death of Dickens, Dumas pere, Jules De Gon-

court.

1871
'i Treaty of Frankfurt.

j

March i8-May 28: Paris Commune.

i Thiers elected President of France,

j
William I crowned emperor of Germany,

j Rome becomes capital of Italy.

Zola begins Les Rougon-Macquart.

Arthur Rimbaud: Le Bateau Ivre.

Eliot: Middlemarch.

Giuseppe Verdi: AJda>
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Manet: The Execution of Maximilian ; exhibits all his

rejected works in a gallery in the Place de 1'Alma.

Pissarro, Monet, Renoir, Sisley, Bazille, and Cezanne

rejected by'the Salon.

Monet: Women in the Garden.

Siemens: Dynamo,

Christopher Latham Sholes: Typewriter.

First lift, at Paris Exhibition.

1867

Death of Ingres.

Corot: Woman with Pearl.

Manet meets Berthe Morisot; he exhibits Portraits of

Zola at the Salon; paints The Bakoty.

Renoir Eli^a ; portraits of Sisley and Baylk.

Monet works at foretat, exhibits at Le Havre.

Bazille: Second version of The Family Rtunion.

1868

Manet and his friends frequent the Cafe Guerbois; he

paints Ltmtb in the Studio.

Pissarro at Louveciennes.

Monet and Renoir work at Bougival,

Exhibition at Munich: Courbet (The Marsh), Manet,

Leibl.

Dimitri Mendelejeff demonstrates exist-

ence of ''periodic law" in relationship

between elements,

1869

;

Fantin-Latour: Studio at Les "Batigwllts.

: Manet, Degas, Renoir, and Bazille in the army; death
:

of Bazille at Beaune-la-Rolande.

. Ce*zanne at L'Estaque. Pissarro and Monet in England.

Siemens: Electric furnace.

Jean Martin Charcot: Hypnosis used in

the study of psychopathology.

1870

Courbet, president of the Commission artistiqw of the Darwin: The Descent of him.

. Commune, forced to seek refuge in Switzerland.

Pissarro and Monet, in London, meet Durand-Ruel.

. 1871
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1872 Spanish Civil War,

France pays heavy war indemnities.

Germany expells Jesuit order; beginning of

Samuel Butler: Erewhon,

Dostoevski: The Possessed.

Death of Theophile Gautier,

Death of Giuseppe Mazzini.

1873 Economic crises in Europe, America, and

Australia.

Thiers resigns; MacMahon becomes President

of French Republic.

Proclamation of republic in Spain,

Three Emperors' League formed.

Death of Napoleon HI, Mill,

Verne: Around the World in Eighty Days.

Death of Edward Bulwer-Lytton.

1874 Legislation in Britain and Fiance governing

conditions of work in factories.

Switzerland adopts universal male suffrage.

Spanish monarchy re-established.

Occupation of Formosa by Japan.

Paul Verlaine: Romances sans Paroles.

Johann Strauss: Die Fledermaus.

Wagner: Die Gotterdammerwg.

Verdi: Requiem.

Flaubert: The Temptation of-St. Anthony.

1875

1876

Republican Constitution established in France.

Universal Postage Union.

England acquires Suez Canal shares.

Tolstoi: Anna Karenina (1875-1878).

Bizet: Carmen.

Death of Bizet, Kingsley.

First International dissolved.

Primary education made compulsory in England.

Serbia and Turkey at war.

England and France assume joint financial

control of Egypt.

Mark Twain: The Adeventures of Tom Sawyer.

Duranty: La Nouvelle Peinture.

Stephane Mallarme: L'Apris-midi d'm Patote.

Eliot: Daniel Deronda.

Death of George Sand.

1877 Queen Victoria crowned Empress of India.

Russo-Turkish Wan Treaty of San Stefano.

Death of Thiers.

Zola: L'Assommir.

Ibsen: The Pillars of Society.
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1878 Paris World Exhibition.

Congress of Berlin.

Sovereignty for Serbia and Rumania;

Duret: Les Peintres Impressionmstes.

Thomas Hardy: The Ketm of tie Native.

Gottfried Keller Ziirither Novellen.

Henry James; Daisy Miller.

1879 Jules Grevy French President; French economic

recover}'.

Zulu War.

Dual Alliance (Germany, Austria).

Dostoevski: The "Brothers Karamaqpv.

George Meredith: The Egoist.

August Strindberg: The JbJRoom.

Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky: Eqen Onegin.

1880 Britain at war with Transvaal.

French Socialist Party founded.

Death of Benjamin Disraeli.

Zola: Nona.

Tchaikovsky: Pique Dame.

Henry Adams: Democracy.

Death of Flaubert, George Eliot.

1881

1882

Czar Alexander II assassinated.

Tunisia becomes French Protectorate.

American Federation of Labor founded.

Guy de Maupassant: The House ofMme. Tellier.

Verlaine: Sagesse.

Ibsen: Ghosts.

Henry James: The Portrait ofa Lady,

Jacques Offenbach: Tales of Hoffmann.

Death of Thomas Carlyle, Dostoevski.

Triple Alliance (Germany, Italy, Austria),

Primary education in France compulsory and

secular.

Death of Garibaldi and Gambetta.

Wagner: Parsifal.

Death of Emerson, Longfellow, Trollope,
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PAINTING TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE

Monet at V&heuil, Sisley at Sevres, Cezanne at L'Es-
;
David Edward Hughes: Microphone.

taque. ,
Pasteur Les Microbes.

Seura't enters the ficole des Beaux-Arts.
:

Van Gogh preaches .among the miners of the Borinage. j

1878

Fourth Impressionist exhibition; fifteen artists, includ- I Edison: Incandescent lamp,

ing Degas, Pissarro, Monet, and Gauguin (who ;
Ernst von Siemens: First electric railway,

exhibited a sculpture), participate.
i Death of James Qerk Maxwell.

Manet: George Moore at the Cafe de la Noavelle Atbims. '.

1879

Renoir: Mme. Cbarpentier and her Children accepted by j

the Salon. =

Death of Daumier. !

Fifth Impressionist exhibition; eighteen artists, includ-

ing Degas, Pissarro, Morisot, and Gauguin participate.

Pissarro, Degas, and Cassatt work together, doing !

engravings.

Van Gogh begins to paint.

Darwin: The Pover of Umment in Wants. 1880

Sixth Impressionist exhibition
;
thirteen artists, including

Degas, Pissarro, Morisot, and Gauguin participate.

Societe dts Artistes Franfait formed.

Manet seriously ill.

Pissarro at Pontoise with C&anne and Gauguin.

Renoir goes to Italy, impressed by Raphael and by

Pompeii. He then goes to Algeria.

First central electric light power plant

opened in New York.

1881

Retrospective exhibition of Courbet's paintings at the

ficole des Beaux-Arts.

Seventh Impressionist exhibition; eight participants,

including Pissarro, Monet, Renoir, Sisley, Morisot,

Gauguin.

Manet: The Bar of the Folies-Sergere ; he is elected Che-

valier of the Legion of Honor.

Cezanne at L'Estaque with Renoir, then alone at Jas de

Bouffan.

Sisley at Moret-sur-Loing.

Durand-Ruel in financial difficulties.

Death of Gabriel Dante Rossetti.

Robert Koch: Tuberculosis bacillus.

Death of Darwin.

1882
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1883 Mahdi Rebellion in Sudan.

Annan and Tonkin become French Protectorates.

Kruger President of South African Republic,

Fabian Society founded.

Factory Act in England.

Franco-Chinese War.

Death of Marx,

I
Joris Karl Huysmans: L'Art Modem.

\

Friedrich Nietzsche: Thus Spake Zaratbustra.

\
Robert Louis Stevenson: Treasure Island.

\
Death of Turgenev, Wagner.

1884 French Trade Unions recognized by legislation,

St Gotthard Tunnel opened.

Universal male suffrage in Britain.

Somaliland becomes British Protectorate.

South West Africa becomes German Protector-

ate.

. Huysmans: A Rebows.

;
Ibsen: The Wild Duck.

i Brahms: Fottrtb Symphony.

\ Alphonse Daudet: Sappho.

.
Mark Twain: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

'

Death of Charles Reade, Smetana.

1885 Gold discovered in Transvaal.

Gordon killed at Khartoum.

German acquisition of East Africa.

Arnold: Discourses in America,

Zola: Germinal.

Jules Laforgue: Compkintes.

Walter Pater: Marias the Epicurean.

Dujardin founds the Raw Wagierieme.

Meredith: Diana of the Crossways.

Harry Becque: La Parisietme.

Guy de Maupassant: Eel-Ami
Death of Victor Hugo.

1886 Bonaparte and Orleans families banished from

France.

Statue of Liberty given by France to U.S.A.

British acquisition ofBurma and the Gold Coast.

Fe"n6on: Les Impressionnistes en itif.

Jean Moreas: Manifest du Symbolisme.

Rimbaud: Les Illuminations.

Zok: L'CEwre.

Hardy: Tbe Mayor of Casterbridge.

Ibsen: Rosmersbolm.

Death of Emily Dickinson, Franz Liszt.
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Monet at Giverny.

Renoir: Dancing at Bougival

Gauguin gives up his job at the bank and Mows
Pissarro to Rouen.

Seurat: loathing at Asnttres.

Durand-Ruel exhibits Impressionists at Boston, Rotter-

dam, and Berlin.

Exhibition of Japanese prints at Petit's.

Death of Manet

First skyscraper (ten stories high) built

in Chicago.

Klebs-Loffler bacillus (diphtheria).

1883

Retrospective Manet exhibition at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts.

Sale of Manet's studio.

Socute des Vingt founded at Brussels.

Pissarro living at fivagny, near Gisors.

Monet stays at Bordighera, Menton, Etretat.

Gauguin goes to Denmark.

Redon, Signac, and Seurat found the Salon des Inde-

pendants.

Edward Bume-Jones: King Copbetua and the Beggar Maid.

Ottmar Mergenthalen Linotype.

Charles Parsons: Steam turbine.

Koch: Cholera bacillus.

Hiram Stevens Maxim: MacHoe-gun.
Death of Mendel.

1884

Pissarro, influenced by Seurat and Signac, adopts Divi-

sionism.

Cezanne at Gardanne during the autumn and winter.

Renoir: Studies for the Bathers.

Seurat works on La Grande Jatte.

Van Gogh at Nuenen: The Potato Eai&rs.

Pasteur Hydrophobia vaccine.

Karl Benz: First automobile powered by

internal-combustion engine.

1885

Last Impressionist exhibition : seventeen exhibitors,

including Pissarro, Degas, Morisot, Guilkumin,

Gauguin, Signac, and Seurat.

Van Gogh arrives in Paris in February.

Cezanne quarrels with Zola about l/GEww.

Gauguin meets Emile Bernard at Pont-Aven, becomes

friendly with Van Gogh in Paris.

Monet, Pissarro, Degas, Renoir, Sisley, Morisot, and

Seurat exhibited in New York by Durand-Ruel.

Seurat: La Grande Jatte.

Foundation of the New English Art Club; acceptance

of Impressionist influence in England.

Death of Monticelii.

Henrich Hertz: Electric-amgnetic waves.

Reginald H. Fitz identified, named, and

analyzed appendicitis.

1886
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1887 Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria.

President Grevy resigns as a result of financial

scandals; Bouknger's coup d'etat fails; Carnot

becomes French President.

China cedes Macao to Portugal.

First Colonial Conference in London,

British annex Transvaal.

Mallarme': Poesies.

Edmond and Jules de Goncourt: Journal dts Gon~

court,

Strindberg: The Father,

Beginning of Theatre Libre in Paris.

Verdi: Olello.

Anton Chekhov: Ivanov.

Death of Laforgue.

1888 William II Emperor of Germany.

County Councils established in Britain.

First railway in China.

Strindberg: Miss Julie.

Richard Strauss: Dm Juan.

Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov:

Ibsen: Ibe Ladyfrom the Sea.

Death of Matthew Arnold.

1889 Paris World Exhibition.

Suez Canal made neutral and international.

Second International founded in Paris.

British South Africa Company formed.

Paul Bourget: Le Disciple.

Maurice Barres: U Homme Libre.

Henri Bergson: Essai sur les Donnees Immediate*

de la Conscience.

Bjomstjerne Bjomson: In God's Way.

Richard Strauss: Death and Iransfigmtion.

Gerhart Hauptmann: Before Dam.

Death of Robert Browning.

1890 Anglo-French agreement on Nigeria.

First International Congress for the protection

of workers in Berlin.

Free elementary education in England.

Resignation of Bismarck.

Ibsen: EeddaGahhr.

Kmit Hamsun: Hunger.

Pietro Mascagni : Cmlkria Rusticaw.

Stefan George: Hyxmen.

Death of C&ar Franck, Cardinal Newman,

Offenbach.
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i Gauguin in Martinique from April until November.

j
Van Gogh (View from Vincent's Raom) and Toulouse-

! Lautrec adopt Pointillism.

I Lautrec paints his Portrait of Van Gogh.

\
Signac "discovers" Collioure,

John Dewey: "Psychology.

Death of Kirchhoff.

1887

i Monet at Antibes.

i Van Gogh at Aries: The Anglois Bridge, Boatsm the Beachf

\ Sunflowrs,

\
Second visit of Gauguin to Pont-Aven with Bernard

j

and Laval; he rejoins Van Gogh in Aries in October,

; quarrels violently with him.

I Van Gogh enters hospital.

i
Seurat: La Parade, Les Poseurs,

i Bonnard, Vuillard, M. Denis, and Senisier at the

i Academic Julian.

;
Sickert joins the New English Art Club.

j Rodin: Burghers of Calais.

John Boyd Dunlop: Pneumatic bicycle.

W. S. Burroughs: Adding machine.

Pasteur Institute founded in Paris.

Emile Berliner: Disc record.

1888

i Renoir: Les Baigneuses.

\

Monet organizes a petition to secure the admission of

I Qlympia to the Louvre.

; Gauguin and the Symbolists at the Cafe Volpini.

! Signac visits Van Gogh in March.

i Van Gogh enters the St. Remy asylum in May; paints

; Starry Night.

\ Lautrec: Moulin de la Gaktie,

\
The Nabis group founded.

i
Exhibition by French Impressionists in London.

; A group from the New English Art dub exhibits under

i the title "The London Impressionists."

Eiffel Tower constructed.

Herman Hollerith: Punch-card machines.

Francis Galton: Natural Inheritance.

1889

i Monet: Haystacks series.

j

Pissarro parts with the Neo-Impressionists.

j
Cezanne begins the Card Players series.

j

Van Gogh at Auvers; commits suicide in July.

I Seurat at Gravelines
; exhibits Le Chabtt.

: Munch in Paris, meets Gauguin and Toulouse-Lautrec.

i Rodin: La Danaide.

Emil von Behring: Sero-therapy.

WilliamJames: Principles of Psychology.

Koch: Tuberculin,

1890
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1893

1894

1895

1891
j
Franco-Russian Alliance: French squadron at

I Kronstadt

I Papal Encyclical on Labor.

I Antisemitic pogroms in Russia.

i Nyasaland becomes British Protectorate.

Oscar Wilde: The Picture of Dorian Gray.

William Morris: Newsfrom Nowhere.

Arthur Conan Doyle: Tbe Adventures ofSberkfk

Holmes.

Gustav Mahler: First Symphony.

Frank Wedekind: The Awakening ofSpring. x
Hardy: Jess of the D'Urbervilles.

Death of Goncharov, Melville, Rimbaud

1892 I Dual Alliance (France and Russia).

j Leo Xm orders French Catholics to accept the

i Republic.

Maurice Maeterlinck: Pelleas et Melisande.

Ibsen: The Master Builder.

Gerhart Hauptmann: The Weavers.

Rudyard Kipling: Barrack-Room Ballads.

George Bernard Shaw: Widowers' Houses.

Claude Debussy: L'Aprh-midi d'un Fame.

Death of Renan, Tennyson, Whitman,

i Franco-Russian commercial treaty and military

j
convention.

j
Panama Trial in Paris.

j Keir Hardie forms British Independent Labour

| Party.

j Chicago World's Fair.

j Death of MacMahon.

Jose'-Maria de Heredia: Les Tropbe'es.

Adolf von Hildebrand: The Problem of Form.

Wilde: Salome.

Verdi: Falsia/.

Tchaikovsky: Symphonic Patbetique.

Giacomo Puccini: Manon Lescaut.

Death of Gounod, Tchaikovsky, De Maupas-

Sino-Japanese War.

Carnot, French President, assassinated; succeed-

ed by Casimir-P6rier.

Dreyfus Case,

Coronation of Nicholas II of Russia,

Anatole France: The Red Lily.

Richard Strauss: Till Exlenspiegel.

Shaw: Candida.

Bruckner: Ninth Symphony.

Death of Robert Louis Stevenson, Pater,

Treaty of Shimonoeki ends Sino-Japanese war.

Confederation Gene"rale du Travail (federation

of trade unions) formed.

i London School of Economics founded.

Verlaine: Confessions.

mile Verhaeren: IM Villes Tentaculaires.

Theodor Fontane: Effi Briest.

William Butler Yeats: Poems.

Wilde: Tbe Importance of Being Earnest.

Richard Strauss: Thus Spake Zarathustra.

Death ofDumas fils.
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I Monet: Poplars series.

I Gauguin goes to Tahiti.

[ Retrospective Van Gogh exhibition at the Salon des

Independants.

First Toulouse-Lautrec poster (for the Moulin Rouge).
Death of Seurat, Jongkind,

Edison: Kinetoscope.

British Institute of Preventive Medicine

founded.

Edward Goodrich Acheson: Carbor-

undum.

Otto Lilenthal: Glider.

1891

: Exhibition of Renoir, Pissarro, and Degas at Durand-
1

RueL

Retrospective Seurat exhibition at Salon desIndependents,
'

Cezanne at Fontainebleau.

Signac at St. Tropez.
;

Exhibition by the Nabis at the Bare de Boutteville.

Whistler and Burne-Jones exhibitions in London.

Rudolf Diesel: Internd-combustion

engine.

Death of Werner von Siemens.

1892

i
Monet begins his Rouen Cathedral series.

; Gauguin returns to Paris from Tahiti and exhibits at

i Durand-Ruel.

;
Matisse and Rouault at the Guastave Moreau Studio.

1893

i Caillebotte bequest to the Louvre temporarily lodged

;
at the Musee du Luxembourg.

;

Cezanne with Monet at Giverny, meets Qemenceau.
:

Gustav Geffroy publishes his Eistoire de I'lmprtsnomime.
: The Yellow Book: reproductions of Steer, Sickert,

Conder, Max Beerbohm, and Aubrey Beardsley.

Death ofVon Helmholtz, Hertz. 1894

Cezanne exhibition at Vollard's, Rue Laffitte (150 can-

vasses); this exhibition influenced the Nabis.

; Renoir in London and Holland.

: Gauguin returns to Tahiti.

j
Death of Berthe Morisot.

Louis and Auguste Lumiere: Qnerna- 1895

Wilhelm Rontgen: X rays.

Death ofHuxley and Pasteur.
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1896 : France annexes Madagascar.

i Emperor William sends congratulatory telegram

I to President Kruger (implying German recog-

j
nition of Transvaal independence).

j
Holland adopts universal male suf&age.

i Vilfredo Pareto: Cours d'conomie
Politiqtte.

\ Italian-Abyssinian War.

1897
j
Turco-Greek War.

! Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee,

i Second Colonial Conference in London.

1898 i France occupies Fashoda.

j
Start of Spanish-American War.

|
Zok yaccuse (the Dreyfus Affair).

I Norway adopts universal male suffrage.

; U.S.A. annexes Hawaii.

LITERATURE AND MUSIC

Marcel Proust: Pleasures and Regrets.

Chekhov: TbeSea-Gttlt.

Val&y: An Emm& mtb Mr. Teste.

Hardy: Jade the Obscure.

Death of Verlaine, Bruckner.

Mallarme": Divagations.

Gide: Les Nourrttures Terrestres.

: The Invisible Man.

Death of Brahms, Daudet

Wilde: The Mlad of Ktating Gaol.

Richard Strauss: Ein Heldenkbtn.

Death of Mallarme, Burne-Jones, Fontant

Moreau, Lewis Carroll

1899
j

Start of Boer War.

j Action Franfaise founded.

j End of Spanish-American War.

j
British Federation of Trade Unions formed.

; Hague Peace Conference.

I Second Dreyfus trial

Chekhov: Uncle Vanya.

Shaw: Caesar and Cleopatra.

Death of Becque.

1900
j
Paris World Exhibition.

! Boxer Rebellion in n^p^.

;
British Labour Party founded.

Tolstoi: Resurrection,

Gabriele D'Annunzio: The Flame of Life.

Joseph Conrad: Lord Jim.

Shaw: Tbree Playsfor Puritans.

Puccini: La Tosco.

Theodore Dreiser: Sister Carrie,

Death of Ruskin, Wilde, Nietzsche.
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! Marconi: First patent for wireless tek-
: Pissarro in Rouen.

j Gauguin writes Noa-Noa>

\

Lautrec exhibition at the Manzi-Joyant Gallery,
j
Antobe

Beccjuerel; Discovery
\ Hugo von Tschudi and Max Liebermann buy pictures j activity in uranium.

\
from Durand-Ruel for the Berlin National Gallery,

j
Death of Liliendal and Nobel

I Kafidinsky and Jawlensky in Munich. ]

j

Death of MiMs, Leighton, William Morris, j

j

Pissarro in London.
j
First diesd engbe built

j Degas at Montauban.
j
William Ramsay- Isolation ofkEm.

\
Impressionist exhibitions in London and Stockholm,

j Joseph Hior^on: Kscovery of cfaaco*-

\ Opening of the Tate Gallery in London. I

ary particles smaller than atoms.

j Pissarro: Views ofRam.

\
Renoir at Essoyes.

j Degas gives up oil painting for pastel and sculpture.

| Gauguin; What are m? Where hm m cms frm?

j
Pierre aod Mtrie Cork' Rad'ium

I Mairani: First wireless

between Fiance ami

\
Le Douanier Rousseau: Tbt Sloping Gipsy,

\

Rodin: State of Balzac. Ibe Kiss.

I Death of Boudin, Beardsley, Bume-Jones, Povis de

Chavannes.

.

! James Dewar: Ll<pKfcarioa rfhyck^ra.
! Death of Bessemer.

i Signac: Fraw Delacroix to Neo-Imprtssimaa.

i Renoir returns to Cagnes,

I Pissarro: Vievs of Paris.

I

Toulouse-Lautrec's series of circus drawings.

|
Matisse and Detain at the Carriere Studio.

I

Nabis exhibition at Durand-Ruel.
'

Derain and Vlaminck at Chatou.

Death of Sisley.

; Beginning of atomic
physics.

; Death of Mergenthalei, Bunsen.

Retrospective Seurat exhibition at the Rswt Btmk. \ Max Planck: Quantum theory,

Maurice Denis: Eommage a O^am. I Ernest Rutherfod and Frecferick Sodklf

Picasso goes to Paris, is influenced by Steinlen and j study radioactivity.

Toulouse-Lautrec i First Zeppelin built

j Sigmund Freud: Tbt bterpntttioi tf

: Dreaati.

j
Death of Lenoir.

18%
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1901

1902

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCENE LITERATURE AND MUSIC

President McKinley assassinated; succeeded by

Theodore Roosevelt.

Commonwealth of Australia formed.

Death of Queen Victoria.

End of Boer War.

Combes Ministry continues anticlerical policy in

France.

Anglo-Japanese Alliance.

Kipling: Kim.

Thomas Mann: Jtoddenbmks.

Strindberg: Tbe Dance of Death.

Death of Verdi.

Rainer Maria Rilke: Bud der Bilder.

Verhaeren: Les Forces Tmultueuses.

Gide: Tbe Immoralist.

Hilaire Belloc: Path to Rome.

Debussy: Pelleas et Melisande.

Maxim Gorky: Tbe Lower Depths.

Death of Zola, Butler.

1903 Investiture of Pope Pius X.

Bolshevist-Menshevik split of Russian social-

ists.

U.S.A. acquires Panama Canal Zone.

Henry James: The Ambassadors.

Arnold Schonberg: Gmlieder.

Death of Hugo Wolf.

1904 Entente Cordiale (Great Britain and France).

Japan declares war on Russia. Puccini: Madame Butterfly.

Chekhov: The Cherry Orchard.

Death of Dvorak, Chekhov.

1905 Separation
of Church and State in France. Wilde: De Profundis.

Richard Strauss: Salome.

Revolution in Russia.

Norway dissolves union with Sweden. Death of Verne.

1906 Qemenceau's first Ministry.

First Duma (Russian parliament) dissolved.

British Labour Party formed.

Rilke: The Love and Death of Cornet Christopbe

Mike.

John Galsworthy: A Man of Property.

Death of Ibsea
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PAINTING TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE

Retrospective Van Gogh exhibition in Paris. First Nobel Prizes.

Second visit to Paris of Picasso; start of his "blue First Transatlantic wireless.

period." I Joseph Everett Dutton: Discovery of .

Death of Toulouse-Lautrec, ; organism causing sleeping sickness.

1901

Retrospective Lautrec exhibition at the Salon ties Inde-

pendants and at Durand-Ruel. ;

Gauguin writes Avanf et Apres, Racontars d'm Lapin.

Cezanne: Girl with Doll,

Monet: Waterloo Bridge.

Rolffs: Rotary gravure press,

William James: The Varieties of Religjour

Experience.

Oliver Heatiside: Theory of conducting

layer in upper atmosphere.

Valdemar Poulsen: High-frequency arc.

Death of Virchow

1902

Salon d'Aitiomne founded.

; Impressionist and Neo-Impressionist exhibition at the

Viennese Secession.

! Bruno Cassirer publishes Kuttst tmd Kibtstler, a forum

for Impressionism in Berlin.

Death of Pissarro, Gauguin, Whistler.

Orviilc and Wilbur Wright: make first

powered flight.

1903

Monet exhibits his series Views of London.

Matisse at St Trope2 with Cross and Signac

Picasso installs himself in Paris at the Bateau-Lavoir,

Death of Fantin-Latour, Watts.

Rubel: Offset printing (litho).

John A. Fleming: Diode rectifier tube.

1904

Retrospective Manet exhibition at the Salon d'Autontne.

Salon des Independents exhibits Seurat, Van Gogh.

: Birth of Fauvism (Salon d'Automne).

Matisse: Luxury) Peace, and Voluptuousness.

Die Brticke founded at Dresden; beginning of German

Expressionism.

Albert Einstein: Special theory of

relativity.

First dreadnought.

1905

Gauguin exhibition at the Salon d'Automne.

Picasso begins Les Demoiselles d'Avignon.

Death of Cezanne.

;

Frederick Gowknd Hopkins: First 1906

studies of vitamins,
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INDEX

Names ofpersons an In capital Utters

Numbers in italics refer to the plates

ANGRAND, 186

Argenteuil, 36, 64, 235, 236, 237, 244

Aries, 158, 230, 254, 255

Asnieres, 215

ASTRUC, 63, 85

Auvers-sur-Oise, 136, 159, 223, 231, 255

BALZAC, 32

Barbizon School, 14-15, 23, 106, 150

BASTIEN-LEPAGE, 167, 251

Batignollcs, 214

BAUDELAIRE, 15, 32, 75, 78-80, 146, 179, 234

BAZILLE, 31, }$, 43, 46, 47, 50, 59; death in the

war: 103; 213; biography: 213-214; friend-

ship with Monet: 236

Belgian art, 178

BENEDITE (Musee du Luxembourg), 166-167,

J74

BERNARD, 146, 170-171, 192; biography: 214-

216; 224

BESNARD, 167

BLANCHE, 167

Blaue Reiter Group, 207

BOLDONI, 178

BONNARD, 201, 2OI, 20j

BONNAT, 7, 170, 2l8, 250

BONINGTON, 5, /, 23

BONVIN (studio), 225

Borinage, the, 151, 252

BOUCHER, 134, 246

BOUDIN, 12, 28, 2f ; friendship with Monet: 38-

39; 41, 42, 59; biography: 216-217; 216,

236

Bougival, 126, 236, 244, 250

BRAQUE, 175, 203

BRESDIN, 242

BRETON, 15

BROWN, 251

BRUYAS, 213

CABANEL, 14

Cafe" de la Nouvcllc Athcnes, 85

Cafe Guerbois, 44, 85, 227

Cafe Volpini, 230

Cagncs, 134, 246

CAILLEBOTTE, 172, 174; collection, 175; 218

CAROLUS-DURAN, 10

CARRIERS, 181

CASSATT, 113, 174; biography: 218-212; 219

CASSIRER, Bruno, 175

CASSIRER, Paul, 175

CEZANNE, 3, 4, 27, 25, 32; early disappointments:

51; 54, H t Salon des Refuses 55; 57, 14, 84,

120, 121, 122; influence on Pissarro: 122,

123; 124, 12}; the Post-Impressionist: 136,

138-143; i}8, ijf, 140, 141; emulated by

Gauguin: 144; 150, 152; selling-price of

pictures: 170, 172; 175, 179, 180, //, 184,

184 ; development from Impressionism: 199,

202; 203; biography: 221-224; 207, 220f *2i t

229, 239, 241

CHAGALL, 175

Chailly, 236, 244

CHAPLIN, 14, 250

CHARPENTIER, 172, 245

CHASAN, 229

CHASE, 174

CHEVREUL, 183, 205, 206, 247

CHOCQUET, 172, 236, 245

CLARETIE, 15

CLEMENCEAU, 218

CONSTABLE, 12-13, 12, 23, 27, 30, 106

CORMON (studio), 214, 230, 251, 252

COROT, /, 2, u, 26, 27 ; influence on Impression-

ists: 32-35 ; 42, 50; teaches the Morisot sisters:

66; 174, 213, 217; on Boudin; 217; 238, 239,

244

COURBET, 2, 7, 8, J, 41, 42, 4<>, 55, 56, 6$, 150,

174, 244, 256

COURTAULD, 174

COUSTURIER, 192

COUTURE (studio), 234

CROSS, 186, 204, 204-205, 225-226

DAUBIGNT, /<?, 50, 66, 106, 174, 244

DAUMIER, 24, 24-25, $o, 32, }j

2g7



DE CHAVANNES, 181-182

DEGAS, 3, 4, 10, jS, 60, 61 ; friendship with

Manet: 85; 94, 95-99, 96, 99> z
, *34> M9

162, 1 8$, 188-189, 189 ; friendship with Mary

Cassatt: 219, 220; 194, 22 f ; biography: 226-

228; 246

DELACROIX, 2, 5, 13, 13, //, 23, 27; on colour:

30; 32, 34-35, 42, 43, 130, 156, 181, 202, 247

DELAUNAY, 206

DENIS, 224

DERAIN, 205

DlAGHILEV, 175

DIAZ, 4, 50-51

DORSAL (fimile Bernard), 215

DUBOIS-FILLET, 186

DUBUFE, 7

DURAN, 170

DURAND-RUEL, 103, Io6, 107, 170, 172, 174,

220, 230, 241, 244, 250

DURET, 172

Diisseldorf School, 174

ENSOR, 178, 1 8 1

firagny, 242

Essoyes, 134

Estaque, 223

FANTIN-LATOUR, 50, 55, 62, 66, 244

Fauves, the, 94, 192, 205, 207, 226

FENEON, 192, 249

Roods, as Impressionist subject, 73

FRAGONARD, 134, 246

GACHET, DR, 159, 232, 255

GAD, 229

GAINSBOROUGH, 12

GARNIER, 6

GASQUET, 224

GAUGUEN, 21; the snow motif: 57; the Post-

Impressionist: 143-149, 143, 144, 14;, 147,

148 ; with Van Gogh: 158; 159, 175, 179, 181,

182, 19$, 193; on Pointillism: 194; 199, 202,

205; influenced by mile Bernard: 215;

228 ; biography: 228-230; on Pissarro: 242;

with Van Gogh: 255

GAUTIER, 15,42

GERICAULT, 23

GEROME, 14, 218

Giverny, 200, 238

GLEYRE (studio), 2, 42, 43, 47, 59, 126, 213, 236,

244, 250, 256

GONZALES, 70, 74, 230-231.

GOUPIL, 154, 252

GOYA, 20, 90

GUERARD, 231

GUILLAUMIN, 51, 55, 122, 231-232

GUILLEMET, 223

HARPIGNIES, 2, 174

HAZLITT, 16

HENRI-MARTIN, 167

Honfleur, 59, ijz, 214, 216, 236

HUET, 23

INGRES, 134, 202, 246, 247

ISABEY, 232

JALOUX, 224

Japanese art, influence of, 162-163, 253, 256

JONGKIND, 28, H, 41, 47, J2, 52, 55, 59, 217;

biography: 232; 249

KANDINSKY, 175, 206

KLEE, 202

La Grenouillere, 44, 45

LAMOTHE, 227

LARIONOV, 175

LARGUIER, 224

LA TOUCHE, 167

LAURENT, 167

LEENHOFF, 234

LEFEBVRE, 20

LEGER, 207

LEIBL, 174

Le Lavandou, 204

LHUILLIER, 42

LlEBERMAN, 175

LORRAIN, 12

Louveciennes, 126, 239, 244, 250

Louvre, the, 174, 175, 218, 224

LUCE, 192

"Macchiaioli" movement, 178

MAINDRON, 164

MALEVITCH, 175

MALLARME, 71, 243

MANET, fidouard, 4, 5, 8; Olympia: 14, 20, 211

20-21, 25; 36, 55; critical acclaim: 58; hostile

criticism: 62-63; 64, 65, 6j, 66; Berthe Mori-

sot: 67, 70-71; 74, 74, 75-94, 76, 77, 78, 79,

8^, 95; friendship with Degas: 98-99; 104-
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70;, 105, I74-I75J with Degas: 227; friend-

ship with fiva Gonzales: 231; biography:

233-235 ; 2}$ ; Berthe Morisot: 238, 239; 249,

256

MANET, Eugene, 239

MANTZ, 29, 63

Marly, 126, 250

MARQUET, 49

MATISSE, 175, 202, 205

MAUVE, 252

MEISSONIER, 10, 14

METSYS, 200

MILLET, 15, 19, 22, 42, 50, 150, 174, 216

MONDRIAN, 206

MONET, 3, 4, 12, 1 6, 17, 77, 28, 29, 30, 36, 56;
as Impressionist leader: 38-39, 42-43; 44-45,

44, 4f, 49, 49, jo, 50, 51; Japanese influence:

52; /;?> 53; snow scenes: 57; ;/, 59, 62, 62;
critical acclaim: 63 ; 64, 64, 65, 66, 6jt 68, 6&,

73; influence on Manet: 85; exile in London,

meeting with Durand-Ruel: 103; 106; con-

tribution to painting: iio-iix, 114; naming
of "Impressionist" group: 1 15 ; 130, 160, 161,

160-161, 1 86, 199; legacy of Impressionism:

200, 200) 201, 202, 206; 213, 217; influence

of Boudin: 217; 218; biography: 235-238;
2$? 239 *4> 249; influence on Sisley: 250

MONTICELLI, 155

MONTIFAUD, 25

MOREAU, 164

MORELLI, 178

Moret, 250

MORISOT, 3, 64, 66, 70-71, 74, 85-86, ii2t 112-

113, 231, 235; biography: 238-239

Moulin-Rouge, 164, 251

Munich International Exhibition, 1869, 174

Nabis, 244

NADAR (studio), 115, 127, 223, 239, 245

Neuilly, 251

NlEUWEKERKE, 14

PASMORE, 17

PERMEKE, 178

PETITJEAN, 186

PICASSO, 178, 203, 209

PISSARRO, 3, 4, 39, 40, 40, 41, 4} ; influence on

Cezanne: 54; 71, 73, 87, M-ty, 89; in wartime

London: .103-106; the ideal Impressionist:

118-119, 112-124; 12); with Cezanne: 136,

139; 143, /// , as a Neo-Impressionist: 153;

i6$, 168, 77^, 777, 179; Neo-Impressionism:
1 86, 199; 222; with Gauguin: 229; biography:

239-242; 241

Pointillism: 186, 198, 204, 205, 242

Pont-Aven, 215, 230

Pontoise, 122, 126, 136, 241

POUSSIN, 95, 138, 193

PRENDERGAST, 174

PRINCETEAU, 250

PROUST, 85, 235

RAPHAEL, 131, 134,245

REDON, 181, 757, 197, 242-244 247

REMBRANDT, 150

RENOIR, 3, 4, 8, ^7, 37, 43; with Monet: 44, 45;

46-47; influence of Diaz: 50-51; 62, 68-69,

69, 81, 82, 92, 92, 9^ ; break with Impression-
ism: 93, 130-131, 7^7, 134; 9$, 100, 101, log,

108, 770, 777, 127, 130-131, 134, 777, 77^, 179,

194, 199, 213, 218, 237; biography: 244-246;

REWALD, 44

RIBOT, 170

RIMBAUD, 146

ROUART, 246-247

ROUAULT, 175

ROUJON (ficole des Beaux-Arts), 174

ROUSSEAU, 10, 23, 50

RUBENS, 8, 30, 130

RUSINOL, 178

RUSKIN, 256

RUYSDAEL, 12

Saint-Mammes, 250

Saint-Remy, 255

Salons, conservatism of, 14, 55, 107

SEGANTINI, 178

SEURAT, 77*, 777, 77<f, 77?, 123, 7/2, 152, 157,

igj, 187, 191, 196, 198, 199, 202, 206, 20/,

226, 242; biography. 247-249; 241

Sevres, 250

SHCHUKIN, 175

SIGNAC, 128, 7/4 156-157, 198, 226, 242;

biography: 249

SISLEY, 3, 40, 41, 43, 46, 46, 51; snow scenes:

;6, 57; ;, 70; floods: 7>7J, 73; 106; as a

member of the Impressionist group: 124, 126-

127; /#, 137, 213; biography: 250

SMET, 178

SMITS, 178

SOROLLA, 178



STEVENS, 231

SURESNES, 250

SUTTER, 190

Symbolists, the, 181, 215

TANGUY, 170

TITIAN, 20, 30, 90

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC, 37, 96-97, ^7, 15$, 133;

the Post-Impressionist: 159, 162-164; 162,

16$, i6j, 172, 175, 178, /?/, 214; biography:

250-251

Trouville, 236

TROYON, 42

TSCHUDI (Berlin National Gallery), 175

TURNER, i, 16, 16-17, 2 3> 27 I0<>

VALADON, 133

VALERY, 78, 247

VAN GOGH, Theo, 154, 254, 255

VAN GOGH, Vincent, 57, 127, 128; arrival

in Paris: 128-129; 129, 152; the Post-

Impressionist: 149-151, i jo, iji, 154-155,

/;/, 158-159; 167, 175; future of Impression-

ism: 198, 202, 207; 215, 230, 242; biogra-

phy: 251-255; 2j }, 2] 4

VENTURI, 4, 142

VERONESE, 247

Ville-d'Avray, 236

VOLLARD, 171-172, 224

WATTEAU, 151

WHISTLER, 48, 48-49, 55, 255-256

WOUTERS, 178

ZOLA, 5 1, 62, 85, 222

ZULOAGA, 215












